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Abstract

This thesis deals with the design and control of flexure-based mechanisms for applica-
tions requiring multi-degree-of-freedom positioning and alignment. Example applica-
tions include positioning a probe or sample in atomic force microscopy, alignment of
tool and sample in stamping processes, and fine-positioning of wafer steppers in semi-
conductor manufacturing. Such applications necessitate nanopositioning systems that
satisfy critical functional requirements, such as load-capacity, bandwidth, resolution,
and range. Therefore, a systematic approach for design and control is an important
tool for research and development for flexure-based nanopositioning systems.

In this thesis, a novel methodology is presented for generating flexure-based topolo-
gies that can meet performance requirements, such as those dictating structural
strength or dynamical behavior. We present performance metrics that allow for the
generation of topologies that are tuned for a desired level of structural strength or
modal separation. The topology generation is aimed as a valuable addition to the de-
sign toolkit, facilitating novel designs that could not have been conceived otherwise.
The parameters within any particular topology could be adjusted at a subsequent
phase through a detailed shape and size optimization.

The thesis also proposes a controller generation approach. Unlike existing con-
troller parameterizations, a novel parameterization formulated in this thesis allows
for directly tuning the sensitivity transfer function of the closed-loop system. Tuning
sensitivity is critical in mitigating the effects of disturbances affecting the system, as
well as those arising from cross-coupling and parasitic error motions.

Further, an integrated methodology for design and control is presented. This
methodology uses the design topology generation approach and controller generation
approach proposed in the thesis. The key distinction of our design for control ap-
proach is that the design is iterated over topologies and not just parameters within
a selected topology. A simple one-degree-of-freedom positioning system example is
worked out to detail the steps of the proposed integrated design and control method-
ology. A novel design topology that is ideally suited for achieving a desired design
and control performance is derived using this methodology.

Finally, the hardware design and control of a novel flexure-based nanopositioner
implementation for scanning probe microscopy are presented to illustrate the effec-
tiveness of the approaches discussed in this thesis.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Precision positioning and alignment at nanoscale resolutions is often referred to as

"nanopositioning." Many design and control groups in the academia and industry

have explored this area of research over the past few decades in various contexts, such

as semiconductor manufacturing, biological imaging, optical communications, and

others [2]-[10]. From among the many different methods of implementing nanopo-

sitioning systems, those involving compliant flexure-based mechanisms have gained

popularity over the years [14, 48]. Flexure-based mechanisms are slender beam-like

spring elements in mechanical designs; they are close to being ideal motion bearings

with minimal friction, backlash, and other uncertainties [16]. These advantages make

flexure-based designs ideal candidates to implement for precision motion control.

We are interested in the design and control of flexure-based mechanisms for

nanopositioning applications. As will be explained in this thesis, existing designs do

not address critical functional requirements, such as load-capacity, bandwidth, and

range needed for a niche class of nanopositioning applications. Further, to the best of

our knowledge, an integrated design and control approach for flexure-based nanopo-

sitioning systems is lacking in the current literature. A systems-based methodology

can facilitate developing valuable synthesis tools for achieving the desired closed-loop



control performance.

1.1 Motivation

Nanopositioning is critical to an emerging class of small-scale precision manufac-

turing/metrology and numerous motion control applications. The drive for better

performance steers high-resolution designs towards satisfying stringent specifications

in terms of functional parameters such as range, load-capacity, and bandwidth. Ex-

amples of applications needing nanopositioning include (i) high-bandwidth steering

of mirrors in optomechanical system applications requiring precision positioning and

tracking [1], (ii) sample or probe positioning in scanning probe microscopy meth-

ods such as atomic force microscopy (AFM) for measuring topography at nano-scale

resolution (iii) tool-sample alignment in stamping applications such as imprint lithog-

raphy [2, 3] and micro-contact printing [4], and (iv) alignment of optically flat surfaces

brought in close proximity to characterize fields and forces on small-scales, such as

the Casimir force [5]-[8], or facilitate macromolecular separations [10].

Load Capacity

Range Bandwidth

Figure 1-1: Design triad motivating the broad classes of applications. Designs devel-
oped primarily for achieving large load-capacity are different from those developed
for high bandwidths, or those developed for large-range.

In terms of structural performance, the selection of flexures is dictated by many

requirements, examples being range, bandwidth, and load-capacity. A broad clas-

sification of high-resolution nanopositioning systems is shown as a design triad in



Fig. 1-1. In this thesis we are interested in emerging nanotechnology applications

that all fit within this classification framework.

1.2 Technical Challenges and Issues

While flexure-based nanopositioning systems for such advanced nanotechnology ap-

plications have been around for the past few decades [171, designing them for dynamic

performance has received little attention. Kinematic arrangement of parallel flexure

systems using projection geometry theory has been worked out in [181. Analysis

of the statics [16] and dynamics of flexure-based mechanisms have been extensively

studied [21, 49]. However, few publications [22, 23] have appeared in the context of

design for dynamic performance. The design of flexures in the context of mechanical

advantage is detailed in [22]. A finite-element approach based on Euler-Bernoulli

beam bending theory is formulated for analyzing dynamics in [23] and optimizing the

design space for precision flexure-based applications in [24].

While dynamic performance of just the flexure-based mechanism or 'plant,' as

referred to in the field of control systems, presents one of the performance require-

ments, a more challenging and critical requirement is achieving an overall desired

closed-loop control performance [25] of a system assembled with the mechanism, and

suitable actuator and sensor subsystems. Optimal locations for embedding actuators

and sensors in a mechanism with distributed compliance to satisfy controllability and

observability conditions are discussed in [26]. However, neither the design of the con-

troller nor the influence of a poor design choice on control performance is addressed

in this reference. A potentially useful approach in this context should be based on

integrating design and control methods right from design conception and validation

phase before hardware implementations are tested out. Integrated design and control

has been an active area of research spanning applications such as robotic manipula-



tor design and control [27]-[33], motion stages developed using lead-screw drives [35],

passive and active vibration isolation platforms [36, 37], and chemical process con-

trol [38]. To the best of our knowledge, an integrated approach for the design and

control of flexure-based nanopositioning systems is lacking in the existing literature.

A common systems-based methodology can facilitate developing valuable synthesis

tools for achieving the desired closed-loop control performance.

A related issue is one of lightly damped flexible modes of flexure-based mecha-

nisms. Physical damping is low in flexures made from metals such as aluminium

(used in development stages of the design process for ease of machining), or titanium

(used in the implementation and testing phase because of its high fatigue strength

and other material properties). External damping such as squeeze film damping and

foam-damping have been suggested and explored for flexures in the past. Active

damping through appropriate selection of control strategies needs to be addressed to

tackle the lightly damped resonances in these structures. Since the level of damping in

an assembled mechanism is hard to predict before the fabricated product is available

for testing, it becomes necessary to iterate the design process with thorough system

identification and testing of hardware mechanism implementations.

1.3 Approach

In this thesis, we base our design for control approach on two main contributions.

The first is the generation of a design topology library. This step is critical since,

before we implement any optimization of a selected design in terms of its shape and

size, material choice and other details, we need to be sure we are starting with an

appropriate, if not the most optimal, topology to begin with. Once the topology

is selected based on an initial screening (such as meeting design specifications, or

coupling between motion axes for control, or a desired level of modal separation), the



shape and size optimization routines can be deployed to fine-tune the parameters of

the selected topology.

The second contribution of the thesis is a method for controller generation. Instead

of selecting a brute-force method for generating controllers, first a nominal or baseline

is established. The closed-loop sensitivity transfer function obtained with the nominal

controller may not have the desired degree of robustness or disturbance rejection

capability. In this regard, we propose tuning the sensitivity transfer function of the

system using a free parameter transfer function Q(s). Under the novel controller

parameterization, synthesis of Q(s) is shown to be one of model-matching, or a linear

filter design. This approach is demonstrated via examples and a hardware case study.

The suggested approach allowed us to tie in theory with an applied setting in the

context of hardware implementations.

1.4 Case Study: AFM Nanopositioner

Many performance requirements dictate the selection of flexures, examples being

range, bandwidth, and load-capacity. In this case study, we implement a design for

closed-loop control approach for flexure-based mechanisms in nanopositioning appli-

cations such as scanning probe microscopy. Here, we regard the design for the control

approach as being primarily driven by closed-loop system requirements such as achiev-

able maximum range of motion, resolution and repeatability of positioning, and mit-

igating the effects of coupling or cross-talk between the axes. In dimensional metrol-

ogy with application to semiconductor process characterization, high-speed atomic

force microscopy can push the state-of-the-art in fast and reliable measurements at a

nanoscale resolution.

In particular, we developed a novel scanner for probe positioning in atomic force

microscopes. Unlike existing XY scanners, this scanner is designed specifically to



improve the dynamic performance in the Z direction. We have built a series of scanner

prototypes driven with piezoelectric actuators, and whose resulting motion is sensed

by laser interferometers and capacitance probes. We have tested the prototypes for

their static range and frequency response functions, both in-plane and out-of-plane.

Design trade-offs in achieving competing requirements are minimized with judicious

flexure component choices that further improve the potential control performance.

This case study is an application of the design for control approach proposed in

the thesis. The final design we converged on fits within a library of design topologies

that were generated using the principles derived herein. A hardware photograph of

the nanopositioner is presented in Figure 6-15 below.

Figure 1-2: Hardware photograph of nanopositioner built as a case study for design
for control approach developed in the thesis. The footprint of the device is about
4.5 in x 4.5 in.

The key results are tabulated in Table 1.1. In comparison with prior art, this

nanopositioner allows for triangular wave scans, within a field of view about four



Table 1.1: Experimentally demonstrated results obtained with the novel AFM
nanopositioner.

Measured Parameter Value

Range of deflection 50 pm x 50 pm
Lateral Resonance 750 Hz (first peak)
Static coupling between < 44 dB from Y to X
lateral axes < 30 dB from X to Y
Vertical Resonance 33.1 kHz (first peak)

times larger than existing art. Unlike resonant mechanisms, our nanopositioner allows

for nearly uniform velocity scans over the large field of view. The nanopositioner is

statically decoupled, with a measured difference of 44dB from Y t o X and 30 dB

from X to Y in the DC gains of the cross coupling frequency response functions

when compared to that of their direct frequency response counterparts. The vertical

resonance of as high as 33 kHz allows for significantly large modal separation between

the axes, making it suitable for high-speed imaging. In parallel to this nanopositioner

design and control, an optical subsystem is being developed in our research group.

With the add-on of the optical subsystem the nanopositioner, we expect to achieve

high-speed imaging of micron-sized samples, such as silicon features in semiconductor

manufacturing. Other applications of this AFM nanopositioner include imaging of

biological samples to detect nanoscale topography and understand the associated

science.

1.5 Thesis Roadmap

The rest of this thesis is organized as follows. Chapter 2 presents an overview of

the dynamic modeling of flexure-based mechanisms. In Chapter 2.2, we formulate

performance requirements such as range, resolution, bandwidth, and load-capacity

for flexure-based nanopositioning systems. Chapter 3 discusses the generation of



design topologies that meet performance requirements such as structural strength and

dynamic performance. In chapter 4 we propose a novel controller parameterization,

which allows for tuning the sensitivity transfer function of the closed-loop system.

In chapter 5, we present a methodology for integrating design and control, and work

out in detail an example positioning system that can meet a set of desired design

and control performance requirements. The case study of a novel nanopositioner for

atomic force microscopy is detailed in Chapter 6. A summary of thesis contributions,

possible ideas for future directions of this research are presented in Chapter 7.



Chapter 2

Preliminaries

In this chapter, we review the dynamic modeling of flexures and formulation of per-

formance specifications for positioning systems using the flexure-based mechanisms '.

Simple lumped parameter models for flexure beams and assemblies of such beams are

derived for their mass and stiffness matrices. Flexure materials such as aluminium,

steel, and other metals, are typically characterized by low damping. Simple propor-

tional models for damping are mentioned, understanding that predicting damping

accurately is infeasible. In Chapter 4, we discuss how to tackle lightly damped res-

onances through tuning sensitivity transfer functions. For formulating performance

specifications, we present a state-space formulation of a sample set of specifications

commonly required of positioning systems. The parameters such as range, resolu-

tion, bandwidth and load-capacity are derived for flexure-based positioning systems.

Any of these specifications can be included in the cost or constraint functions in any

optimization formulation.

'Parts of this chapter have been reprinted from our American Control Conference 2008 article
cited as reference [40]. The following copyright/credit notice is presented as stipulated by IEEE.
@2008 IEEE. Reprinted, with permission, from Proceedings of American Control Conference, June
2008 paper "Characterization of Dynamic Behavior of Flexure-based Mechanisms for Precision An-
gular Alignment," by Shilpiekandula V, Youcef-Toumi K, cited as reference [40].
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Figure 2-1: Schematic diagram showing a flexural beam element with deflection
w(x, t), slope O(x, t), and twist about the X-axis by an angle #(x, t) [40].

2.1 Dynamic Modeling

Flexures are beam-based motion guidance elements. Unlike friction-based bearings,

they allow for achieving smooth elastic motion with minimal nonlinearities such as

hysteresis or backlash. A simple flexure building block, or primitive, is shown as

a beam in Fig. 2-1. When a vertical force is applied at its free end, the beam is

subject to a bending action, that arises from the compliance distributed long its entire

length. In implementing positioning systems with flexures, it is critical to capture

an accurate dynamic model for developing a controller that satisfies properties like

good command following, or rejection of disturbances. In what follows, we detail the

dynamic modeling of the flexure beam of Fig. 2-1.2

2.1.1 Governing Equations

For the modeling, both Timoshenko beam [52] and Euler-Bernoulli beam models

are widely used. A Euler-Bernoulli beam model cannot capture the effects of shear

and rotational inertia. These effects become significant for beams with thickness

comparable to their length. To model torsion of the flexural element, we use St.

Venant's torsion formulation assuming that (i) the effects of restrained warping are

negligible and (ii) bending and torsion are decoupled. Further, we assume that the

deflections of the flexural beam element are small (an order of magnitude smaller

than the beam thickness) and hence, neglect the effects of axial stretching and the

2Dynamic modeling of other flexure primitives can be derived on similar lines. Refer to [21] for
modeling of notch flexures and [36] for modeling of post-buckled springs.



resultant stress stiffening along the length of the beam element.

Under the above-mentioned assumptions, the distributed parameter model for the

beam is well-documented in the literature [52] as being depicted by a set of partial

differential equations in the deflection w(x, t), slope O(x, t), and angle of twist #(x, t)

as follows [60, 56]:

a20(x, t) +KAG O w(x, t) 0 )
a" x2 g9X

apI t (2.1)

192.w(x,t) a U2 w(x,t) _ 86(xpA a AG ax 0 (2.2)

a20(x, t) a2g(x, t)GJxx aX2  + 1XX 2 =0 (2.3)

where p, E, G, Jx, are the density, elastic modulus, and torsional rigidity, respectively;

A, Iy, and i are the cross-sectional area, area moment of inertia about the neutral

axis Y, and a geometry-dependent shear-factor, respectively. For a rectangular cross-

section K assumes a value of 0.833 [63].

2.1.2 Lumped parameter modeling

Lumped parameter models approximate the infinite-dimensional behavior governed

by the set of partial differential equations. Such models often provide insight into

parametric relations that a direct finite element analysis routine may not provide.

In the initial design phase, lumped parameter models are often pivotal in making

design decisions, either about a layout of flexure constraints, or interconnection with

actuators. In this section, we detail the procedure for obtaining lumped parameter

models for flexures as well as assemblies of rigid bodies and flexures.

Many approximation methods such as the method of assumed modes [53], a

Galerkin approximation or Rayleigh approximation [62] are used for generating the



lumped parameter models. For example, using an assumed modes method, the

infinite-dimensional behavior of the mechanism is approximated to a finite-series

made up of spatially varying mode shape functions (or trial functions) with tem-

porally varying mode amplitudes [55]. Since a one-element model is used for the

beam, the distributed properties of the beam are lumped to the node at the guided

end of the beam; the fixed node of the beam has no lumped mass or stiffness. Hence,

from nodal displacements assumed for the guided end of the beam, a multi-DOF

lumped parameter model can be derived.3 The detailed application of the assumed

modes method to the set of partial differential equations governing the motion of the

beam can be found in parts in [56] and [60].

To illustrate the lumped parameter modeling, let us consider the dynamic mod-

eling of diaphragm flexures used in precision angle alignment mechanisms [40], such

as the one shown in Fig. 2-2. A diaphragm flexure is a mechanism that suspends the

payload on a radial or tangential arrangement of flexural beams. The flexure shown in

Fig. 2-2 is a parallel kinematic mechanism with a central rigid circular disk centered

at the origin and parallel to the horizontal XY plane of the cartesian XYZ space. In

the rest position, the principal axes of the rigid body, i.e. the disk, namely, X', Y',

and Z' coincide with the cartesian axes X, Y, and Z, respectively. Let the disk be of

radius R, thickness T, mass M, and moments of inertia J,, and J.. about the X and

Y axes respectively. A number n of slender beam flexures, each of width W, thickness

H, and length f, are in the XY plane connecting every peripheral point Ai to the

ground. (Fig.!2-2 shows n = 3 beams connecting the points A1, A2 , and A3 on the

disk to the ground.) The coordinates of P in the X'Y' plane are (Rcosaj, Rsinai)

with angles a E [0, 27) for i = 1, 2, 3... n.

Since the beams provide high axial (and hence in-plane XY) stiffness and low

out-of-plane stiffness, we expect that the dominant modes correspond to the out-

3A many-element model can be used for each flexural beam to develop higher-order lumped
parameter models, if desired.



Figure 2-2: A diaphragm flexure as a parallel kinematic mechanism with a central
rigid mass connected by n = 3 flexural beam units to the ground. The dimension
Do = 2f + 2R is referred in this paper as the footprint of the mechanism. The Z axis
is shown pointing out of the page [40] .

of-plane motion, namely vertical deflection, pitch, and roll. We hence assume that

the out-of-plane motion of the disk is decoupled from the in-plane motion, i.e. the

center of the disk always moves only vertically. For small vertical deflection z(t) of

the center of mass, and small angular rotations 0,(t) and 6,(t) about the X and Y

axes respectively, the principal plane X'Y' of the disk moves out of the XY plane to

the one depicted by

Z,(t) = O(t)X + O6(t)Y + z(t) (2.4)

Under the geometric boundary conditions of (i) one end x = 0 of the flexural beam

being grounded and (ii) the other end x = e subject to generalized displacements

V(t) = [w(, t) 9(f, t) #(, t)]T, (where w(t, t) is the vertical deflection, 0(f, t) the

slope, and #(f, t) is the angle of twist), the mass Mf and stiffness Kf matrices (which

represent the kinetic energy, and elastic potential energy storage, respectively,) are



Table 2.1: Flexure mass matrix Mf component values

M1 am~j + ~j2 +(()4] + jI""

M2 = -amff[1 + j(f)2 + (f)4]

+paIyy[_ + (!)2]

M3  = amff2[_ + I{(2)2 + (f)4}]

+paIVyf[ + 1(f)2 + 4()4]

A4 = 3

Table 2.2: Flexure stiffness matrix Kf component values

K1= ao2 + 144a/

K 2  -a 6E - 72a

K 3  a 4 EI[1 + (f) 2 + (c) 4] + 36a/3

K 4  =

as given below:

M1
Mf =M2

0

M2

MI3

0

0

0

I 4

Kf=

K 2

K3

0

where the matrix values depend on material properties and geometry, and are

listed in Tables 2.1 and 2.2. The parameters used in the tables are a={ 1 }2 and

6 9 where, p = (), and c = M representing the length scale at which

effects of shear dominate. For a flexural beam with rectangular cross-section of height

H, c reduces to /1.1(1+ v)H, where v is the poisson's ratio of the material.

Zeroes in either matrix result from the decoupling assumed between bending and

torsion. The lumped mass and stiffness matrices are used as building blocks for

assembling dynamic models of mechanisms involving flexural beam units. Note that



we need to restrict these matrix building blocks to parallel kinematic configurations

since the geometric boundary conditions corresponding to x = 0 have been assumed

to be all zero. Formulations for serial kinematic configurations can be developed by

altering this set of geometric boundary conditions [56].

For continuity of displacement at each of the nodes P, Eq. (2.4) can be used to

show that the end-displacements Vi(t) of every it' flexure are related to the global

generalized (rigid body) displacements VR(t) as follows:

wvi(f , t) z (t)

Vi(t)= Oi ft,t) =R OX(t) = RVR(t)

#i(f, t) (t) J
where the transformation matrix R =

1 Rsinai Rcosa

0 -sinai -cosa

0 -cosaj -sinaj

Based on the mass and stiffness properties of the individual flexural beam units

connected to the central rigid body, we need to derive the mass M and stiffness K

properties of the assembly shown in Fig. 2-2, which contains the central disk as the

rigid body to which the flexures are connected..

By formulating the Lagrangian of the assembly in terms of the rigid body dis-

placements VR(t), we develop the lumped mass and stiffness matrices of the overall

parallel kinematic mechanism as follows:

n n

M = RTMfR + MR; K= j TKfpR (2.5)
i=1 i=1

where Mf2 and Kf2 are the lumped mass and stiffness matrices, respectively, of



the individual flexure building blocks given in Tables 2.1 and 2.2; MR is the mass

matrix of the rigid body and is given by: MR=

Al 0 0

0 JRzx 0

0 0 JRyy

Models such as proportional damping, given by B = bmM + bkK, are widely

used in the literature [61], where bm and bk are constants that depend on material

properties and are experimentally determined from sine-sweep frequency response

measurements.

With this assumption, the equations of motion of the lumped parameter repre-

sentation, for the free response case, is in the form given below:

MVR + BVR+ KVR = 0 (2.6)

A solution of the form VR(t) = Oe$t for the above equation, reduces the above

equation to the form of an eigenvalue problem for free vibrations. The eigen modes

< appear in the transfer function from the input forcing function to the output dis-

placements of the system. The input-output transfer function of the system can be

derived after modal decomposition as [34]:

G(s) = 2 Gi(w) (2.7)
i=1

where each modal transfer function is given by:

Gi(w) = + (2.8)
m,(s 2 + 2sjwm + ) )

36



where j, , i mi represent the ith mode shape, modal damping factor, modal fre-

quency, and modal mass, respectively, and C is an output coefficient matrix.

Given the above procedure for assembling lumped parameter models for flexures

connected to rigid bodies, we now examine the closed-loop control system implemen-

tations that are built around the flexure mechanism, which forms the plant along,

with actuators and sensors. A formulation for performance specifications of such

systems is presented in the next section.

2.2 Performance Specifications

In this section, we present a formulation for requirements of range, resolution, band-

width, and load-capacity for flexure-based nanopositioning systems. These formu-

lations become important for developing the cost functions and constraints in an

optimization setting. We present here the time-domain state space equations that

can help in the analysis. Frequency domain representations are also possible, some

of which are formulated in Chapter 4.

Consider a generic closed-loop system, such as the one shown in Figure 2-3. We

assume that the plant of the system is composed of an electromechanical subsystem

containing a flexure-based mechanism driven by actuators (e.g. piezoelectric stacks).

While flexible systems are inherently infinite dimensional, reduced-order lumped pa-

rameter models are assumed for the system. Since full state measurements are not

readily available in flexible system implementations, an output-based feedback con-

trol is chosen. Measurements recorded by sensors (e.g. capacitance probe) are used

to design the feedback controller subsystem.

In the presence of stochastic noise sources (a) process noise w and (b) measurement

noise v, we assume the component subsystems have linear time-invariant dynamics



r e

Figure 2-3: A generic closed-loop controlled system block diagram showing component
subsystems such as the actuator and plant, sensor and a feedback controller. The
reference signal is r, which should be tracked by the output y, which is fed back
to the system. Error signal is e which is amplified by the controller to generate a
command u. The output of the actuator/plant susbsystem yp is measured by the
sensor as y. A disturbance enters w the system through a block G. A noise v enters
the system in the measurement. This system is selected as a common reference system
based on which all performance requirements are defined.

defined in the state space according to equations given below. Note that this par-

ticular choice of the component subsystems is arbitrary, the underlying approach is

meant to be flexible for incorporating any alternative representations.

(i) Electromechanical subsystem (comprising the mechanism and actuator) with a

state-space formulation for state vector x, of order p, and actuator input u, and

disturbance, or process noise, w in terms of matrices Ay, B, Gy, and Cp:

x, = Apxp + BPu + GPW (2.9)

yp = CPX, (2.10)

where y, are the plant outputs, without any sensor dynamics and noise, which

will include next in the sensor subsystem state equations.

(ii) Sensor subsystem with a state-space formulation for state x, of order s, with its



input yp contaminated by the measurement noise vector v, in terms of matrices

AS, BS, HS, and Cs:

*.s = Asxs + Bsyy + Hsv (2.11)

(2.12)Ys = CsxS

(iii) Controller based on output feedback with a state-space formulation for state xc

of order c, with output u, in terms of matrices Ac, Bc, and Kc:

Sc = Acxc + Bc(r - Ys) (2.13)

(2.14)U =Kcxc

Defining a new state vector x = [xp x5 xc]T of dimension n = p + s + c, the state

equations of the overall system reduce to form given below:

S = Ax + Br + Gw + Hv

y = Cx

where

A,

A= BsC,

0

0 BKc

As 0

-BcCs Ac

Cs0 ;

(2.15)

(2.16)

(2.17)

0

0

Bc

0

H

0

H=

G

0

0

C = IC,



In what follows, we assume that each of the above component subsystems, and

the overall closed-loop system, are stabilizable and reachable. Now, we formulate the

performance requirements for the system. Note that we have defined resolution and

range based on outputs, the presented framework also applies to unmeasured states,

such as a velocity of a flexural probe tip.

2.2.1 Resolution

Resolution for a positioning system can be defined as the smallest incremental change

that can be achieved in the desired output of the system. Achieving fine resolution is

a critical requirement for most precision applications. This requirement defines the

positioning error in regulator problems, where a set point displacement or velocity

has to be achieved, or in tracking problems, where a reference input has to be tracked

in time.

Within the framework of the system described above, the variance of the output

vector provides a measure for the resolution possible with the overall system. For the

case when the commanded reference input is deterministic, the input does not affect

the resolution. Resolution is only limited by the stochastic noise sources w(t) and

v(t). We assume that these sources are (i) Gaussian white noise processes with zero

mean and variances Rw and R, respectively and (ii) uncorrelated with respect to

each other and also to initial conditions of the system.

Under the above assumptions, the resolution yi,min(t) of the jth output y, = Cix

of the output vector y, is given as:

yi,min(t) ;> p(CiPM)CT (2.18)

where p[.] denotes the spectral radius (largest eigenvalue) of its matrix argument,

and P(t) = E(xxT) is the variance of the state vector x. The smaller the value of



Yi,min(t), the finer the resolution of the system. Note that the state variance matrix

P(t) satisfies the stochastic Lyapunov matrix differential equation:

P(t) = AP(t) + P(t)AT + GRWGT + HRvHT (2.19)

For an initial condition P(0) > 0, the analytical solution of the above equation in

terms of the state transition matrix #(t) - eA, is given as follows [87]:

P(t) = (t)P(0)#(t) T + j #(t - r) {GRWGT + HRvHT} -(t - T)TdT

(2.20)

The above equation can be numerically solved to determine the bounds on the vari-

ance P(t) of the state vector, and hence the resolution defined in Eq. (2.18) can be

computed.

2.2.2 Range

Range for a positioning system can be defined as the largest change that can be

achieved in the desired output of the system. Achieving a large range, such as a

maximum displacement, velocity, or acceleration can be a critical requirement for

most precision applications. This requirement defines the largest opening of a gap

that can be used for size-based particle filtration, or the scan area in stages used for

positioning measurement samples in scanning probe instruments.

Within the framework of the system described above, the range Yi,max of the

desired output signal yi(t) can be defined as a maximum norm in time. Of possi-

ble choices, such as 1-norm, 2-norm (energy), we consider the power or RMS semi-

norm [65] as a measure of the strength of the signal over time. The range yi,max is



defined in terms of the power norm as:

yimnax A ||y(t)| = lim - j ly,(t) 2dt (2.21)Yi,?nax -T -. oo 2T -'T_

This choice is justified since the inputs generated by the actuator are bounded in

power. For power-bounded reference inputs, the power norm value can be related to

the 'Hoo norm, i.e. the singular value measures in the frequency domain, using the

matrices A and B defined from Eq. (2.17) as follows:

Yi,max A ||yi(t)||pow = max, -(Ci(jwI - A)-B) (2.22)

While the above relation specifies the maximum amplification given an unit upper

bound for the reference input, the maximum value of the desired output will scale

in magnitude depending on the value of the upper bound on the reference input. In

practice, the upper bound that can be specified for the reference input is limited by

the physical constraints in the system, such as actuator saturation.

2.2.3 Bandwidth

Bandwidth indicates the frequencies over which command following can be closely

achieved with feedback control. This specification dictates the overall response time

of the positioning system to a command input. While careful controller choice can

improve on the achievable bandwidth of a system [82], it is ultimately limited by the

natural frequencies set by the physical plant.

Within the framework of the system described above, the closed-loop system sen-

sitivity transfer function S(jw) is related to product of all gain blocks in the system,

i.e. the loop transmission function L(jw), as follows:

S(jw) = (I+ L(jw)) (2.23)

42



Bandwidth wo can be computed as the frequency where the maximum singular value

b(S) of the closed-loop system sensitivity transfer function S(jw) crosses -3 dB from

below [65]. This relation is as shown below.

a(S(joO) = (2.24)

2.2.4 Load Capacity

In Chapter 3 we define load-capacity as the maximum force that the flexure-based

structure can sustain without undergoing failure. The stress generating within a

flexure-based mechanism subject to a given loading needs to satisfy the following

condition:

S < Smax = SY (2.25)
SF

where Sy is the yield strength of the material and SF is a safety factor. The load-

capacity can be defined as the force that increases the stress levels to Smax. For a

given flexure topology, the maximum force that can be sustained is a function of the

geometry, dimensions, and material of the flexure. In Chapter 3 we determine the

load-capacity for common flexure building blocks and propose a generic building block

that can achieve large load-capacity while still satisfying a large range requirement.

2.3 Summary

In this chapter, we covered basic modeling of flexure-based mechanisms. Starting from

the governing partial differential equation, we can use a lumped parameter approach

such as assumed modes to generate the component. level mass and stiffness matrices.

Proportional damping is assumed, but is likely to be not achieved in practice. Physical



damping in flexure materials is low and hence makes controlling them a difficult task.

We need to address active means for tackling damping. Chapter 4 discusses this

issue and presents a sensitivity tuning method that accounts for the lightly damped

harmonic modes.

Further, we also examined resolution, range, bandwidth, and load-capacity as

some of the performance requirements specified for most flexure-based nanoposition-

ing systems. We have formulated these requirements using state space analysis. Using

Parseval's theorem, the expressions we derived in time domain can be converted to

equivalent representations in the frequency domain. The expressions given here can

be used in the cost of constraint functions of any optimization routine set up for

flexure-based nanopositioning. This will be discussed in Chapters 4 and 5 and an

example optimization problem for achieving a desired bandwidth is worked out in

Section 5.4.



Chapter 3

Design Topology Generation

In this chapter, we propose a novel framework for the generation of design topologies

directed at improving performance in terms of strength, or structural integrity, and

dynamic behavior. First, we explain the difference between topology selection and

shape and size selection. While the former refers to selecting a design configuration,

the latter refers to fine-tuning the parameters of a given configuration. The described

method for topology generation is applied to many specific cases for practical appli-

cations in motion control and manufacturing. Existing designs that can be explained

and derived using our topology generation method are highlighted. The approach

described in this chapter will be used in Chapter 6 to develop a library of candidate

topologies for the AFM nanopositioner.

3.1 Background and Motivation

Flexure-based mechanisms have been around for many decades. A survey of the his-

tory of flexure mechanisms is detailed in [18]. R.V. Jones [17] pioneered some of

the early parallelogram flexure designs in high-precision instrumentation during the

early 1940's and 1950's. While there have been a number of flexure-based mech-

anism designs showing up in the field of precision engineering for the past many



decades [14], [48], [49] focus of interest has been in the compliant mechanisms com-

munity for flexures that generate large ranges of motion. In both the fields, while

many designs have been developed over the years on a case-by-case basis using a

forward approach involving the sequence of design conception, analysis, and perfor-

mance optimization, recent efforts have focused on using an inverse approach, i.e.

synthesizing designs that meet a given set of end performance requirements.

There have been a number of approaches for design synthesis in the literature

for compliant mechanisms [80]. Howell et al proposed a method based on modeling

compliant members, such as flexures, as pseudo rigid bodies, i.e. rigid bodies with

localized joint stiffnesses. By varying the location and value of the lumped stiffness,

different pseudo rigid body models can be generated, and correspondingly different

topologies can be mapped out.

Many methods for design synthesis adopted in the precision engineering commu-

nity are based on arranging the constraints of motion and selecting flexures that im-

plement those constraints. Exact constraint design, as well documented in [77], [78],

is based on implementing designs using kinematic principles. Every rigid body has

six degrees of freedom. If n constraints are imposed on the rigid body, the available

degrees of freedom are n - 6. In this approach, the desired number of degrees of

freedom are first identified for a given design problem. The curbed degrees of free-

dom are achieved by implementing as many constraints with suitable flexure building

blocks [78].

While exact-constraint methods provide a deterministic approach to design, an

alternate method known as elastic averaging provides more of a probabilistic ap-

proach [14]. In elastic averaging many redundant constraints are allotted so that the

resulting design 'averages' out any imperfections in manufacturing and assembly. A

discussion of elastic averaged designs in the context of flexure-based mechanisms is

presented in [43]. In what follows, we formulate the design objectives and a synthesis



approach for meeting these objectives.

3.2 Our Approach

We present here a synthesis approach for meeting some the design objectives of a pre-

cision positioning application. We restrict our attention here to systems implemented

with flexure-based mechanisms that are (i) driven by high-resolution actuators, such

as piezoelectric stack actuators, and (ii) measured for their fine motions by high-

resolution sensors such as laser interferometers or capacitance probes. Within this

scope, the design objectives include, for example, meeting performance requirements

in terms of (i) strength behavior (avoiding failure by structural limitations such as

yield, fatigue, buckling), (ii) modal behavior in frequencies of interest, and (iii) ther-

mal behavior. In this thesis we focus on the former two requirements. Detailed design

formulations for these objectives are provided in Sections 3.4 and 3.5.

Before we proceed any further, we need to introduce a few terms that will be

repeated throughout the thesis. In synthesis methods, the layout or configuration of a

design is often referred to as its topology. In designing mechanisms, a basic distinction

needs to be made between selecting a design topology and selecting parameters within

a topology. For example, consider a design objective of causing motion along a

road. One could select a car as a design configuration. Another choice that also

meets the design objective is a bicycle. These two design choices constitute different

design topologies. Based on a specified performance requirement one could select one

topology over the other. For instance, in case of a requirement of higher speed, a

car can be chosen over the bicycle. Fine-tuning of the car design so that a higher

speed (among all possible cars) can be achieved constitutes a further optimization

step, often referred to as "shape and size optimization."

As another example for design topologies, we consider direct drive as against



transmission drives. A direct-drive motor constitutes a design topology that is dif-

ferent from one based on a motor with a transmission, such as a belt drive. Within

the topology based on a motor with a transmission, the stiffness and damping in

the transmission belt can be tuned for better performance, for example, higher servo

bandwidth or disturbance rejection. So, in summary, topology selection refers to

the choice between a direct drive motor or a motor with a transmission. Within a

selected topology, for e.g. of the motor with the transmission, fine-tuning design pa-

rameters such as stiffness or damping in the transmission constitutes shape and size

optimization.

In the synthesis of flexure-based mechanisms, in both the precision engineering

and complaint mechanisms communities, topology generation is seen to be a pivotal

step in the design process [18]. Kim et al [79] proposed a method for synthesiz-

ing building blocks based on considering constraints and compliance ellipsoids for

achieving the desired kinematics. Hopkins et al [18] have addressed the allotment of

design degrees of freedom and constraints to generate design topologies that achieved

the desired kinematics and elastomechanics for parallel and serial flexure systems.

Using projection geometry, a comprehensive list of design topologies for satisfying

multi-degree-of-freedom kinematics were derived. Awtar et al [16] have analyzed

fundamental flexural building blocks for their kinematics and elastomechanics. The

analysis of dynamical performance of flexures in the context of mechanical advantage

is detailed in [50]. A finite-element approach based on Euler-Bernoulli beam bending

theory is formulated for analyzing dynamics in [24] and optimizing the design space

for precision flexure-based applications in [3].

To the best of our knowledge, there are no topology generation or synthesis meth-

ods that address achieving a desired strength or dynamic performance in the context

of closed-loop control. In what follows, we present a novel framework that allows one

to generate design topologies based on performance requirements such as strength



and dynamic performance. A selected topology can subsequently be fine-tuned with

a shape and size optimization procedure.

3.3 Proposed Framework

A novel framework 1 that we propose for topology generation is shown in Figure 3-1.

In this framework, we start with a set of primitives. These primitives are subjected to

a finite number of operations dictated by performance requirements. These operations

could be, for example, a parallel or serial replication, or a geometrical transformation,

or adding a redundant constraint that imparts symmetry. The primitives subjected

to these operations generate building blocks that meet the desired performance re-

quirement.

Once the building blocks are generated, a library of design topologies can be gen-

erated by using the building block as an implementation of the constraints (following

a constraint-based synthesis approach) for satisfying the necessary kinematics. In

a nutshell, using the performance-tuned building block allows to meet a strength,

or modal performance criterion, while the constraint-based arrangement allows for

satisfying the required kinematics.

We now examine our framework explaining each of these features in more detail

in the following sections.

3.3.1 Primitives

We define primitive as a simple physical implementation of a flexure constraint. A

primitive constitutes the start or the initial implementation over which we improve

using a set of operations, which we will describe shortly, to create building blocks for

'Parts of the framework developed in this chapter are built on our work documented in our paper
at the American Society for Precision Engineering Annual Conference, Portland OR, October 2008
cited as [39] in this thesis.
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Figure 3-1: A performance-driven design library shown as constructed from build-

ing blocks prepared by performance-driven operations on a set of primitives. Novel

designs synthesized with this method are schematically shown in the Design Library

block.

the design topology.

A set of design primitives are shown to the left in Fig. 3-1. Primitives can be

viewed as falling mainly into two categories: those with localized compliance and those

with distributed compliance. Example of a primitive with a localized compliance is

a notch joint in an otherwise rigid member.

Examples of a primitive with a distributed compliance include:

" A slender beam flexure, also referred to as a blade flexure.2

" A wire or rod flexure, i.e a beam with a circular cross-section, as in guitar strings

or musicwires.3

Some of these primitives can be flexures that have tunable behavior based on how

they are physically set up. For example, a flexure member subject to loads exceed-

2A simple analogy often used to describe a blade flexure is the diving board of a swimming pool.
3Spring steel musicwires of about 0.5 mm radius when cut to short lengths (about 0.5 in) are

marked by their high longitudinal stiffness. They are ideal flexures for pinning down trampoline-like
vertical modes of a motion stage undergoing lateral translation. This idea has been implemented
for the AFM Nanopositioner in Chapter 6.

Performance
Specifications

Strength Performance
Dynamic Performance



ing its buckling limit can be significantly softer than when the loads are relatively

smaller [36].

If a design topology is being developed ab-initio, i.e. from scratch, any of the

above primitives can be chosen. Or a combination of the primitives can be chosen

as well. In case of a design revision of an existing topology, the fundamental flexural

building block in the existing topology can be regarded as a primitive on which the

performance-driven operations will be run to generate new building blocks.

Figure 3-2: Parallel and serial replication of flexure beam to cause redundant con-
straint that allows for meeting a desired performance requirement. A simple blade
flexure primitive is shown in (a). It has stacking indices m = 1, p = 1, and n = 1.
The analogy for this flexure is a diving board of a swimming pool. Parallel replication
is achieved by stacking in two ways. In (b) the beams are stacked in a plane trans-
verse to the neutral plane of the beam, i.e. they are stacked on top of another. This
building block corresponds to p = 2 with m and n values the same as its primitive in
(a). In (c), the beams are replicated azimuthally, i.e. along the neutral plane of the
beam. This stacking corresponds to m = 2, while p and n values are the same as the
primitive shown in (a). Finally, parallel stacking both azimuthally and transersely,
with indices as m = 2, p = 2, and n = 1.

(a) (b) y
yx

Top View Z X Top View

Z Z

Side View y X Side View Y X

m=1, p=1, n=1 m=1, p=2, n=1

(c) 
Z (d)

Top View Top View
- Z

Side View Y X Side View

m=2, p=1, n=1 m=2, p=2, n=1

..........



3.3.2 Operations

We define operations on the concept-level as methods of adding a prescribed level

of redundancy to a primitive. Redundancy is needed so that a desired performance

requirement can be met. When a set of operations are performed on the primitive,

the added redundancy will make the building block tuned better to the performance

requirement.

The operations we consider here include parallel and serial replications of flexure

primitives so that a functional building block can be generated.

Under a parallel replication, the starting primitive and its replica share the applied

load. Just as springs arranged in parallel have an increase in the resultant stiffness,

parallel replication of flexure primitives results in an increase in the stiffness.

Under a serial replication, the starting primitive and its replica are subject to the

same loading in the mechanical load path. Just as springs arranged in series have a

decrease in the resultant stiffness, serial replication of flexure primitives results in a

decrease in the stiffness.

The parallel and serial replications are illustrated as follows. Here, we introduce

indices to parameterize the topology generation. The parallel replication indices are

m and p, while the serial replication index is n. Consider the simple beam flexure

Fig. 3-2(a). A parallel replication for this flexure constraint can be done in two ways

as shown in Fig. 3-2(b) and 3-2(c):

(I) Stacking primitives in a direction normal to the bending neutral plane (plane

perpendicular to this page and passing through axis Y in the figure). This

method of stacking is as shown in Fig 3-2(b). 4

Let us denote by p the number of flexures stacked transversely (to the neutral

plane) in this manner. In this thesis we will be using this index to refer to
4Going back to our analogy of swimming pool diving boards for beam flexures, a parallel repli-

cation described here for stacking normal to the neutral plane is the same as stacking diving boards
one on top of another.



''parallel transverse stacking."

For the building block of Fig. 3-2(b) we have p = 2, while r and n remain

unchanged with respect to the primitive in Fig. 3-2(a).

(II) Stacking primitives along the bending neutral plane in an azimuthal manner,

i.e. flexures spread out in the neutral plane at a set of chosen angles in the total

47r radians possible. This way of stacking is shown in Fig. 3-2(c). 5

Let us denote by m the number of flexures stacked azimuthally in this manner.

In this thesis we will be using this index to refer to "parallel azimuthal stacking."

For the building block of Fig. 3-2(b) we have m = 2, while p and n remain

unchanged with respect to the primitive in Fig. 3-2(a).

Fig. 3-2(d) shows a building block obtained with both parallel transverse stacking

and azimuthal transverse stacking. The indices for this building block are m = 2,

p = 2, and n = 1.

We now examine series replication. The building block in Fig. 3-4(e) is obtained

by a series replication of the flexure constraint of the primitive in Fig. 3-2(a). By

series replication, we mean that the flexure is "folded back," effectively increasing

the bending length. The resulting increase in compliance can facilitate an increase in

deflection. Note that an intermediate mass is used in this folding back of the flexure.

Now we can combine series replication with the parallel replication that we just

described in the context of Fig. 3-2. The building block in Fig. 3-4(f) is obtained by a

parallel azimuthal stacking as seen in the top view. The building block of Fig. 3-4(f)

uses a parallel transverse stacking of p = 2, along with the series replication of n = 2.

This concept is the well-known double parallelogram flexure [17] used originally by

British Scientist Dr. R.V. Jones during the post World War-II era.

5Again, using the analogy of swimming pool diving boards for beam flexures, a parallel replication
described here for replicating in the neutral plane is the same as having two diving boards adjacent
to each other.



Finally, the building block shown in Fig. 3-4(h) has parallel transverse stacking,

parallel azimuthal stacking, and serial stacking, i.e. m = 2, p = 2, and n = 2.

(e)
Intermediate
Mass

Top View

Side View

m=1, p=1, n=2

Intermediate
Mass

Y

Side View

m=2, p=1, n=2

Z
YX

Intermediate
Mass

Top View

Side View

m=1, p=2, n=2
N

Intermediate
Mass

YL

To ewx

Z

Side View Y X

m=2, p=2, n=2

Figure 3-3: Operations on primitive of Fig. 3-2(a) showing series and parallel repli-
cation steps. Series replication is achieved in (e) by "folding back" the primitive of
Fig. 3-2(a), effectively increasing its bending length. Series replication with n = 2 is
achieved along with parallel transverse stacking p = 2 is the well-known double paral-
lelogram flexure [?] configuration in (f). The concept of (e) is replicated azimuthally,
i.e. with m = 2 to obtain the concept topology in (g). A building block with parallel
azimuthal stacking with m = 2, transverse stacking p = 2, and series stacking n = 2
is shown in (h).

Other operations are illustrated for the case of a XY beam flexure shown in Fig. 3-

4(a). The operations are listed as follows:

(i) Adding a redundant constraint to impart symmetry: In Fig. 3-4(b), a redundant

beam flexure is added in -Y to make the structure symmetric about X axis.

(ii) Performing a geometric transform: In Fig. 3-4(c), two flexures are placed between

(g)
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Figure 3-4: Operations on primitives that enhance a strength or dynamic performance
requirement.

the masses and they are aligned at a tangent circumscribing the central mass. With

this configuration, the 6z mode is stiffened to minimized parasitic Oz rotations of the

central mass. In Fig. 3-4(c), a redundant constraint is added in Z direction to curb

the out-of-plane modes of the intermediate mass. These examples serve to illustrate

the underlying principles, and in no means constitute the only way to perform the

operations.

Imparting symmetry is a general guideline to be followed in designs that need to be

thermocentric, and hence avoid warping and parasitic errors. Performing a geometric

transform is a useful operation when the topology needs to have large separation in

natural frequencies of the modes of interest.

3.3.3 Building Blocks

The operations described above are performed on the primitives to generate building

blocks of the design topology. Here, we restrict our attention to planar building

blocks. One could also consider stacking versions of planar ones, that can be used in

a three-dimensional arrangement to result in a multi-DOF flexure system.

All the operations of parallel and serial replications on the primitive of Fig. 3-2(a)

resulted in building blocks of Figs 3-2(b)-(d) and Figs 3-4(e)-(h).

As another example fora building block generated from a primitive, consider the

primitives, the operations performed, and the final building block in Fig. 3-5. The



primitive in Fig. 3-5(a) is a simple blade flexure. This primitive is reinforced for its

bending along X axis (and also imparting symmetry about X axis) to create a double

blase flexure building block in Fig. 3-5(b). With another beam flexure that can impart

Y compliance, we arrive at the XY-compliant building block of Fig. 3-5(c).

" YL

X
Reinforce Added compliance
with symmetry in Y
inX

(a) (b). (c)

Figure 3-5: Operations on primitives that enhance a strength or dynamic performance
requirement.

3.3.4 Multi-DOF Arrangement

Any of the constraint-based methods can be used to arrange the performance-driven

building blocks generated in the previous step in multiple directions so that the re-

quired kinematics are achieved. This is illustrated for the building block of Fig. 3-5(c)

Y
X

Building Block

Rigid Body

Figure 3-6: Building blocks are placed along multiple directions to obtain the neces-
sary degrees of freedom.



in Fig. 3-6. To impart X - Y degrees of freedom to the rigid body shown in Fig. 3-6,

the building block can be placed in one or more of the directions indicated by the

dashed arrows.

(a) (b) x

T7 7 /7 17 T

(c) (d)

Figure 3-7: Multiple topology concepts generated from placing the building block of
Fig. 3-5 around the central rigid body that needs to be guided.

A few such topologies are indicated in Fig. 3-7. Of all the four topologies, the one

presented in Fig. 3-7(d) is symmetric with a 2-fold symmetry. The topology has X, Y

and also Oz degrees of freedom.

To summarize the above section, we have presented a novel framework for design

topology generation. We parameterized ways to include redundancies in flexure con-

straint arrangements such that a desired performance requirement can be met. The

stacking indices that we introduced are repeated here, in Table 3.1.

Now that we have the methods of stacking and hence generating different topolo-

gies, we need to understand how strength or dynamic performance requirements can



Table 3.1: Stacking indices for Flexure Design Topology Generation.

Index Description
M Parallel azimuthal stacking

p Parallel transverse stacking
n Serial stacking

make a designer prefer some topologies over the others. In what we covered so far,

we also hinted at making motion along one axes much stiffer or much more compliant

than any other axes. This relative modal behavior will be captured with another

index that will be introduced in the next section.

3.4 Topologies for Strength Performance

In this section, we discuss critical strength performance requirements. We formulate

the generation and subsequent selection of design topologies based on these require-

ments. Strength and stiffness are often confused as being the same [80] goals of design.

A high-strength design is not necessarily the design with highest stiffness. We discuss

these topics and also provide a method for selecting appropriate design topologies for

strength based on the stacking indices that we introduced in the previous section. An

illustrative example is also presented.

3.4.1 Motivation

Strength is an important design criterion in flexure-based mechanism synthesis. A

number of applications require the structural integrity of the flexures to be intact

under the application of large static or dynamic loads. Load-capacity in this context

is primarily dictated by the yield limit in the flexures reached by stresses developed

under the applied load.

For example, a case of flexure-based mechanism design under large static loads



is as follows. In stamping applications such as micro-hot-embossing tool-sample an-

gular alignment is critical for forming channels with uniform depth. Consider the

case of 1-micron deep channels being formed over a 75 mm x 25 mm area (this

area corresponds to that of a microscope slide), a 1 mdeg (17.4 prad) tool-sample

misalignment can result in a 13% variation of depth across the 75 mm lateral span.

Assuming other variations are held constant, this height variation corresponds to

about a 39% variation in the flow rate across the polymer part, using a simplified

Poiseuille flow approximation in the channels. Such a flow rate variation is unac-

ceptable for many precise flow control applications, e.g. microfluidic devices designed

for controlled drug delivery. A flexure-based mechanism that supports the sample in

such applications, sees a large load on the order of a few kN, and it becomes critical

to design for strength.

Another example is MEMS implementation of flexure-based mechanisms, where

the flexible structures are subjected to cyclical loads, with the number of cycles

exceeding millions. In such MEMS devices, structural reliability over long cycles is

a critical requirement. In this case as well, design for strength can take into account

the fatigue behavior and allow for durable and sustained operation.

In particular, we need to address the following question: does the largest load-

capacity design topology have to be the stiffest? Is it possible to design a large

load-capacity flexural positioning system that meets the range requirement as well?

A design methodology for load-capacity driven design is lacking currently in the

literature. A systematic methodology provided here is aimed at facilitating synthesis

of new design topologies and comparison of candidate design topologies.

3.4.2 Method

In this section, we present the design decisions and evolution of candidate design

topologies that can meet high strength requirements. We fundamentally distinguish



strength-based designs from stiffness-based designs. Designing for high strength need

not necessarily imply designing for high stiffness.

To explain the above point, first, we consider the relations for load-capacity Fmax,

stiffness K, and range amax for the fundamental flexural building blocks of Figure 3-

8. The first four rows of Table 3.2 show the relations for these building blocks in

terms of the parameters: maximum allowable stress oa and Eo is: (i) E, the Young's

Modulus for plane stress and (ii) E_ for plane strain, v being the poisson's ratio.

The relations given in Table 3.2 can be derived from simple linear beam bending

lumped parameter models. For simplicity, we consider only small-deflection behavior,

i.e. the beam deflections are an order of magnitude smaller than the beam thickness.

While a detailed FEA can refine and be used in advanced design phases, the lumped

models presented here enable closed-form solutions and allow for quick topology gen-

eration in the initial design phase.

The same requirements for a generic building block that can improve strength

performance is as indicated in the last row of Table 3.2. This building block has a set

of parallel replications, m in the azimuthal direction, p in the transverse direction,

and n serial replications of the flexure constraint. This redundancy allows for meeting

the strength performance requirement. Recall that we have parameterized topology

generation with parallel and serial replication operations as illustrated in Fig. 3-2 and

Fig. 3-4.

Referring to Table 3.2, note here that the allowable stress limit needs to be spec-

ified based on the physics of the problem. For a static load application with beams

subjected to bending loads, the allowable stress limit can be selected as a value lower

than the yield limit by a safety factor. If fatigue performance has to be met, the

allowable stress limit can be set to a value lower than the endurance limit of the

material by a safety factor. If the maximum stress in the mechanism is less than the

endurance limit, infinite life is expected [21], [48]. Both of these limits are highly
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Figure 3-8: Flexural building blocks of length L, width (into the page) B, and beam
thicknesses defined as follows: H0 for the blade flexure, H1 for the double blade (or
the parallelogram) flexure, H2 for the double parallelogram flexure, and H3 for the
compound double parallelogram fiexure.
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material dependent. For example, Al 6061 alloy has a yield limit of about 70MPa,

on the other hand Al 7075 alloy has a limit of about 550 MPa. For good fatigue

behavior, Ti Alloys such as Ti-6Al-4V have an endurance limit of about 500 MPa.

A list of commonly used materials for flexure-based designs and their properties is

given in [48].

What distinguishes our approach from others is examining the range and stiffness

performance space for two different design topologies meeting the same strength re-

quirement. Table 3.3 presents a comparison for range and stiffness values when the

flexural topologies of Table 3.2 all have the same load-capacity. For simplicity, we



Table 3.3: Flexural mechanisms of Table 3.2 designed for the same load-capacity.
Flexural Building Block H K A

Blade Ho Ko Ao
Double Blade Ho Ko Ao

Double Parallelogram 1Ho  T Ko 2Ao
Compound Double -1 Ho Ko 2 v/K0 2 0Ao

Parallelogram
Proposed Generic 'Ho Ko n/i pdm o

Building Block

assume length L and width B of the beams are kept the same. But their thickness

H is varied such that the designs have the same load-capacity. In essence, for achiev-

ing large load-capacity, reinforcing flexural beam thickness is a poor choice, since an

increase in thickness results also in an increase in stiffness and hence reduced range.

As is evident from Table 3.3, the new proposed design has a range tunable by the

parameters m, n, and p, and can be much larger than that of an equivalent thick

beam primitive.

A point to be emphasized here is that it is not necessary that the largest load-

capacity design has to be the stiffest. Note that serial replication does not affect the

load-capacity since series addition of beams does not result in load-sharing. Sufficient

range can be achieved by tuning n, which does not affect the load-capacity since series

addition of beams does not result in load-sharing.

In summary, the strength-based design topology generation uses a combination

of parallel and serial replication of the flexure constraints. For topologies targeted

at achieving maximum range, a simple set of spring mass systems can illustrate the

steps to be implemented. Let us assume our primitive is a single thick beam flexure

as shown in Fig 3-9(a). This is schematically shown as a stiff spring in Fig. 3-9(A).

A relaxation of the flexure constraint by a parallel combination of softer constraints

results in a new building block shown in Fig. 3-9(b). The corresponding spring mass

system showing two soft springs is in Fig. 3-9(B). Note when the primitive and the
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Figure 3-9: Simple spring mass systems shown to explain the underlying physics of
parallel and serial replications in strength-based topology design.

building block are designed so that they have the same load-capacity or strength, the

building block in Fig. 3-9(b) has a larger range of motion.

Now we can further relax the stiffness by a serial replication of the building block.

This replication would work provided each of the repeated units have the strength

required to bear the series force load. The serial replication is shown in Fig. 3-9(C)

and its corresponding spring mass model in Fig. 3-9(c).

A generic design topology for a ZOxOy mechanism is depicted in Figure 3-10

for achieving large load-capacity. This concept is generated through parallel and

series combination of flexural building blocks, as follows. First, load-sharing is intro-

duced through multiple parallel beams supporting the central mass. As discussed in

Section 3.3.2, a parallel combination of the flexural constraints can be obtained in

two ways, azimuthally and transversely to the beam bending neutral plane. For m

azimuthal replications, as shown in the plan view of the Figure 3-10, the load trans-

ferred to each beam is reduced by a factor of m, and hence the maximum stress. The
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Figure 3-10: Proposed concept for large load-capacity. A plan view of the central
(n = 1) trampoline is also shown. Serial combination of folded-back flexures is also
possible, and is preferred for reducing over-constraint in the design.

resulting configuration is that of a diaphragm flexure.

For p transversely stacked layers, the load is further reduced for each beam by a

factor of p.

However, these design changes aimed at an increase in load-capacity result in a

over-constrained arrangement. In order to reduce the effect of the over-constraint, a

series combination of the flexures is suggested. The resulting reduction in the stiffness

allows for an increase in the range. Note that a series combination of diaphragm

flexures results in a nested "trampoline" configuration. If n denotes the total number

of trampolines, as shown in Figure 3-10, the overall stiffness and the range for the

new design are as indicated in the last row of Table 3.2.

Existing design topology concepts can be explained with the two parallel stack-

ing indices: azimuthal stacking index m, transverse stacking index p, and the serial

stacking index n. For example, that the planar compound double parallelogram flex-

ure, one of the designs marked in Fig. refone-sided, has the index values of m = 1

(since it is planar and that means only one azimuthal replication), n = 2 (folded back
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Figure 3-11: A spatial compliant translational joint presented in [47] fits as a special
case of our generic design concept. This design corresponds to parallel stacking indices
of m = 2 and p = 3, and serial stacking index of n = 2.

structure leads to a serial stacking), and p = 2 (each flexure unit within a fold has

two beams in it).

The spatial compliant translational joint of [47] shown below in Fig. 3-11 is a

special case of the generic design concept with parallel stacking indices of m = 2

and p = 3, and serial stacking index of n = 2. Since the flexure beams are arranged

azimuthally with a replication along two directions we have m = 2. In each flexure

unit, there are three flexure beams, which makes p = 3. For reducing stiffness and

increasing range along the axis of motion, note that the joint has a serial replication

of the flexural beam modules, which results in n = 2.

Topology Selection

For topology selection, we present here a non-dimensional approach to capturing

design trade-offs all in one single graph. We use this graph to evaluate a design

as well as compare different designs. First, we non-dimensionalize the performance

requirements of interest: load-capacity f, stiffness k, and range 6 of the proposed

generic building block. For this we use the following normalizations:

f= Fmax (3.1)
2BLoa/3

K
k= KEB(3.2)

2EoB

6 = Amax (3.3)
oaL/(3Eo)
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For a non-dimensional flexure thickness h = the performance relations specified

for the block reduce to the following form:

f = pmh 2  (3.4)

k = PMh3 (3.5)
n

6 = - (3.6)
h

The f-k-6 design profiles for the non-dimensional thickness h = H varied in a

typical range 0.05 < h < 0.1 are shown in Figure 3-12 for a sample set of values for

m, n, and p.

f > f -4- (2,1
d -*(2,2

- -e-(3,1
- - e -(3,21

ff 0.06---

0.04 -
0.03 -

0.01 -

6 > 6d 60-
50 -5

6 "d30 203 .1-3 k > kd

k

k = kd

Figure 3-12: Non-dimensional performance space plotted as a function of non-
dimensional thickness h for a sample set of m = 1, and (n,p) values as indicated.

A design methodology for generating strength-based topologies is proposed with

................. ............



the following steps:

" Specify the desired performance requirements Fmax, K, Amax for the application

of interest.

* Is the material choice already made? If not, select a material with large o-/E,

for e.g. Ti-6Al-4V alloy [431]

* Assume a length L and width B for the beams. (Note that this step is assumed

for simplicity. A more rigorous approach will iterate on these choices.)

* Find non-dimensional desired requirements: force fd from Fmax, 6 d from Amax,

and kd from K using the normalization relations given above.

* From the graph, view the f = fd planar section of the non-dimensional perfor-

mance space.

" Select designs whose m, n, p values are such that the profile intersections in the

f = fd plane have (6, k) values in the quadrant 6 > 6 d, k > kd.

* If more than one design outcome is acceptable, use weighted criteria, or other

criteria (such as thermal sensitivity, error motions), to obtain an optimal so-

lution in the performance space. Using Eq. (3.6) estimate the corresponding

parameter h in the input space. If no acceptable design exists, the steps need

to be repeated for either a different L, B, or one of the stiffness or range con-

straints need to be relaxed. In order to compare two design concepts, we just

need to examine the f = fd plane, and compare the 3 and k values of the

designs. Any series/parallel combination of flexure building blocks fits in this

non-dimensional graph. Building on the treatment presented here, the perfor-

mance space can be captured including the effects of other variables such as

length and width of the beams, and material constants as well.



3.4.3 Example

A flexural motion stage for pure IDOF vertical guidance for the following specifi-

cations is needed to meet the following requirements: vertical height < 4 in, load-

capacity of 100 N, range of at least 50 p m, and minimal rotational errors. Al 6061

was chosen as a suitable material for this case due to its ease of machining with a

conventional abrasive waterjet. For a maximum allowable stress of 15 MPa, flexures

of length L = 1.25", width B ~ 0.8", we find fd = 0.015, 6 d = 31.5. Of all the

intersections of fd plane with the performance space profiles of Figure 3-12, the de-

sign with (m, n, p) values of (1, 2,4) is selected since it gives the largest K value for

6 > 6d.
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Figure 3-13: Large load-capacity purely IDOF stage. Frequency response transfer

function recorded between a piezoelectric actuator input and capacitance probe out-

put is as plotted.

A design embodiment for the above concept is shown in Figure 3-13, with the

double beam units on the top and bottom spaced wide apart so as to reduce the

rotational compliance. This design achieves purely 1 - DOF motion similar to the

design of [45], but has the added benefit of design for adequate range at large loads.

The collocated frequency response recorded for the system with a custom-built PRBS

system identification program on a dSPACE DS1103 platform shows a fundamental



resonance around about 650 Hz. This value is higher than expected, because of the

mechanical stiffness of the piezoelectric stack actuator adding in parallel with the

mechanism. An improvement on this design embodiment could be one which uses

compound double parallelogram flexures to remove the over-constraint imposed in a

fixed-fixed beam arrangement.

3.5 Topologies for Modal Performance

In this section, we motivate design topologies which have modal decoupling and

enough separation between slow and fast modes. At a topology generation phase,

it is infeasible to accurately calculate the modal separation. Many assumptions have

to be made in terms of geometry, material choice, and so on. However, after a topol-

ogy is selected and the geometry, materials have been decided, the modal separation

can in fact be predicted or used in the formulation at a shape and size optimization

stage. But for generating a number of design topologies, it suffices to know the pos-

sible modal separation given the choice of placement of a redundant constraint. As

a performance metric in this context, we define a modal separation index. We base

our topology changes on this metric in Chapter 6.

3.5.1 Motivation

Flexure-based mechanisms are often affected by parasitic errors and cross-coupling

errors. For example, for an XY flexural stage with intended degree of freedom of x

and y, the parasitic degrees of freedom are Z, Ez, Ox, Oy. Parasitic error is, for

example, a yaw Ez error when the stage is driven with a voltage. Cross-coupling

error on the other hand is between the desired degrees of freedom, i.e. the error in Y

when X is actuated, and vice versa.

In order to minimize parasitic errors and cross-coupling errors, it is critical to



design the flexure-based mechanism to be as much statically and dynamically decou-

pled as possible. Further, sometimes it is important to design the mechanism such

that there is wide modal separation between the desired motions. Separating modes is

critical so as to minimize energy transfer or leakage because of the invariable coupling

from manufacturing errors.

In the case of the AFM nanopositioner, for example, the vertical (Z) dynamics

need to be an order of magnitude faster than the lateral (X, Y). Achieving modes

that are far apart needs to be input to the topology generation. For this purpose, we

introduce an approximate metric below.

3.5.2 Method

Let us consider constraining a rigid body of mass m by attaching a flexure oriented

along any direction in 3-dimensional space. A schematic diagram of the rigid body

with its cartesian axes and the flexure oriented along any direction, for example, e,

is shown in Fig. 3-14.

We assume that the rigid body has mass symmetry and we fixed a set of cartesian

axes at its center. This assumption makes the inertia matrix diagonal, with com-

ponents J,,, Jyy, and Jzz. Note that this assumption is valid for most flexure-based

designs, since the designer usually builds the topology around a central stag, which

can be chosen to be a mass-symmetric rigid body.

We define the modal separation index metric Sdi,d2 for the ratio of natural frequen-

cies of the fundamental modes along the ith and jth directions of total 6 directions

possible:

Sdid 2 - Wdl k1l (6.di) 2 + kil$ x d1 |2' M(2
WOd2 (6.d 2 )2 + k-i I X 2 2, Mi (3.7)



Figure 3-14: Schematic diagram illustrating principle of a modal separation index for
a rigid body of mass m and moments of inertia Jxx, Jyy, Jzz.

where Mdi, Md2 denote the lumped mass associated with the kinetic energy stored

due to motion along the d'h or d2h direction, k is the longitudinal stiffness of the

flexure, and k1 is the transverse stiffness of the flexure. The terms 8.d 1 and 8.d2 are

the direction cosines of the vector along the directions di and d2 , respectively.

For example, if di is along the cartesian unit vector i, and d2 is along the the

cartesian unit vector j, we select Mdi = m and Md2 = m. If di is along the cartesian

i, and d2 is along the unit vector Ox representing an angular motion, Mdi = M,

Md2 = Jxx/r 2 , where r is the arm radius at which the flexure constraints are placed

from X axis.

3.5.3 Example

To illustrate this with an example, consider the case when di is along i and d2 is

along j, which leads to the following theorem.

Theorem:

Given directions di = i, d2 = j, and stiffnesses ki and k1 for the flexure, the direction

8 along which the flexure constraint should be placed to maximize Suj is 8 = i, and

.......... NOW



the maximum modal separation obtained is

k Imax Sj,j = (3.8)

Proof:

We first resolve the flexure constraint direction 6 along the cartesian axes in terms of

directional cosines:

e = cosOxi + cosyj + cosOzk (3.9)

Noting that 8.i = cos62 and |8 x i = cos26,+cos2O2, and cos2O2+cos2O,+cos26 = 1,

and Mi = M = m, the modal separation index defined in Eq. (3.10) can be shown

to be:

k|Icos20x+ kI sin2ox (3.10)
k|cos 2y + k1 sin2gy

For k1g > k1 , this ratio is maximized when O2=0, and O, = 7r/2, which proves the

result that should be aligned along i.

Based on the above analysis, two general guidelines can be stated for deriving

flexure topologies that maximize modal separation:

(a) Implement a flexure constraint in axial loading for obtaining a stiffer structure

and hence allow for obtaining (i) high natural frequency and (ii) lower parasitic

errors) for motions along the constraint direction.

(b) By the rule of reciprocity in design [14], implement a flexure constraint in bend-

ing for obtaining a more compliant structure and hence allow for obtaining (i)

low natural frequency and (ii) large range for motions along the constraint di-

rection.



As an example illustration of the above guidelines, consider the design topologies

in Fig. 3-16(d) and (e). In Fig. 3-16(d) the flexure constraints are placed along the

tangents to the sphere circumscribing the central stage. This makes the design much

stiffer in Ox, Oy. On the other hand, in Fig. 3-16(e), the flexure constraints are

placed along the radii of the sphere circumscribing the central stage. This makes the

design much more compliant in Ox, 9y.

3.6 Examples: Topology Library

0
(a) (b) (c) (d)

Figure 3-15: Examples of existing designs that fall within the proposed framework.
(a) Large displacement compliant joint [47]. (b) A diaphragm flexure with minimal
parasitic rotations [45]. (c) Flexure scanner for atomic force microscopy [41]. (d)
Flexure scanner with lever amplifier [66].



3.6.1 Existing Design Topologies

A set of designs from the literature that can be derived using our method for specific

values of strength metrics (parallel/serial redundancies) and/or dynamic performance

metrics (modal separation index) are shown in Fig. 3-15.

A large-displacement compliant joint presented in [47] is shown in Fig. 3-15(a).

The underlying design topology corresponds to parallel replications: azimuthal repli-

cation m = 2, transverse replication p = 3, and serial replication n = 2.

A diaphragm flexure with minimal parasitic rotations presented by [45] is shown in

Fig. 3-15(b). The underlying topology corresponds to parallel replications: azimuthal

replication m = 8, transverse replication p = 2, and serial replication n = 1.

A flexure scanner for atomic force microscopy presented by [41] is shown in Fig. 3-

15(c). The underlying topology corresponds to parallel replications: azimuthal repli-

cation m = 1, transverse replication p = 6, and increased modal separation Sxy.

A flexure scanner with lever amplifier presented by [66] is shown in Fig. 3-15(d).

The underlying topology corresponds to parallel replications: azimuthal replication

m = 1, transverse replication p = 4, and increased modal separation Sxy.

3.6.2 Novel Design Topologies

A sample set of design topologies for multi-DOF flexure systems that can be derived

from the proposed topology generation method are shown in Fig 3-16. An explana-

tion of the specific metric (parallel/serial redundancies) and/or dynamic performance

metrics (modal separation index) is as follows,

The topology concept shown in Fig. 3-16 is a XYOz is a high-strength nanopo-

sitioner that can withstand large in-plane loads. The fundamental building block,

shown in red, is a redundant combination of primitives. Its evolution based on

strength criteria is as follows. Consider the design topologies of Fig. 3-17 with their

fundamental building blocks all highlighted in red. The topology progression of the



Table 3.4: Stacking indices p and n for flexure building blocks highlighted in red for
the topology concepts of Fig. 3-17.

Building Px nx py ny
Block (Parallel (Serial (Parallel (Serial

along X) along X) along Y) along Y)
Fig. 3-17(a) 1 1 1 1
Fig. 3-17(b) 2 1 1 1
Fig. 3-17(c) 2 2 2 1
Fig. 3-17(d) 2 2 2 2

fundamental building block from the form in Fig. 3-17(a) to that in Fig. 3-17(d) is as

follows.

First, recall that we introduced the building block highlighted in red in Fig. 3-

17(a) previously in Figs. 3-5(c). In the context of building blocks populating desired

directions and allowing for multi-DOF kinematics, we have seen the topology of Fig. 3-

17(a) previously in Fig, 3-7.

The stacking indices for parallel (m and p) and serial n replications for the build-

ing blocks of topologies of Fig. 3-17 are shown in Table 3.4. We can see that as

large load-capacities or higher fatigue strength are desired, we need to have parallel

replications p for load-sharing. For relieving the increased stiffness, we go for a folded

back configuration to implement a series replication. Since n = 2, and p = 2 along

both X and Y, the topology in Fig. 3-17(d) has the highest strength. A topology

selection procedure using the non-dimensional force-displacement-stiffness relations

of Section 3.4 can be used to select the topolgoy that is likely to work best for a given

design problem.

The topology shown in Fig. 3-16(b) is similar to the topology of Fig. 3-17(b)

but with two beams instead of just one for connecting the building block to the

central rigid body. The two beams of the building block (highlighted in red) that are

connected to the rigid body are spaced close to tangents to a circle circumscribing



the rigid body. In this way, yaw error motions of the rigid body are minimized. In

this topology, the modal separation between modes in X, Y and Ez can be tuned as

a function of the angle at which the beam constraints are arranged. A topology using

flexural constraints in Z direction is shown in Fig. 3-16(c). This design improves on

the modal separation index between X, Y and Z.

As explained in Section 3.5, in the topology of Fig. 3-16(d), the flexure constraints

are placed along the tangents to the sphere circumscribing the central stage in Fig. 3-

16(d). This makes the design much stiffer in Ox, Ey. Given the geometry, the angles

of the beams can be selected such that the modal separation between Ox and Z or

er and Z can be maximized. index. On the other hand, in Fig. 3-16(e), the flexure

constraints are placed along the radii of the sphere circumscribing the central stage.

This makes the design much more compliant in Ex, 89 y.

3.7 Summary

In this chapter, we examined the difference between topology selection and shape and

size selection. Topology generation is a key step in the design process. We presented

a framework in which a set of design primitives are converted to building blocks that

are better suited to meet a performance requirement, such as fatigue behavior, or

separation between vibration modes. We introduced key indices that can distniguish

one topology from another. These indices are m for parallel azimuthal stacking, p for

parallel transverse stacking, and n for serial stacking, and the modal separation indices

Sdi,d2 for any two directions di and d2, each selected from a total six available for the

generalized coordinates of motion of the rigid body. We showed that strength-based

topologies need not necessarily have to the stiffest. Examples from the literature can

be explained in terms of the proposed method and were presented to illustrate how

they can follow from the topology generation methods proposed here for strength and
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Figure 3-16: Instances of novel design concepts from design library generated using
the proposed framework.

dynamic performance. We will be using the topology generation method to examine

candidate topologies for the AFM nanopositioner in Chapter 6.
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Figure 3-17: Evolution of design topologies explaining how the design (a) of Fig. 3-16
were derived using topology generation method.



Chapter 4

Controller Generation

In this chapter, we propose a control framework within which a control objective can

be formulated to meet any of the performance requirements listed in Section 2.2. A

key feature of this framework is a novel controller parameterization that allows for

tuning the sensitivity transfer function directly with a filter. Tuning the sensitivity

transfer function is critical for achieving a desired degree of robustness to parameter

variations and modeling uncertainties, or for mitigating the effects of disturbances

acting on a lightly damped structure. The proposed parameterization allows for

tapping in to the vast knowledge base of filter design or model-matching for achieving

a desired sensitivity transfer function. We present an illustrative example highlighting

this approach.

4.1 Background and Motivation

Consider the control block diagram shown in the block diagram of Fig. 4-1. As a

reference command r(t) drives the system, the goal for the controller C(s) is to make

the output y(t) of the plant P(s) track r(t) in the presence of disturbances d(t) and

noise n(t).

Denoting the Laplace transform of any signal h(t) by H(s), we obtain the following



relation for the output:

Y(s) = P(s)C(s) R(s) - P(s)C(s) 1
1 + P(s)C(s) 1 + P(s)C(s) 1 + P(s)C(s)

(4.1)

Using the following definitions for the loop transmission L(s), closed-loop system

sensitivity transfer function S(s), and complementary sensitivity transfer function

T(s):

L(s) A PC(s)

1 1S (s) 1 - I
1 + L(s) 1 + P(s)C(s)

T(s) L(s) _ P(s)C(s)
1 + L(s) 1 + P(s)C(s)

(4.2)

(4.3)

(4.4)

the output equation can be rewritten as:

Y(s) = T(s)R(s) - T(s)N(s) + S(s)D(s) (4.5)

Figure 4-1: control system block diagram showing plant P and controller C.

The objectives of control system design primarily in two categories: robust stabil-

ity and performance. Since most flexure-based nanopositioners are open-loop stable,

our focus is on controllers that allow for maintaining stability even in the presence of

parametric and modeling uncertainties. Parametric uncertainties include uncertain-



ties in mass, stiffness, and damping values of modes of interest of the system.

In particular, for flexure-based mechanisms, active control for achieving adequate

damping for modes in the frequencies of interest is desired. Physical damping is low

in flexures made from metals such as aluminium (used in development stages of the

design process for ease of machining), or titanium (used in the implementation and

testing phase because of its high fatigue strength and other material properties). Ex-

ternal damping such as squeeze film damping and foam-damping have been suggested

and explored for flexures in [62]. Active damping through appropriate selection of

control strategies can hence tackle the lightly damped resonances in these structures.

Since the level of damping in an assembled mechanism is hard to predict before the

fabricated product is available for testing, it becomes necessary to iterate the de-

sign process with thorough system identification and testing of hardware mechanism

implementations. The control design must be robust to uncertainties in parameter

estimation, especially damping as predicted from experimentally measured frequency

response functions.

4.2 Our Approach

In this section, we propose a control architecture that is specifically motivated by

flexible systems, such as flexure-based nanopositioners. Flexure-based systems have

unique control issues, such as unpredictable damping in them, sensitivity to modeling

errors, and difficulties in tackling disturbances. In obtaining nanoscale resolutions for

the motion of these mechanisms, it becomes critical to shape the sensitivity transfer

function of the closed-loop system to a desired profile.

Given a plant with uncertainties as described above, a controller with a varying

order can be set up to address multiple control objectives in a systematic manner.

However, to begin with, we need to ensure that the controller has a basic structure,



i.e. a fixed or nominal part that is suitable for the plant. These features could be the

inclusion of, say, a free integrator in the controller to ensure a zero steady state error

in the step response for a second-order spring mass damper system.

A nominal controller can hence be designed and tested for the nominal plant to

set up a baseline in terms of performance. Given such a nominal controller and the

resulting closed-loop system transfer functions, it is the task of the part that has the

varying order to account for robustness. We refer to this part with varying order

as the 'robustifying' controller. A control architecture based on these concepts is

presented in the next section.

4.3 Proposed Framework

A control architecture with a baseline block and a robustifying block for the feedback

controller is shown in Fig. 4-2. With a suitable parameterization, the robustifying

controller generation can iterate over some parameter transfer function, that is free to

vary, to generate a class of controllers that can tackle the uncertainty. In the synthesis

of the parameter transfer function, we restrict our search to stabilizing controllers. At

the end of the robustifying procedure, we are interested in checking what the order

of the controller is, and how increasing the order may affect the performance.

Note that the controller finally has the critically needed fixed part (for example,

a free integrator) and also the varying order part, the order of which the designer

can specify for the required level of robustness. A direct implementation of an opti-

mization routine like p-synthesis or DK-iteration to generate robust controllers can

generate relatively much high order controllers, that may not be easily implemented

on hardware [32, 27]. Instead, we pose the control design problem as a sensitivity

tuning problem. Sensitivity is a critical aspect of control development for flexible

structure systems, including flexure-based nanopositioners. With this motivation for
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Figure 4-2: control system architecture with a baseline controller C(s) and a varying-
order controller C(s) resulting in a controller C(s) ± C(s)C(s).

the controller generation, we proceed to a novel control parameterization in the next

section, which facilitates a unique way to intuitively tune the sensitivity transfer

function.

4.3.1 Novel Controller Parameterization

Existing controller parameterizations, such as the Youla parameterization [81], do not

allow to shape the sensitivity transfer function directly. We present here a novel pa-

rameterization that preserves convexity and results in a direct design of the sensitivity

transfer function. This parameterization is general and encompasses the Youla [81]

and alternative to Youla parameterization presented in [85] as well.

We denote by RX- the set of rational transfer functions that are stable (i.e. they

have all poles in Re(s) < 0) and proper, i.e. they are bounded-input-bounded-output

(BIBO) stable.

Let P(s) e RHU represent the transfer function of a stable plant with a coprime

factorization' P(s) = Ns where N,(s), Ap(s) c RZQ.
Alp(-S)

Let C(s) represent a transfer function of a stable controller with coprime fac-

'A factorization P(s) = N( of a plant P(s) is coprime if there are no common right half plane

pole-zero cancellations in Nejs)



torization C,(s) = N(') , where Nc00 (s),Mc (s) E RR7O. Let us assume that the

parameterization PCo(s) = N() where

N(s) A N,(s)Nc(s) (4.6)

M(s) A M,(s)Mc(s) (4.7)

is also a coprime factorization. The nominal loop transmission L0 (s), closed-loop

system nominal sensitivity S0 (s) and nominal complementary sensitivity functions

To(s) for the closed-loop system are given by:

L0 (s) A PCo(s) (4.8)

1 1(49)
1 + L,(s) 1 + P(s)Co(s)

A Lo(s) P(s)C(s)
"O1 I+ LO(s) 1 + P(s)Co(s)

Consider a parameterization given below for generating a varying-order controller

C(s):

s Ri(s) + R 2(s){a + Q(s)}
R 3 (s) + R 4(s){a + Q(s)}

where R1(s), R2(s), R3 (s), R4(s), Q(s) E R, and a is a real constant. Here, as the

order of Q(s) increases, the order of the controller C(s) increases as well.2

Under this parameterization, the loop transmission L(s), sensitivity S(s) and

2For a set of selected component transfer functions, we will formulate the relative degree and
order of the controller in Section 4.4.2.



complementary sensitivity T(s) transfer functions are given as:

L(s) A = N R1(s) + R 2 (s){a + Q(s)}P(S)0O(S)C(S) =Al R 3 (s) + R4 (s){a + Q(s)} (4.12)

S(s) A 1 M(s) [R3 (s) + R4 (s){a + Q(s)}]
1 + L(s) {M(s)R3 (s) + N(s)R1(s)} + {M(s)R 4(s) + N(s)R2(s)}{a + Q(s)}

(4.13)

T(s) A L(s) N(s) [Ri(s) + R 2(s){a + Q(s)}]
1 + L(s) {AI(s)R 3(s) + N(s)RI(s)} + {M(s)R 4 (s) + N(s)R2(s)}{a + Q(s)}

(4.14)

We have noted that the nominal controller Co(s) results in the feedback system

being internally stable. Now, we need to check if with the inclusion of the robusti-

fying controller C(s), the resulting controller C(s) - C0 (s)C(s) will ensure that the

feedback system remains internally stable. The following theorem pertains to the

internal stability with the robustifying controller placed in series with the nominal

controller.

4.3.2 Theorem: Internal Stability

For the plant P(s) and nominal controller Co(s) that results in internal

stability of the closed-loop system, and their respective coprime factor-

izations in Eqs. (4.6, 4.7), and the robustifying controller C(s) defined in

Eq. (4.11) for transfer functions Q(s), R 1, R 2, R 3, and R4 E ' the feed-

back system is internally stable if the following conditions hold:

(i) M(s)R 4(s) + N(s)R 2 (s) = 0

(ii) M(s)R 3(s) + N(s)R1 (s) is a minimum phase transfer function.



Proof.

From Eqs. (4.13, 4.14), we can show that the closed loop characteristic equation for

the system is given by:

M(s)R 3(s) + N(s)R1(s) + {M(s)R 4(s) + N(s)R2(s)}(a + Q(s)) = 0 (4.15)

Using the condition M(s)R4 (s)+N(s)R2(s)= 0 reduces the closed loop characteristic

polynomial to MI(s)R 3 (s) + N(s)R1 (s). To ensure the feedback system is internally

stable we consider transfer function matrix between the internal signals x1 , x 2, and

x3 and the exogenous signals r, d, and n in Fig. 4-2. As presented in [81], internal

stability can be verified by checking the stability of the nine transfer functions in the

transfer matrix A given below:

1

=MR3 + NR1 x [A]3x3

(4.16)

where

MMAic 0 {R 3 + R4 (a + Q)}
MNc0 {R 1 + R2 (C + Q)}
NNc{R1 + R 2 ( + Q)}

-NAc 0 {R 3 + R4(a + Q)}
MAlc0 {R 3 + R4 (a + Q)}
NAIc{R 3 + R4(a + Q)}

-MMc{R 3 + R4(a + Q)}
-MNc{R1 + R2(a + Q)}
AAIc0{R 3 + R4(a + Q)}

As the component transfer functions are all selected to be in R'Hoo, each of the

nine entries in A are stable. From Eq. (4.16), we see that the feedback system is



internally stable, i.e. the internal signals x1 , X2 , and X3 are bounded and stable, if

the transfer function has no poles in the right half plane Re(s) > 0.

Or in other words if AI(s)R 3 (s) + N(s)RI(s) has no zeros in the right half plane.

Hence, if M(s)R 3(s) + N(s)R1 (s) is a minimum phase transfer function, each of the

nine transfer functions relating internal signals to exogenous signals is stable, and the

system is internally stable. This completes the proof of the theorem.

Note that the condition N(s)R4 (s)+ M(s)R 2(s) = 0 allows for the sensitivity and

complementary sensitivity transfer functions in Eqs. (4.13, 4.14) to be convex in the

parameter Q(s). Convex optimization is one of the relatively easier ways to pose an

optimization problem. The advantage of a convex optimization, for example, a convex

minimization problem is that if a local minima exists it is also a global minima [86].

There are further advantages of the above formulation which become apparent by

selecting appropriate values for the transfer functions Ri(s), R2 (s), R 3 (s), and R4 (s).

For instance, the closed-loop sensitivity transfer function can be shaped directly by

the Q(s) filter using a set of conditions, as stated below.

We compare here the closed-loop sensitivity obtained using the proposed parame-

terization and the conventional Youla parameterization in the following two lemmas.

Lemma 1

For the closed-loop system with conditions described above, if ao, R 3(s) = 0 and

R4 (s) = T0 (s)R1(s), the closed-loop sensitivity transfer function S(s), the comple-

mentary sensitivity transfer function T(s), and the controller C(s) A C(s)C(s) are

given by:

S(s) = S0 (s)Q(s) (4.17)

T(s) = 1- S(s)Q(s) (4.18)

C~s = 0SQS (4.19)
P(s) So(s)Q(s)
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Proof.

Using M(s)R 4(s) + N(s)R2 (s) = 0, R3 (s)= 0, and R4(s) = T,(s)RI(s) in Eq. (4.13),

the result S(s) = S0(s)Q(s) becomes evident. Using S(s) +T(s) = 1, we arrive at the

expression T(s) = 1 - So(s)Q(s). The expression for the controller C(s) is evident

from the relation T(s) = P(s)C(s)S(s) and the expressions for S(s) and T(s) in

Eqs. (4.17)-(4.18).

Lemma 2

For the closed-loop system with conditions described above, if R 4 (s) = -N(s), ao = 0,

and MI(s)R 3(s)+N(s)R1 (s) = 1, the resulting controller parameterization is the Youla

parameterization. The closed-loop sensitivity transfer function S, the complementary

sensitivity transfer function T(s), and the controller C(s) are given by:

S(s) = M(s)(R 3 (s) - N(s)Q(s)) (4.20)

T(s) = N(s)(RI(s) + M(s)Q(s)) (4.21)

C(s) = R1(s) + M(s)Q(s) (4.22)
R 3 (s)- N(s)Q(s)

Proof.

Using M(s)R 4(s) + N(s)R2(s) = 0, R 4 (s) = -N(s), ao = 0, and M(s)R3 (s) +

N(s)RI(s) = 1 in Eq. (4.13), the result S(M(s)(R 3(s) - N(s)Q(s)) becomes evident.

Using S(s) + T(s) = 1 , and M(s)R3 (s) + N(s)R1(s) = 1, we arrive at the result

T(s) = N(s)(Ri(s) + M(s)Q(s)). The expression for the controller C(s) is evident

from Eq. (4.11) with a = 0, M(s)R 4 (s) + N(s)R 2(s) = 0,and R4(s) = -N(s).



4.4 Discussion

In the previous section, it was shown that with the proposed controller parameter-

ization, the Eq. (4.17) has the free parameter Q(s) just multiplying the nominal

sensitivity. This makes the synthesis for Q(s) a filter design or a model-matching

problem, hence allowing us to tap into the knowledge base of these well-established

areas of research.

In contrast, the expression derived for sensitivity in Eq. (4.20) using Youla param-

eterization has the parameter Q(s) involved as an expression that does not directly

allow for designing the sensitivity function. The dynamics of the sensitivity function

are dependent on the phase relation between R 3(s) and N(s)Q(s), and the map be-

tween a desired sensitivity and the corresponding Q(s) is dependent on the choice of

R3(s), which is not unique.

In what follows, we will discuss some of the aspects involved with controller gen-

eration using the Eq. (4.17) for tuning the sensitivity transfer function.

4.4.1 Optimal Synthesis of Q(s) parameter transfer function

The goal for the control design is to shape S(s) according to a disturbance spectrum,

or error following dynamics. There is no unique way to define a control cost function

that can guide us in the search of Q(s).

One approach is to use a shaping filter W,(s) that incorporate the disturbance or

robustness specifications, and an optimization problem can be formulated as a bound

on the oc-norm of the product W,(s)S(s) as follows:

|W(jo)S(joW)OO < 1 (4.23)

We can also pose the problem of tuning the sensitivity transfer function as a

model-matching problem. Q(s) parameter transfer function can be searched over



the class of stable transfer functions so that a chosen norm of the error between the

frequency response of the sensitivity transfer function and that of the desired transfer

function gets minimized. A formulation using a 7H2 norm for the error is as given

below:

Q(s) = arg min ||Sd(s) - So(s)Q(s)||K (4.24)
Q(s)EZ'Ht oo

where Sd(s) is a desired sensitivity transfer function.

In general, the filter Q(s) can be constructed from a sum, or in some cases a

product, of a set of basis filters. One possible (out of many combinations) is a

construct showing a finite summation of stable basis filters in RRoo as shown below:

N

Q(s) = ao + Z as (4.25)

where N is a finite natural number, ao is a real number, coefficients ai are constants to

be selected and pi are poles of the filters. In general, the poles can be on the negative

real axis, i.e. pi < 0, and their corresponding coefficients are real numbers. The poles

can also occur as complex conjugate pairs, with real{pi} < 0, and the corresponding

coefficients are complex conjugate pairs as well so that the overall summation in

Eq. (6.26) results in a transfer function with real polynomials in the numerator and

denominator. Note that the larger that N is, i.e. more filters are included, the higher

the order of the resultant Q(s). Also, if ao # 0, the relative degree of Q(s) as defined

in Eq. (6.26) is 0, since after the summation is done the numerator and denominator

polynomials are of the same order.

Another construct for Q(s), presented in [20], is shown below:

bos" + b1s"- 1 + b2 sn- 2 + ...bn- 1 s + bn
(s + P i)(S + P 2)(S +P 3)....(S + Pn-1)(s+1( + P()
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where n is a finite natural number, the coefficients bi, b2 , b3 ...b. are real, and the poles

at s = -pi (for i = 1..N) can be negative real, or occur as complex conjugate poles

with negative real parts. Here again,the higher the n, higher the order of Q(s). The

relative degree of Q(s) is 0, since the numerator and denominator polynomial are of

the same order.

Note that the form of Q(s) given in Eq. (6.27) reduces to the form in Eq. (6.26)

by using a partial fraction expansion. In the rest of the thesis, we will be using either

form, interchangeably.

In the representations of Eqs. (6.26) and (6.27). selecting the basis filters is a

critical step. Often, the basis filters must be related to the physics of the system.

For example, if the plant has a lightly damped resonance in its frequency response,

it is likely to show up as a peak in the sensitivity transfer function. In that case, a

notch filter is one possible choice to mitigate the effects of this resonance. From the

relation S(s) = So(s)Q(s), it is evident that a notch filter placed around the peak in

the sensitivity transfer function, essentially reduces the height of the peak.3

4.4.2 Controller Generation: Order and Relative Degree

The controller transfer function for the case when we parameterize the controller such

that the condition S(s) = So(s)Q(s) holds is given in Eq. (4.19). The expression for

the controller C(s) can be rewritten in terms of the plant P(s), nominal controller

Co(s) and the parameter transfer function Q(s) as given below:

1 1 + P(s)CO(s) (427C(s) = -( 1j (4.27)P(s) QWs)

We can work out the order of the controller and its relative degree, defined as the

excess of the number of poles over the number of zeros of a transfer function, as follows.

3We work out an illustrative example in Section 6.7.



Using Fnum(s) and Fden(s) to denote the numerator and denominator polynomials,

respectively, of a transfer function F(s), the expression for C(s) becomes:

C(s) = Cnu(s)
Cden(s)

Pden (S) Pden(S)Coden (S) + Pnurn(S)Conum(S) Qden(S) - 1 (4.28)
Pnum(s ) Pden(S)Coden(S) Qnum(s)

Pden(s)f Pden(s)Coden(s){Qden(s) - Qnum(s)} + Pnum(s)Conum(S)Qden ()

Pnum(S) Pden(s)Coden(S)Qnum(s)

(4.29)

Recall that a proper transfer function has atleast the same number of poles as the

number of zeros, while a strictly proper transfer function has more number of poles

than the number of zeros.

Let fnum and fde, denote the order of the numerator polynomial Fnum(s) and

denominator polynomial Fen(s), respectively. Under the following assumptions:

(a) the plant P(s) is strictly proper with a relative degree of at least 2, as is the case

for most mechanical flexible structure systems, i.e. Pnun Pden - 2

(b) the nominal controller Co(s) is strictly proper, i.e. Cnum < Cden, and

(c) the parameter transfer function Q(s) is proper, i.e. qnum gaen,

we see that the relative degree of the transfer function

Pden(S)Coden(S) + Pnum(S)Conum(8) (4.30)
Pden(s)Coden(s)

appearing in Eq. (4.29) is 0.

Further the order of the numerator polynomial Gaum,(s) is given as:

cnum = 2 Pden + Coden + order{Qden(s) - Qnum(s}} (4.31)



and the order of the denominator polynomial Cden (s) is given as:

Cden pnum + Pden + Coden + gnun (4.32)

The order Cden of the denominator polynomial of C(s) is the order of the con-

troller. However, we need to first check if the controller is proper, so that it can be

implemented. Note that the maximum order of the polynomial Qden(s) - Qnm (s) is

qden. The relative degree of C(s) is defined as Cden - crum and is given by:

Cden - Cnum = Pnum - Pden + quam - order{Qden(s) - Qnum(s)} (4.33)

If the relative degree of C(s) is negative, we need to multiply the controller with

a filter to make it strictly proper. For example, a low pass filter of order at least

Cnum - Cden + 1 can be included in the controller. Since such filters tend to cause

a phase loss at the gain crossover frequency and hence reduce the phase margin, so

the filter poles should be placed at frequencies at least 10 times higher than the gain

crossover frequency of interest.

If cf ilte is the order of the filter included to make the controller strictly proper,

we see that the resulting controller order increases to:

Cden = Pnum + Pden + coden - qnum + Cfilter (4.34)

s From Eq. (4.34), it is evident that the order of the controller varies with varying

the order of the parameter transfer function Q(s). The extent to which the controller

order can increase is regulated by the choice for the order of Q(s), which is in turn

dictated by the specification on robustness. The benefit of this approach is that we

can intuitively tune the performance. namely, the sensitivity transfer function, which

is critical for flexible structure systems having lightly damped harmonics.



In tackling lightly damped resonances, we often desire control design to ensure a

prescribed stability and damping, as depicted in Fig. 4-3. For this purpose, we can

specify the desired sensitivity transfer function Sd(s) as an inverse of the shaping

filter W,(s), given by:

W(s) = 1 + (2cosO)- + - (4.35)

The desired locations for the closed loop poles are shown as the hatched area in

the left half s-plane, with damping more than cos(O), and damped natural frequency

greater than w. A model-matching problem such as the one shown in Eq. (6.26) can be

formulated to solve for Q(s) that pushes the sensitivity close to the desired sensitivity.

Note that usual pole placement algorithms are not robust with respect to modeling

uncertainties. The proposed approach based on the novel parameterization presented

in Section4.3.1 allows us to directly address shaping the sensitivity function, unlike

existing approaches using Youla parameterization [84].

In summary, with this approach controllers of varying order can be generated with

the parameter transfer function Q(s), which is obtained from an optimal synthesis

procedure that tunes the sensitivity transfer function. To summarize, the controller

generation is carried out in the following steps:

Step 1: Select a nominal controller.

Step 2: Obtain the nominal sensitivity transfer function. From frequency response plots,

note the limitations that need to be addressed. For example, does the sensitivity

show a sharp peak, indicating poor robustness?

Step 3: Formulate the desired sensitivity transfer function that addresses the limitations

of the nominal sensitivity transfer function.

Step 4: Formulate and solve the optimal synthesis problem for the parameter transfer
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Figure 4-3: Synthesis of Q for prescribed level of damping and stability.

function Q(s). Example approaches include model-matching and filter design.

Step-5: Determine the controller C(s) resulting from Q(s). Check for the controller

being proper. Modify suitably with filter, and reduce its order, so that it can be

implemented on real-time hardware control prototyping platforms. Compare in

simulation the performance of the controller before and after the modifications.

4.5 Summary

In this chapter, we proposed a control architecture using a fixed order baseline con-

troller and variable order robustifying controller. The controller generation is moti-

vated from the application viewpoint of tuning sensitivity in flexible structure systems.

A novel parameterization of the controller was proposed to address directly tuning the

sensitivity with a parameter transfer function Q(s). The relation S(s) = S0(s)Q(s)



allows for application of filter design and model-matching techniques for the optimal

synthesis of Q(s). In this approach, the order of the controller generated varies de-

pending on the choice of Q(s), which can be selected based on the desired degree of

robustness. An example model-matching approach for solving for Q(s) is presented

in Section 6.7 and a controller is generated and tested, illustrating the steps detailed

in this chapter.



Chapter 5

Integrated Design and Control

Methodology

In this chapter, we present an integrated design and control methodology tailored for

flexure-based nanopositioning systems. First, we examine existing literature on inte-

grated design and control in allied areas of research. We discuss the need for varying

design topology and order of a controller in design and control optimization. We then

propose an intgerated design and control methodology that utilizes the design topol-

ogy generation described in Chapter 3 and the controller generation method described

in Chapter 4, for meeting a desired set of performance requirements. A simple 1-DOF

example is worked out to illustrate the steps involved in using this methodology. The

details of optimization problem formulation and solutions for design and control are

presented. The outcome of the exercise is a novel design topology, with it shape and

size optimized, and a controller synthesized such that a desired control bandwidth

and design requirements of strength and modal separation are met.



5.1 Background and Motivation

Integrated structure design and control has been an active area of research spanning

diverse fields of aerospace systems, robotics, motion control, and chemical process

control over the past few decades. A survey of some of the most relevant methods in

the literature is as follows.

The optimal design and control of flexible structures has been studied for (i)

improving a mass efficiency metric (defined as mass moved per unit work output)

in [9], (ii) a quadratic control performance index in [15], and (iii) a weighted sum of

structural mass and the energy of the controlled mechanism in [37]. The integrated

design and control problem was formulated as a multi-objective optimization involv-

ing design and proportional-integral-derivative (PID) controller parameters in [42] for

mechatronic systems. A similar approach optimizing proportional-derivative (PD)

controller parameters and design parameters for four-bar linkages was studied in [29].

A non-linear optimization formulation including design costs and a robust perfor-

mance constraint on the weighted sum of sensitivity and complementary sensitivity

functions is considered for a chemical distillation column in [38]. Decentralized con-

trol techniques were used to solve for the optimization of passive (design parameters)

and active (control parameters) for vibration isolation platforms in [36]. Different

approaches for integrated design and control have been studied from an optimization

theory standpoint in [27] and [25]. These approaches include (i)sequential optimiza-

tion with design optimization followed by control optimization, (ii)simultaneous de-

sign and control optimization, and (iii)an iterative combination where the design is

initially optimized without affecting the controller, then the controller is optimized,

and such a cycle is iterated until performance requirements are met.

Motion stages developed using lead-screw drives were characterized for their dy-

namics and controlled with classical lead-lag compensators in [35]. In this reference,

the design and control performance space in terms of performance requirements, such



as (i) the positioning error and (ii) control bandwidth of the drive and (iii) the max-

imum acceleration of the carriage, were captured for the entire range of geometry,

material, and other parameters. Since lightly damped harmonics hinder control per-

formance, achieving robust passive damping with foam-based materials is proposed

by the same research group in [62].

An integrated design and control methodology for high-speed control of robotic

manipulators is presented in [32, 33]. Since unmodeled dynamics in the control band-

width can adversely affect the performance, it is necessary to account for model-

truncation errors in the design and control optimization. In this context, a constraint

condition on the Hankel norm of the truncated modes is formulated in the optimiza-

tion problem [32].

A few references address changing the design structure or configuration, i.e. the

topology, so that control performance is enhanced. We examine here two specific

cases from the literature that illustrate the importance of selecting an appropriate

design topology before deploying any optimization routine.

Consider the example of a robotic system shown in Fig. 5-1 addressing the end-

point control of a flexible link. The actuator is a rotary servomotor that generates

a torque required for moving the end-point of the link. The feedback signal is the

end-point position, which can be recorded by a sensor such as an accelerometer. Since

the actuator and the sensor are not at the same location in space, i.e. the system is

non-collocated. For the non-collocated system, the flexibility of the link is known to

cause non-minimum phase zeros in the transfer function between the voltage applied

to the motor and the measured end-point displacement [57].

In order to avoid the occurrence of the non-minimum phase zero, the actuation

point shown in Fig. 5-1 (a) can be moved away from the motor closer to the end-point,

as shown in Fig. 5-1(b). With the actuation location moved closer to the end-point,

the portion of the link from the new actuation point to the sensor location is shorter,
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Figure 5-1: Design for control example from [57]. (a) Moving the torque application
point away from the hub and closer to the end point of the flexible manipulator results
in minimum-phase dynamics, and hence allows for higher control bandwidths. (b) A
belt transmission is used on a motor to vary the location of the torque application
point.

and hence stiffer. It is shown in [57] that, under certain geometry conditions, this

topology change results in moving the zeros from the real-axis on to the imaginary

axis, making the system minimum-phase. The design topology change shown in Fig. 5-

1(b) is implemented in Fig. 5-1(c) using a cable transmission from the motor. Without

this topology change, with the actuator just as the motor and sensor at the end-point,

the system would be non-minimum phase and pose critical control challenges.1

We next consider the example of a hard disk drive actuator subsystem in Fig. 5-2.

As shown in Fig. 5-2 (a), this subsystem positions the read (or write) head at the end

of an arm pivoting about a rotary bearing. A lorentz-force Fm generated by voice

coil motor at an distance Re causes the arm to rotate about the pivot. However, the

'The constraint on control bandwidth imposed by non-minimum phase zeros is worked out for
an example positioning system in Section 5.4.6.
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applied force Fm also exerts a force F, at the bearing, exciting its translation mode.

The displacement at the read head is composed of the difference of modal responses

arising from the rigid body rotation and the bearing translation mode. The presence

of the bearing translation mode is undesirable for two reasons: (i) the translation

shows up in the displacement at the read head and (ii) the transfer function between

the applied force and the measured displacement at read head can be non-minimum

phase under certain geometry conditions [59]. A novel actuator (see Fig. 5-2(b))

based on a set of magnetic arrays called Hallbach arrays is designed in [54] to form

a voice coil motor that generates only a torque and now net translational force. The

new design topology is shown in Fig. 5-2(c) with the purely-torque motor mounted in

the pivot itself, without the need for the linear force Fm applied at the arm distance

Re. Without this design topology change, the translation of the bearing and the

non-minimum phase zero would limit the performance of the read head.

In summary, the two examples discussed above emphasize the need for developing

suitable design topologies before any optimization is attempted. An interesting exten-

sion of this problem is one of identifying a set or library of topologies from which we

can select an appropriate topology. In what follows, we discuss our integrated design

and control approach that builds the case for optimizing over a library of topologies,

instead of optimizing parameters within a given topology.

5.2 Our Approach

Based on the examples of integrated design and control described in Section 5.1, we

identify the four possible cases for integrated design and control in Table 5.1. As

indicated in the table, in any design for control approach, the design (or plant) and

the controller need to be judiciously chosen in the problem formulation step. The

options listed in the table are based either on a fixed or a varying topology/order for
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Distal end
Read/Write head

Figure 5-2: Design for control example from [54] modifying actuator design to elim-
inate translational loading in voice-coil motors. (a) In disk drives, the actuator for
the read/write head is a typical lorentz-force voice coil motor that produces a force
at an offset. The force also excites the translational mode of the bearing. (b) A
novel design for the voice coil motor, based on a magnetic array called as Hallbach
array, which is commonly found in linear motors, is used in a rotary configuration to
produce a unidirectional magnetic field in the hub. (c) The resulting actuator is a
pure torque motor that minimizes the effect of the translational mode of the bearing.
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a design/controller. Before we proceed any further, we present our definitions of these

terms as relevant to the integrated design and control methodology we will propose

shortly.

A fixed controller is one with a pre-specified order and parameters to be selected

appropriately. A basic knowledge of the plant dynamics can facilitate a nominal

choice for the controller order. The problem of maximizing performance reduces to

selecting the best possible controller parameters. However, such a fixed structure for

the controller limits in most cases the freedom in maximizing performance. On the

other hand, we define a varying order controller as one in which the order is not

pre-selected. Rather, the controller order evolves in the integrated design and control

iterations.

Similarly, we define a fixed design topology as one in which the overall structure

is initially chosen and the iterations are performed to tune the parameters. Tuning

the parameters of a fixed design cannot alter the design structure at all. On the other

hand, by a varying design topology option, we iterate with changes in design topol-

ogy, or configuration, each time creating a different design altogether. As explained

in Section 3.2, for example, a design topology can be varied to go from a parallel

kinematic design to a serial kinematic design, or from an exact-constraint design to

an elastic-averaging design.

Table 5.1: All possible cases for integrated design and control.

Case Design Topology Controller Order
I Fixed Fixed
II Fixed Allowed to Vary
III Allowed to Vary Fixed
IV Allowed to Vary Allowed to Vary

The cases presented in the table work out as follows. In Case I, the integrated

approach optimizes performance over a combination of design and controller param-
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Figure 5-3: Integrated design and control methodology for meeting performance re-
quirements.

eters. The final outcome after the iterations is a design and a controller of the same

structure as at the beginning of the iterations, but with the selection of the most

promising parameters. Hence, in this case, both design and control structure are

fixed and cannot be altered. A poor choice of design topology or controller structure

can leave critical performance requirements unfulfilled.

In Case II, for a fixed design topology, the controller is allowed to vary. Hence,

in the iterations, the design parameters and controller order evolve to facilitate opti-

mizing the performance.

In Case III, the design topology is varied (i.e. many possible design structures

are tested) against a controller with a fixed structure. This case fundamentally limits

the performance, since for every new plant we are confined to the same controller

type. The potential performance of the system can be lost in thus fixing the control
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structure.

The most intuitive and useful case is Case IV, which uses a varying the design

topology and the order of the controller. However, since the number of possible

design configurations in typical nanopositioning system applications are finite, the

varying design topology problem can be broken down into a number of fixed design

(each tested with a controller of varying order) problems. Hence, we formulate our

methodology on Case II with a controller of varying order tested for each fixed design

topology of all possible design topologies.

5.3 Proposed Methodology

In this section, we detail the steps involved in implementing the integrated design and

control approach based on Case IV of Table 5.1, in which both the design topology

and the controller structure are allowed to vary. As discussed above, we simplify

this to the one of Case II for a varying order controller tested for all possible fixed

design topologies from a design library. The methodology is illustrated as a flow chart

diagram in Figure 5-3.

Step 1: Performance Specification: Formulate performance requirements for the flexure-

based nanopositioning system. These requirements can be for the structural,

thermal, or control, and other aspects of performance.

Step 2: Design Topology Library Generation: Follow the steps detailed in Chapter 3

to generate topology concepts that improve the specified performance require-

ments.

Step 3: Design Topology Selection/Screening: Every nominal design topology in the

topology library is subject to a screening test to eliminate design topologies that

obviously do not meet critical requirements. This screening test is necessary
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before (blindly) feeding the design topology to a shape and size optimization

procedure.

Step 4: Controller Selection/Screening: On the controller side, an initial controller is

selected as a nominal controller from the entire class of stabilizing controllers

for the screened nominal design topology. For the screened nominal design

and the nominal controller selected above, a screening test is used to weed out

controller choices that do not allow for critical requirements to be met. It is

important to perform this screening test before (blindly) feeding the design to

an optimization procedure. The structure of the nominal controller is revised

until it passes the screening test.

Step 5: Optimization: Given that the nominal design and the nominal controller have

passed the screening test, we now feed them to an optimization procedure. This

procedure collects the design and controller parameters and optimizes them for

an objective function defined by the user. The design optimization may target

shape and size optimization of the chosen topology. The controller optimiza-

tion varies the order of the robustifying part of the controller to meet the robust

stability and performance specifications on sensitivity transfer function or com-

plementary sensitivity transfer function.

Many choices exist for implementing the design and control optimization. As

we discussed in Section 5.1, different approaches for the optimization are dis-

cussed in [25]. These include (i) simultaneous design and control optimization

(ii) sequential optimization, with design optimization followed by control op-

timization, and (iii) iterative design and control optimization. While each of

these approaches could be applied in our methodology, we select the option (ii)

of optimizing design first and then optimizing the controller for the optimized

design since (i) it comes closest to what is done in practice when designing and
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controlling a hardware positioning system and (ii) it is computationally less in-

tensive and feasible. Fig. 5-4 summarizes the details of the optimization block

Figure 5-4: Schematic diagram showing constrained optimization in design and con-
trol. This is a detailed view of the optimization block shown in Fig. 5-3. In this
diagram, we show design optimization performed first, and followed with control op-
timization.

of Fig. 5-3 highlighting such a sequential approach. The design optimization is

formulated to select the design parameters that best allow minimizing or max-

imizing a desired cost function while meeting design constraints such as stress,

fatigue limits. This part of the design optimization is often referred to as shape

and size optimization. The optimized plant is fed to the controller optimization

block. Once a nominal controller is chosen, it can be enhanced for imparting

robustness.
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If the performance requirements are met by the outcome of the optimization

procedure, the controller is tested on the hardware to see if the performance

can be demonstrated. If the performance requirements are not met at the

end of the optimization procedure and the maximum number of iterations has

not been reached, the nominal design topology is revised. Unless the nominal

design topology is revised it is impossible to achieve the desired performance. If

the maximum number of iterations has been reached, the only way to proceed

any further is by relaxing the performance requirements. The design intuition

gained from the optimization or from the hardware application should be used

to revise the performance requirements suitably, taking us back to Step 1 listed

above.

5.4 Example

In this section, we work out in simulation an example application to illustrate the

integrated design and control methodology presented above. A simple, yet practical,

positioning system example with a flexure-based mechanism driven by a piezoelectric

actuator is considered. A broad overview of the rest of the section is as follows. We

present a generic problem description, and then specify a set of critical performance

requirements for the problem. The methodology is applied to first generate a set of

design concept topologies. Based on design screen tests, a few topologies are ruled

out. An optimization problem is formulated in terms of a desired cost function and a

set of physical constraints. Design topologies passing the screening test are then input

to the optimization problem. A MATLAB-based optimizer is used to fine-tune the

shape and size of topology candidates. If the design or control cost function cannot

be physically obtained, an optimal solution cannot be obtained and the topology is

discarded.
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5.4.1 Problem Description

'777

Figure 5-5: Schematic diagram showing a positioning system example. The goal is to
vary the gap z over a large range of motion and control bandwidth.

Consider the precision positioning problem shown schematically in Fig. 5-5. The

objective is controlling a relative separation z between a moving surface and a fixed

surface to form a controllable gap. Such a gap can be used to study physical phe-

nomena at sub-micron scales, such as radiative heat transfer or force interactions

such as Casimir forces that occur between metals [8]. Other example applications

include size-based filtration for macromolecular separations [7] and characterization

of electrochemical properties of gas and liquid molecules [19].

A piezoelectric stack actuator with a lever amplification mechanism is suggested

for generating a large displacement range on the order of 100 pm required for the gap

z. A schematic diagram showing the concept of a lever mechanism with piezoelectric

actuator is presented in Fig. 5-6. The piezoelectric stack, shown as generating an

input displacement yin, pushes a lever at a distance La away from its pivot. The gap

is formed at the distal end, a distance L, away from the pivot, where the lever output

displacement yout is sensed with a laser interferometer. For small-angle motions of

the lever about the pivot, the output displacement yo.t for a input displacement yin

is given as

Laykt= i (5.1)

Our goal here is to illustrate the design and control methodology for the position-

ing system conceptualized in Fig. 5-6, using flexure-based mechanisms in the design

to for the pivot. Unlike friction-based bearings, flexure-based bearings are ideal can-
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didates for the pivot owing to their smooth elastic motion and minimal nonlinearities

such as backlash or hysteresis.

Before we proceed any further, we need to make a few assumptions for the relevant

parameters. First, we assume the piezoelectric stack actuator has a blocking force

of Fnax = 850 N and free deflection Ypiezo,max of 18 pm. The static force-deflection

characteristic of the actuator is shown in Fig. 5-7. In our design, we use two piezoelec-

tric stack actuators held mechanically in series, so that their displacements add up to

cause the net displacement input. For a maximum displacement yi, of 18 x 2 = 36pm,

we need to meet a target of 100 pm at the output. Let us assume reasonable values

for the distance of the sensor from the pivot L, = 2 in, and distance from actuator

to pivot La = 0.5 in. This results in an amplification ratio of 4, and a resultant max-

imum output displacement yout of 144 pm, which satisfies our target displacement

of Ydesired=100 pm. Basing on the stiffness of the structure, the applied force may

vary, and the net displacement input can be smaller, so the extra buffer of 44 pm is

desirable.

Note that the simple model of Fig. 5-6 also depicts the simplified dynamics of a

disk drive actuator subsystem example given in [59]. As we will be discussing towards

the end of this chapter, in the example of [59], the geometry of a design is altered to

improve control performance. Therein, changing the geometry involves changing the

parameters within a selected topology. Here, as an alternative approach, we explore

the option of varying the design topology to improve on the control performance. The

case in which parameters within a design topology are varied is covered in our broad

methodology.2

2 As explained in Section 5.4.3, where we discuss the dynamics of a few designs represented by the
simple model of Fig. 5-6, we motivate the need for altering the design topologies so as to move the
non-minimum phase zero outside the range of frequencies of interest. Our approach of integrated
design and control is implemented for achieving this feature. In the example of disk drive actuator
system given in [59], altering geometry of the given topology eliminates non-minimum phase zeros.
In a actual multi-DOF system, given many constraints on geometry, and design requirements, both
(i) varying parameters within a topology and (ii) varying the topology (and parameters within each
topology) should be explored. As we have seen earlier, the integrated design and control methodology
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La Ls

Figure 5-6: Schematic diagram of a piezoelectric actuator with lever amplification
mechanism.

max

C
0

Force fmax

Figure 5-7: Typical static force-deflection characteristic curve of a piezoelectric stack
actuator. The piezoelectric stack actuator we select in this application has a maximum
force capacity (blocking force) Fmax = 850 N and free deflection ymax of 18 pcm.

Problem Statement

The problem statement for applying the proposed integrated design and control

methodology to the example of the positioning system of Fig. 5-6 is as follows:

Given a lever amplification mechanism of Fig. 5-6 with the following parameters:

(ii) output displacement yout measured at a distance Ls = 2 in from the pivot.

(iii) input displacement Yin provided at a distance La = 0.25 in from the pivot.

(iv) a piezoelectric stack actuator with a blocking force Fmax = 850 N and free deflec-

tion Ypiezo,wax of 18 pm.

Design a flexure-based pivot that meets the performance requirements

given in Table 5.2.

proposed in Section 5.3 covers both these cases.
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5.4.2 Implementation of Methodology

Given the above parameters for the lever and the piezoelectric stack actuator, we

examine the topology, shape-size optimization and control performance of the system

when a flexure-based mechanism is used as a pivot for the lever. We now follow the

steps of the methodology as presented in Section 5.3 for the integrated design and

control of the flexure-based pivot. For simplicity, we restrict our interest to planar

implementations, which can be manufactured relatively easily on an abrasive waterjet

or a wire-EDM.

Step 1: Performance specifications: The specifications for the positioning are as given

in Table 5.2.

Step 2: Design Topology Library Generation: A set of topology concepts derived for

flexural pivots are shown in Fig. 5-9. The idea is to use one of these pivots in

the amplification mechanism shown in Fig. 5-6. One design topology using the

flexure-based mechanism in Fig. 5-9 (c) as a pivot is shown in Fig. 5-8.

The candidate topologies of Fig. 5-9 were generated as follows. The concepts

shown in Fig. 5-9(a) and (b) are simple examples of a rotational joint achieved

with a lumped rotational compliance. While the notch flexure joint in Fig. 5-

9(a) has a localized compliance around its neck, the beam flexure of Fig. 5-9(b)

Table 5.2: Specifications for IDOF flexure-based positioning system example.

Desired Parameter Value

Range of motion, max (Yuut) > 50 pm
Control bandwidth > 1 kHz
Xparasitic,max Parasitic horizontal < 1 ptn
displacement for 5' uncertainty in
actuator vertical alignment
Fatigue Performance Infinite life, i.e.

~ 107 - 108 cycles or more
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in

Flexure-based pivot

Figure 5-8: Design topology showing a flexure-based mechanism as a pivot for the
lever amplification mechanism. Since the piezoelectric stack actuator applies a force
offset from the center of mass, the lever rotates about the instantaneous center of
rotation A, which forms a virtual hinge or pivoting point in the system. In this
figure, flexure-based mechanism of Fig. 5-9(c) is selected as the pivot. Other design
topologies under consideration in our example are those that use the flexure-based
mechanisms of Fig. 5-9 (d)-(j).

has a compliance distributed over its length.

The rest of the design topologies shown in Figs. 5-9(c)-(j) are obtained as follows.

First, we start with a beam flexure as a primitive used to suspend a mass.

This primitive is shown in Fig. 5-10(a). To improve on the load-capacity and

fatigue performance3 of the primitive, we add a beam flexure on the other side

of the mass. This enhanced primitive is shown in Fig. 5-10(b). A symmetric

arrangement of the primitives on either side of the mass results in a redundant

constraint, allowing for larger load-capacity, while at the same time ensuring

under a vertical load the mass moves vertically, without a lateral motion error,

as indicated in Fig. 5-10(b).

Note, however, that there is a second-order effect of over-constraint (the beams

fighting with each other), which can be minimized with suitable geometry (for

example, longer beam length). An improvement which eliminates the over-

constraint is a parallelogram flexure in a folded back configuration [17]. For

simplicity, this alternate primitive is not considered in this example.

Further, note also that the primitive flexure choice is not unique to a problem.

3Both of these are high strength requirements. As explained in Chapter 3, large range of motion
can be obtained for the same load-capacity with redundant replication of the flexure constraint,
instead of reinforcing a single constraint.
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Figure 5-9: A library of candidate design topologies for a flexural pivot.

We converged at the design topologies presented in Fig. 5-9 (c)-(j) starting with

a beam flexure of Fig. 5-10(a) as the primitive flexure.

An alternate primitive flexure that can also be considered is a notch flexure.

An example double sided notched flexure equivalent of Fig. 5-10 (b) is shown

in Fig. 5-11. Unlike the beam flexure which has continuous distribution of

compliance, the notch flexure has a localized compliance. Designs featuring

localized compliances become over-constrained in the presence of manufacturing

errors, while those featuring distributed compliances are known to be more

robust in the presence of such errors [44]. In this example, hence, we restrict
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0- 0

(a) (b)

Figure 5-10: Primitive beam flexure shown in (a) is enhanced in its load-capacity
by adding a redundant constraint in (b) to produce a double-sided beam flexure
primitive.

our attention to the case of distributed compliance, i.e. to design topologies

derived from beam flexure primitives as against notch flexure primitives.

Figure 5-11: Double-sided notched flexure primitive. This primitive is the notched
equivalent of the double-sided beam flexure of Fig. 5-10 (b). Unlike the beam flexure,
which has a distributed compliance, the notch flexure has a localized compliance at
the thin necks of the notch.

The concept topology shown in Fig. 5-9(c) is the double-sided beam flexure

primitive of Fig. 5-10(b). With a force applied at an offset from the center of the

mass, a rotational motion can be imparted. The pivoting action achieved with

this topology is schematically shown in Fig. 5-8. Using the notation introduced

in Chapter 3, this topology corresponds to a stacking of the primitive flexure

of Fig. 5-10(b) with the following parameter values: a vertical stacking index

p = 1, azimuthal stacking index m = 1, and serial stacking index n = 1.

The concept of topology shown in Fig. 5-9(d) has the same mass now suspended

on a parallel stacking of two sets of beam flexures on either side. This configu-

ration corresponds to a stacking of the primitive flexure of Fig. 5-10(b) with the

following parameter values: a vertical stacking index p = 2, azimuthal stacking

index m = 1, and serial stacking index n = 1.
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On similar lines, the concept of topology shown in Fig. 5-9(e) and (f) have

the same mass now suspended on a parallel stacking of three and four sets,

respectively, on either side of the mass. These configurations correspond to

a stacking of primitive flexure of Fig. 5-10(b) with the following parameter

values: a vertical stacking index p = 3, azimuthal stacking index m. = 1, and

serial stacking index n = 1 for Fig. 5-9(e), and vertical stacking index p = 4,

azimuthal stacking index m = 1, and serial stacking index n =1 for Fig. 5-9(f).

The concept topology shown in Fig. 5-9(g) is similar to that of Fig. 5-9c, but

with a rod flexure pinning down the mass at its center of rotation, and hence

curbing the trampoline-like z-mode. Since the rod flexure has a large rotational

compliance compared to axial compliance, this topology corresponds to a large

modal separation Sz.,o between the rotational and vertical DOFs.

The concept topologies shown in Fig. 5-9(h)-(j) are the similar center-pinned

counterparts of Fig. 5-9(d)-(f), respectively.

Step 3: Design Topology Screening: Screening criterion for topologies can be decided

according to the needs of the particular application under consideration. There

is no unique way to select a screening criterion. Of many possible screening

criteria to select the ideal topologies from the candidate topologies of Fig. 5-9,

we select the following criterion that targets the specification of minimal lateral

motion errors:

Sx.z >> 1 (5.2)

where Sx,z specifies the modal separation of the fundamental Z vibration mode

from the X (lateral) vibration mode. Recall from Chapter 3 that the modal

separation index between any two modes is a ratio of natural frequencies of the

modes after a judicious choice of flexure constraints is implemented. The design
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topologies in Fig. 5-9(a) and Fig. 5-9(b) are more compliant in lateral direction

than the vertical direction and hence do not satisfy this criterion.

In other words, for a slight vertical misalignment of the piezoelectric stack

actuator, there would be a horizontal force component that will likely cause a

large lateral error owing to the small lateral stiffness of the design topologies in

Fig. 5-9(a) and Fig. 5-9(b). Hence, these two design topologies are eliminated.

In contrast, the high lateral stiffness of the beam flexures in Fig. 5-9(c)-(j) result

in a high modal separation with the lateral DOF occurring at much higher

frequencies than the vertical DOF. Hence, these ten candidates are passed to

the subsequent shape and size optimization.

Step 4: Controller Selection/Screening: Of all possible stabilizing controllers, we screen

for those that ensure both (i) good command following over frequencies up to

1 kHz and (ii) steady state error of zero for a step input. As will be shown later

in Section 5.4.3, the plants corresponding to the five nominal design topologies,

or plants, have no free integrators. Hence, it is imperative for the controller to

have a free integrator in order to satisfy the screening criteria. Many nominal

controllers can be constructed to satisfy this screening criterion, such as an

integral controller, a proportional-integral controller, a lag controller, and other

higher order controllers that have at least one free integrator. In this example,

for simplicity, we select a simple integral controller as the nominal controller as

given below:

CO(s) = k (5.3)

where k is a nominal gain selected for the given plant to ensure stability of the

nominal closed-loop system.
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Step 5: Optimization: We follow a sequential approach with the design optimized first,

and the optimized design passed to the controller optimization routine. The

formulation of the optimization and discussion of optimization results are pre-

sented in Sections 5.4.5-5.4.6. Before we proceed any further, we need to derive

lumped parameter models and extract parametric relations needed for the op-

timization problem formulation.

5.4.3 Lumped Parameter Modeling

A lumped parameter model for the design topologies using flexure-based pivots

of Figs. 5-9(c)-(f) is shown in Fig. 5-12. In this model, the flexure-based pivot

z

iout

C
y

k , k0 b ,b b ,b k , k

La L

Ls

Figure 5-12: Lumped parameter model for depicting dynamic behavior of topology
concepts using flexure-based mechanisms of Fig. 5-9(c)-(f) as pivots in the 1-DOF
positioning system.

is shown as a lumped mass suspended on its either side by flexures having a

lumped linear stiffness ky and a rotational stiffness ko. The pivoting point, or
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the instantaneous center of rotation of the system is the center of the mass,

denoted by C in the figure. For a downward deflection y of the center C and an

angle of rotation 0 of the mass and the lever (about an axis Z perpendicular to

the page and passing through C), the equations of motion for the system are:

my = f - 2bvy - 2kyy (5.4)

JO = r- 2b,0 - 2k,0  (5.5)

f = fmax - fnax Yi (5.6)
Yrnax

where m, J are the total mass and moment of inertia about Z axis passing

through C, T f La is the moment applied by the force f applied by the

piezoelectric stack actuator. Assuming lightly damped harmonics, damping

factors by and bo denoting small damping in the flexures are used.

From the kinematics, as shown in Fig. 5-13, the output displacement Yout in

terms of the downward deflection y of the instantaneous center of rotation and

the angle of rotation 0 is given as below:

yout = -y + L,0 (5.7)

After applying Laplace transforms4 to the equations of motion, the transfer

function You'(') between the applied force input F(s) from the piezoelectric stackF(s)

actuator to the output displacement Y0ut(s) is given by:

Y0ut(S) {= - + L{ S La (5.8)
F(s) mIs 2 + 2bys + 2k + + 2bos + 2ko

4We denote the Laplace transform of a time signal x(t) as X(s), i.e. X(s) = L{x(t)}

fo- e *tx(t)dt
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Figure 5-13: Schematic diagram showing kinematic relation between the output dis-
placement yot, the downward displacement y of at the center of rotation C and an
angle of rotation 0. For small angle motions, since yot+y=L,6, we have yat=LO-y.

The first term in Eq. (5.8) corresponds to the contribution of the fundamen-

tal vertical (y) mode of the flexural pivot as seen at the output displacement

measurement. Similarly, the second term corresponds to the contribution of the

fundamental rotational (0) mode of the flexural pivot. Note the negative sign

premultiplying the vertical mode. This means that, at the output, the difference

of these two modes is being measured.

A lumped parameter model for the design topologies using flexure-based pivots

of Figs. 5-9(g)-(j) is shown in Fig. 5-14. This model is the same as the model of

Fig. 5-12 except for the enhanced lumped stiffness components at the center A.

The rod flexure adds a high vertical stiffness koy, and a mild rotational stiffness
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k0o. The equations of motion for the enhanced system are:

mjj = f-b' - k'y (5.9)

JO = 7 - b'9 - k O (5.10)

k = k + koy (5.11)

k = ko+koo (5.12)

yout -y + Ls0 (5.13)

fmaf fmax - max yin (5.14)
ymax

After applying Laplace transforms to the equations of motion, the transfer func-

tion " "( between the applied force input F(s) from the piezoelectric stack

actuator to the output displacement Yout(s) is given by:

YOut (s) 1La
F(s) ms2+ b' s + k LsJs2+ b's + k (5.15)

Note again the negative sign premultiplying the vertical mode. This means that

at the output, as in the case of the lumped parameter model of Fig. 5-12, the

difference of these two modes is being measured.

5.4.4 Parametric Relations

Based on the lumped parameter models presented in Section 5.4.4, we present

key parametric relations relevant to the optimization problem. First, the pa-

rameter definitions for the system are tabulated in Table 5.3. To simplify the

problem, some of the parameters are assumed to be known. For example, alu-

minium alloy Al 6061 is chosen as the material for the flexure-based pivot and

lever. Al 6061 is selected as it is easily machinable on an abrasive waterjet or
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Figure 5-14: Lumped parameter model for depicting dynamic behavior of topology
concepts using flexure-based mechanisms of Fig. 5-9(g)-(j) as pivots in the 1-DOF
positioning system.

a milling machine. Material properties and other assumed parameters are also

listed in Table 5.3.

Using a Lagrangian formulation and assumed modes method for approximation

of the motion of the flexure mechanism, as described for a candidate flexure

mechanism in Chapter 2, the parametric relations for the linear and rotational

stiffnesses are presented in Table 5.4 for the topologies using flexure-based pivots

of Fig. 5-9(c)-(f), and in Table 5.5 for the topologies using flexure-based pivots

of Fig. 5-9(g)-(j).

5.4.5 Optimization: Problem Formulation

Optimization parameters

For the flexure-based pivots of Figs. 5-9(c)-(f), the optimization parameters
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Table 5.3: Parameters of the 1-DOF positioning system configurations with a flexure-
based pivot selected from Fig. 5-9(c)-(g).

Parameter Definition Value
E Young's modulus of the material 70 GPa

p Density of the material 2800 kg/rn 3

0Y Yield stress limit of the material 550 MPa

UE Endurance stress limit of the material 100 MPa
SF Design safety factor for stress 2
0 max = min(au, JE) Maximum allowed stress in the material 50 MPa
Dmax Maximum footprint of the flexural pivot 4 in
2La Length of central disk 1 in
B Thickness of the flexures and central disk 0.25 in
W Width of the central disk 0.25 in
rnd= 2pLaBW Mass of central disk 2.9 x 10-3

Jd = nd(4L2 + B 2) Moment of inertia of the central disk 1.64 x 10-7kg.M 2

about pivoting axis centered at A

Ls Distance between sensor and pivot 2.0 in
La Distance between actuator and pivot 0.5 in
L= L, + La Length of lever arm 2.5 in

W Width of lever arm 0.2 in

nL = pLEBWe Mass of lever 5.2 x 10-3 kg

JL = 1-mL(W + L2) Moment of inertia of lever 4.1 x 10-6kg.rn2

+mL(jLe - La) 2  about pivot A
+TL j(W +W) 2

J = Jd + JL Total lumped moment of inertia 4.26 x 10-6kg.m 2

Mr =nd + mnL Total lumped mass 8.6 x 10-3 kg
ho Width of rod flexure 0.04 in

Io= r Bending moment of inertia 5.55 x 10-
of rod flexure kg.m 2

£ Length of beam flexure To be determined
I Width of beam flexure To be determined

_o Length of rod flexure To be determined

I = NBh3  Bending moment of inertia A function of iv
of beam flexure
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Table 5.4: Linear and rotational stiffnesses of the 1-DOF positioning system config-

urations with a flexure-based pivot selected from Fig. 5-9(c)-(f).

Table 5.5: Linear and rotational stiffnesses of the 1-DOF positioning system config-

urations with a flexure-based pivot selected from Fig. 5-9(g)-(j).

Flexure-based Pivot used in k' = 2ky + koy k' = 2ko + koo

Design Topology

Fig. 5-9(g) 24f + A 8L(12 +3r2 + 31r) + 

Fig. 5-9(h) 48L + A 16L (12 + 3r 2 + 3Mr) + 10

________________13__ 10 1 3 10~(l

Fig. 5-9(i) 72E + EA 24 (12 + 3r 2 + 31'r) + E

Fig. 5-9(j) 96E + E 32EI (12 + 3r 2 + 31r) + '0
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Flexure-based Pivot used in ky ko

Design Topology

Fig. 5-9(c) 12# 4(l2 + 3r 2 + 3lr)

Fig. 5-9(d) 24f, 8(l2 + 3r 2 + 3r)

Fig. 5-9(e) 36L 12 L (12 + 3r 2 + 31r)

Fig. 5-9(f) 48f# 16A(l2 + 3r 2 + 31r)



are selected as the length f and thickness h of the beam flexures. For the

case of Fig. 5-9(g)-(j), another variable, the length to of the rod flexure is also

considered.

Constraints

The geometry/dimensional bounds on the parameter for a given footprint of

the flexure-based pivot include

0.25 in, < f < Dmnax - 2La= Dmax - 1 in

0.05 in < h < 0.3 in

0.25 in < Lo < 2 1I

Let a- be the maximum stress in the beam flexures, or the maximum stress in the

rod flexure, yin the displacement input from the piezoelectric stack actuator, yout

is the output displacement, and zeut the lateral motion error. The constraints

used in the optimization are:

Constraint: O- < omax (5.16)

or < O-max (5.17)

Ydesired < Yout (5.18)

yin < Ypiezo,rnax (5.19)

Xout < Xparasitic,max (5.20)

where omax is the maximum allowed stress in the material, Ydesired is the 100 pm

output displacement requirement, Ypiezo,max is the maximum piezoelectric stack

deflection, and Xparasitic,max is the maximum allowed parastic lateral displace-

ment. In order that the mechanism can withstand an infinite number of stress
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cycles, the maximum strss The cost function is defined for maximizing the out-

put displacement and minimizing the lateral error motion as follows:

Cost : 0.5 Yout - 0.5 Xmin (5.21)
Ymin Xout

A constrained minimization problem was set up in MATLAB using fmincon

with an optimization parameter vector U = [e; h; to) with an initial guess

Uo = £0; h0 ; to], and the bounds

01
Uminj = [0.25 in; 0.05 in; 1 in] an m - [Dma - 2L; Dmax-2La . i

the cost function given in Eq. (5.21), the constraint conditions given in Eq. (5.20)

as follows5 :

[U] = fmincon(@cost,UO, [A] , [B], [] ,[] ,U-maxU_min,@constraint, []);

where A = [-0.1, 1, 0], B = [0] were chosen to impose a geometry constraint

AU < B, i.e. h < f on the beam flexures.

Since the lumped parameter models used in our parametric relations are based

on linear Euler-Bernoulli beam theory that requires slender beams, this condi-

tion becomes necessary.6

The details of the controller optimization are as follows:

Control Parameter

Following the control parameterization of Chapter 4 the control parameter in

our optimization is the parameter transfer function Q(s).

Cost function

For good command following we choose a weight W,(s), such that a norm, say

the oo-norm, of the weighted sensitivity transfer function W,(s)S(s) is optimized

5 The full MATLAB script files for this problem are given in Appendix C.1.
6A more elaborate optimization formulation could include the results of Timoshenko Beam theory

applying the assumed mode approximation approach explained in Chapter 2.
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as follows:

||Ws(s)KSsoo < 1 (5.22)

The weight W,(s) is chosen as [65]

W(s) = Mwd)(S + fMwd) (5.23)
s(s + fM 2 d)

with M = 1.5, f = 10, and wd = 1.5 kHz is the desired closed-loop system

bandwidth. To make the controller C(s) obtained with this choice of Q(s)

strictly proper, a filter with two first-order poles at 200 x wd is used to ensure

a roll-off at high frequencies.

5.4.6 Optimization: Results and Discussion

The results of the optimization are presented in Table 5.6. An optimal solution was

found for the case of flexure-based pivots of Fig. 5-9(g)-(j) for both the design and

control optimization problems. A grid of 1000 points uniformly spread in the three-

dimensional optimization parameter space Umin, U < Umin7 were each selected as

an initial guess for the optimization. The values of the optimization parameters that

gave the best optimal solution, i.e. lowest cost funciton value with no violation of

constraints within a numerical tolerance

The optimization problem resulted in an infeasible solution in both design and

control problems for the case of flexure-based pivots of Fig. 5-9(c)-(f). Note that the

infeasibile solution was an outcome of optimization at each of the 1000 grid points

chosen in the three-dimensional optimization parameter space Umin U K Umin, for

a maximum number 200 sequential quadratic programming iterations at every grid

point.
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Table 5.6: Results of Optimization of Design and Control for the case of topologies

of Fig. 5-9(c)-(j) used as
phase zero."

flexure-based pivot. NIP zero stands for "non-minimum

128

Topology Design Controller Parameter Range Control Comments
Optimal? Optimal? Values (pm) Band-

width (Hz)

Fig. 5-9(c) No No Limited by
NMP Zero,
Fatigue

Fig. 5-9(d) No No Limited by
NMP Zero,
Fatigue

Fig. 5-9(e) No No Limited by
NMP Zero,
Fatigue

Fig. 5-9(f) No No - - Limited by
NMP Zero,
Fatigue

Fig. 5-9(g) Yes Yes = 1.5 in 124.5 1194
h = 1.25 in

to = 1.00 in

Fig. 5-9(h) Yes Yes f= 1.5 in 141.1 1194
h = 0.05 in

to= 1.00 in

Fig. 5-9(i) Yes Yes f 1.5 in 139.7 1194
h = 0.05 in

to= 1.00 in

Fig. 5-9(j) Yes Yes f = 1.5 in 138.4 1194
h= 0.05 in

to = 1.00 in



The reason why the design topologies of Fig. 5-9(c)-(f) turned out to be infeasible

is discussed as follows. First, we show here that these topologies are hindered in their

control performance by the presence of non-minimum phase zeros.

Based on the model for the transfer function " between the applied forceF(s)bewethaplefoc

input F(s) from the piezoelectric stack actuator to the output displacement Yout(s)

of Eq. (5.8), the topologies made from flexure-based pivots of Fig. 5-9(c)-(f) have a

zero in the right-half-plane at frequencies with clear impact on the desired tracking

and disturbance rejection over the frequency range of 0 - 1000 kHz. This can be

shown again from Eq. (5.8) as follows:

Yut (s) _ {mLLa - J}s 2 + 2{byLsLa - bo}s + 2{kyLsLa - ko} (5.24)
F(s) {mns 2 + 2bys + 2ky}{Js 2 + 2bos + 2ko}

Let us examine the sign (positive or negative) of the three terms in the Eq. (5.24).

Given the geometry and other pre-selected parameters of the problem listed in Ta-

ble 5.3, the term mLsLa - J turns out to be positive. For simplicity, let us assume

the damping terms bzLSLa - bO is negligibly small, as is the case for lightly damped

harmonics commonly found in flexure0based mechanisms. Note here that ko - kzLsLa

is negative. This results in a non-minimum phase system with zeros in the right-half-

plane. Fig. 5-17 shows a typical pole-zero plot for the open-loop plant under the

assumptions for parameter values made in Sections 5.4.1 and 5.4.4. Size or shape-

optimization accomplished by varying flexure length f or thickness h cannot move the

open-loop zeros out of the right half plane.

The presence of the right half-plane zero limits the bandwidth of these design

topologies to about half the frequency of the zero, and hence the desired bandwidth

of 1 kHz cannot be achieved [65]. The limitation on the bandwidth can be explained

from a root-locus viewpoint: higher controller gains resulting from high bandwidth

requirements will result in the closed-loop system poles moving toward the right-half-
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Im(s)j

Re(s)

Figure 5-15: Pole-zero plot of open-loop plant corresponding to design topologies
using flexure-based mechanisms of Fig. 5-9(c)-(f) as pivots in the 1-DOF positioning
system. The zeros of the system are on the real axis and symmetric about the
imaginary axis, hence resulting in a non-minimum phase behavior.

plane zero, and hence result in instability. To ensure stability, the gains have to be

limited, and hence the bandwidth has to be limited.

The bound on the bandwidth for the topologies achieved with the flexure-based

pivots of Figs. 5-9(c)-(f) can be derived as follows [65]. Let wO denote the right half

plane zero of the system. Since the system has no right half plane poles, the sensitivity

transfer function S(s) should obey the following constraint:

IWS(wo)S(wo)|oo ;> |W(wo)S(wo)I = |WS(wo)| (5.25)

where, we have used the fact that from its definition given in Eq. (4.3), the sensitivity

transfer function assumes a value of 1 at the frequency of the zero. At this frequency,

the condition on the upper bound of the weighted sensitivity given in Eq. (5.22)

reduces to the following:

|W8(wo)| < 1 (5.26)
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Using the weighting filter WV, given in Eq. (5.23), the above inequality assumes

the form given below:

(wO + MCd)(Wo + f MWd)
w0w0+fM~') < 1 (5.27)wo(Wo + f M2e C)

with Al = 1.5 f = 10, an upper bound on the achievable control bandwidth CLd is:

1±+f 4
CD < (1 - )wo = wo (5.28)

Mf 15

For the flexure-based pivots of Fig. 5-9(c)-(f) the maximum value for the frequency

of the non-minimum phase zero was found to be max{wo} = 944.49 Hz over the opti-

mization parameter space, which then results in a value for the maximum achievable

bandwidth from Eq. (5.28) to be 251.73 Hz. This value is much lower than our tar-

get bandwidth of 1000 Hz and hence these design topologies cannot meet the control

performance requirements. Further the design constraint of infinite fatigue life were

found in the optimization to be too stringent on the beam flexures. Since the central

rod flexure is not available in these topologies all the applied load is taken by the

beam fiexures, which have a limited stress handling capability owing to the material

yield limit. Hence, the flexure-based pivots of Fig. 5-9(c)-(f) need to be dicarded in

our integrated design and control methodololgy.

One strategy to tackle the non-minimum phase zero is to move it far beyond the

frequencies of interest. For this purpose, we can use a root locus argument to see the

effect of parameters in the system on the location of the zero. From the numerator of

the plant transfer function in Eq. (5.24), the zeros of the system satisfy the equation:

{mLL 0 - J}s 2 + {byLsLa - bo}s + {kyLsLa - ko} = 0 (5.29)
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which can be re-written as:

1
1 + - {(mLLa - J)s 2 + (byLLa - be)} s = 0

kyLsLa - kO
(5.30)

and simplified to:

(5.31)
+ { s(S+ byLsLa-b) 0

kg LsLa - ko mnL,La - J

Since, in our example, based on the assumed parameter values of Section 5.4.4-

5.4.1, we have mLLa - J > 0, and assuming byLLa - bo > 0, the locus of the zero

positions for negative gains is shown in Fig. 5-16. As IkyLLb - kol increases,

tm(s)*

" "Re(s)

Figure 5-16: Root-locus plot showing the position of zeros of the system for positive
increase in the stiffness term.

On the other hand, in the topologies of Figs. 5-9(g)-(j) the rod flexure stiffening

the trampoline-like y mode of the pivot allows for pushing the non-minimum phase

zeros on to the imaginary axis. The resulting system is minimum-phase with no

bandwidth limitations imposed by their presence.

The above observation can be explained from Eq. (5.15) which is repeated here
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with the numerator terms expanded.

yout (s) { J - mLLa}s2 + {(bo + boo) - (by + boy)LsLa}s + {(ko + koo) - (ky + koy)LsLa}
F(s) {ms2 + (by + boy)s + (ky + kov)}{Js2 + (bo + boo)s + (k9 + koo)}

(5.32)

Note that adding the rod flexures at the center of the flexure-based pivot allows

in increasing the resultant vertical stiffness much higher than the relative increase in

the rotational stiffness. Hence the term ko + koo - (ky + koy)LsLa turns out to be

negative, and since J - mLsLa is negative, the zeros are moved away from the right

half plane real-axis to to closer to the imaginary axis.

rm(s)

Re(s)

Figure 5-17: Pole-zero plot of open-loop plant corresponding to design topologies
using flexure-based mechanisms of Fig. 5-9(g)-(j) as pivots in the 1-DOF positioning
system. The zeros of the system are moved closer to the imaginary axis. The system
is minimum-phase provided sufficient damping is provided to ensure robustness.

How close the zeros are to the imaginary axis depends on the physical damping

in the system. Assuming metallic flexures, the physical damping is typically low. As

discussed in Chapter 2 and 4, methods such as foam-damping, squeeze-film damping,

and eddy-current damping can provide external modes of energy dissipation, and
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Im(s);

Re(s)

Figure 5-18: Root-locus plot showing the position of zeros of the system for positive
increase in the stiffness term.

hence allow for an inherent robustness in the system. Since the closed-loop poles

are drawn to the open-loop zeroes, robustness in terms of external damping must be

ensured to be able to achieve higher bandwidths without the incidence of instability.

In summary, since non-minimum phase zeros are not found in the output mea-

surement transfer function, we expect the topologies of Figs. 5-9(g)-(j) to be able to

meet the specified performance requirements.

Of all the designs, the design topology with four beams in Fig. 5-9(h) has the

largest vertical range. The design topology of Fig. 5-9(j) has the lowest lateral dis-

placement error since it has the largest stiffness in X direction. Surpisingly, the design

topology of Fig. 5-9(g) does not have the largest vertical range. This result is not

obvious, and the optimal parameter vector is different from the rest of the topologies.

One possible reason is that since there are fewef beam flexures to carry the load, the

stress in the material is a limiting factor. This in fact is reflected in the optimal width

of h = 1.25 in for this topology, as against h = 0.05 in for the rest of the toplogies.

All the design topologies of Fig. 5-9(g(-(j) meet the control performance require-

ment of 1000 Hz bandwidth. The control performance of the design topology with

the the flexure-based pivot of Fig. 5-9(j) is shown in Fig. 5-19 in terms of the sen-
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sitivity transfer function. The nominal sensitivity transfer function resulting from a

nominal controller Co(s) = 1000 has a low bandwidth, while the desired sensitivity has

a bandwidth of 1000 Hz, a roll-on of 40db/dec. Using the model-matching approach

that we explained in Chapter 4, the controller parametric transfer function Q(s) has

to designed such that the sensitivity transfer function closely achieves the desired

sensitivity transfer function of 1 Hence,
IV, (S)

S(s) = So(s)Q(s) (5.33)
W4,(s)

For So(s) = , where P(s) = Y"oj"S) and C(s) = 1000 Q(s) was found to be:

S4 + 2.121 x 105s3 + 1.73 x 108s2 + 3.665 x 1013S + 3.716 x 1010

S4 + 1.55 x 105s + 2.172 x 109s 2 + 2.668 x 1013s + 3.445 x 1017

To ensure a roll-off behavior for the resulting controller, a 2-pole low pass filter

with coincident poles at s = - 200 Wd was multiplied with the controller. The resulting

sensitivity transfer function matches well with the desired sensitivity transfer function

as shown in Fig. 5-19.

For comparison, a robust controller designed with a mixed-sensitivity criterion

(allowing for tuning both sensitivity and complementary sensitivity) was also simu-

lated, using mixsyn routine in MATLAB Robust Control Toolbox. The sensitivity

transfer function obtained with this approach shows in Fig. 5-19 a flat profile at low

frequencies and a roll-on of 40 dB/dec starting at about 0.1 rad/s.

The peak response of the sensitivity transfer function obtained with our method

has about 2 dB taller peak than obtained from the mixed-sensitivity method, which

implies a relatively poorer robustness to uncertainties in the positioning system. The

closed-loop system sensitivity developed with our method shows a bandwidth of about

1194 Hz, while that of the mixed-sensitivity approach shows 1430 Hz. The corre-

sponding controller frequency response plots are shown in Fig. 5-20. The mixed-
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sensitivity approach resulted in a controller of 8 th order, and has a lower peak in

the sensitivity transfer function. This conforms to the observation that a higer order

controller results in a more robust performance for the system.

- Desired Sensitivity
- Achieved Sensitivty
- Sensitivity obtained with Hinf controller

-10

-15

..1 . . . . .. . . . . . . . .

103 10
Frequency (Hz)

10 106

Figure 5-19: Comparison of magnitude response of desired and achieved sensitivity
transfer function designed with a model-matching matching procedure. A correspond-
ing response obtained for the case of mixed-sensitivity design is also shown.

In a nutshell, we have converged at a final design topology that meets the specified

performance requirements of a bandwidth of greater than 1000 Hz and a range of

motion exceeding 50 pm, with infinite stress-cycle life. Further, we have a systematic

procedure to develop the topologies, screen them for desired features, and optimize

them while dealing with dimensional and material constraints. An outcome of this ex-

ercise is the apriori identification of non-minimum phase zeros in flexure-based mech-

anism designs. Non-minimum phase zeros occur whenever non-collocated actuator

and sensor arrangements are implemented. Avoiding the non-minimum phase zero

may require reconsidering where to measure relative to where we actuate the system.
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- Controller C(s) generated from Q(s)

- Controller C(s) multipled with 2nd order filter
- Hinf controller

300

2100

0)

(D180

a-
-180L --- 6 7

10 2 10 10 10 10 10 10 10
Frequency (Hz)

Figure 5-20: Comparison of frequency response of the (i) raw controller transfer
function obtained from Q(s) synthesis, (ii) low pass filtered version which is proper
and implementable on harwdare and (iii) a R, controller obtained from a mixed-
sensitivity approach.

In our case, we chose not to vary the actuator or sensor location [57], or change the

geometry of the design [59], but rather design the mechanism to be stiffened beyond

the bandwidth of interest while still meeting the desired motion requirements. This

was possible because of judicious design of topology in terms of flexure constraints,

while satisfying strength and dynamic performance requirements.

5.5 Summary

In this chapter, we presented a flow chart for iterating on design (plant) and controller

to achieve a desired closed-loop system specification. It is emphasized that iterating

a design is not just about fine-tuning shape and size of a particular design configu-

ration. Instead, we need to iterate over design topologies. The framework provided

here allows to use the topology generation method of Chapter 3 and the controller

generation method of Chapter 4.

An example of a flexure-based 1-DOF positioning system was worked out to show
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the integrated design and control methodology. Parametric relations were derived

from lumped parameter models to formulate an optimization problem over the design

space and the control performance space. The methodology was worked out step-

by-step to cover (i) generation of design topologies (ii) screening of topologies for

obvious design choices that cannot work for the given application, (iii) optimization

formulation in terms of design parameters, cost functions, and equality and inequality

constraints, and (iv) controller generation based on model-matching of a sensitivity

transfer function. The infeasibility of a set of topologies was explained by the presence

of non-minimum phase zeros that limit the achievable control bandwidth. Based on

the intuition gained from this exercise, we also suggested a new screening guideline

for checking for non-minmum phase zeros possible for a design topology along with an

actuator and sensor placement. This example provides a practical 1-DOF positioning

system application and provides a guided approach to converge at a novel design

topology that meets all the requirements.
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Chapter 6

Case Study: AFM Nanopositioner

This chapter covers the design and control of an atomic force microscope (AFM)

nanopositioner. First, we examine a brief overview of atomic force microscopy. In

particular, we highlight the need for flexure-based nanopositioners and how they

have progressed over the past decade. We then select a design topology for the

nanopositioner from a library generated using the principles detailed in Chapter 3.

Further, the shape and size optimization of the selected topology is worked out using

detailed models of the nanopositioner.

As a practical demonstration of the design, a hardware prototype was fabricated

and tested for both static and dynamic performance. Sensitivity tuning of the nanopo-

sitioner is demonstrated using the controller parameterization developed in Chapter 4.

This case study demonstrates the need for selecting the right topology to begin with

before any standard optimization techniques are applied without forethought or phys-

ical insight into iterating on the design or controller parameters.

6.1 Background and Motivation

In this section we present an overview of the working principles of an atomic force

microscope. We also highlight the advantages of a flexure-based nanopositioner in
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achieving nanoscale motion resolutions and high bandwidths that are needed for cap-

turing an image.

6.1.1 Principle of Atomic Force Microscope

An atomic force microscope falls under a broader class of metrology tools termed as

scanning probe microscopes, which raster scan a sample to form its image at nanoscale

resolutions. Conventional optical microscopes are limited in resolution, to an order of

half the wavelength of the light source, due to the phenomenon of optical diffraction.

In contrast, scanning probe microscopes can achieve nanoscale resolutions, the finest

limit being determined by the probe tip radius. The probe tip radius can be as small

as 20 nm, or even smaller, and hence scanning probe microscopes have outperformed

optical microscopes as imaging tools at the nanoscale.

Example techniques that fall under the class of scanning probe microscopy include

mechanical stylus profilometry, scanning electron microscopy, along with atomic force

microscopy. While each of these techniques has its own merits and limitations, two

decades after its invention in 1986 [71], atomic force microscopy is now widely used as

a metrology tool in characterizing nanoscale topographies, examples being biological

samples such as DNA strands or bacteria cells, and silicon features in semiconductor

manufacturing. Unlike mechanical stylus profilometers, atomic force microscopes are

less damaging to sample being measured. Further, unlike scanning electron micro-

scopes, they can image non-conductive samples as well.

The working principle of a conventional atomic force microscope is illustrated in

Fig. 6-1. A MEMS cantilever is fixed on one end to a piezoelectric tube actuator

and its free end is provided with a probe that has a sharp tip with a radius on

the order of 20 nm. The piezoelectric actuator rasters along a scan path at sub-

micron resolutions, allowing the cantilever probe to interact with the sample at each

measurement location (pixel) on the scan path. The interaction force is dependent on
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Figure 6-1: Schematic diagram illustrating the principle of an atomic force microscope
(AFM). Photo courtesy: Daniel J. Burns, MIT Department of Mechanical Engineer-
ing [70].

the material of the sample and the distance from the sample, and depending on this

interaction, the cantilever is deflected at each pixel location. There are many modes

in which the AFM can be operated. In a constant height mode, the piezoelectric

actuator end of the cantilever is controlled so as to maintain a constant height of the

cantilever probe tip from the sample surface.

The piezoelectric actuator used in a conventional atomic force microscope is typ-

ically a piezoelectric tube, which has both longitudinal (axial tension) and lateral

(bending) modes. The raster-scanning of the probe tip and extension in vertical

direction are both achieved with the same piezoelectric tube. The fundamental lim-

itation of this design configuration is that the vertical resonance frequencies of the

scanner are limited to an order of 1 kHz. Such low frequencies slow down the mea-

surement time to as much as 30 s, which cannot capture the physics of interest in most

applications. This limitation led to an active interest in high-speed implementations

of atomic force microscopy.

6.1.2 AFM Flexure Nanopositioners

The advantages of smooth elastic motion and absence of friction make flexure nanopo-

sitioners ideal for positioning either the probe or the sample in an AFM. Unlike
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piezoelectric tube actuators, piezoelectric stack actuators have a compact and rigid

construction, and can be designed to achieve high natural frequencies along the axis

of motion. Given the limitations of piezoelectric tube actuators, flexure-based mecha-

nisms driven by piezoelectric stack actuators can be used for positioning at nanoscale

resolutions. Further, with a constraint-based approach for layout of the flexure design,

modal separations suitable for AFM can be achieved.

A ground-breaking paper published by Ando et al in 2001 addresses achieving

high speeds with a piezoelectric stack actuator for each of the X, Y, Z axes of motion.

About 8.5 kHz was achieved for the fundamental Z resonance of the device. A range

of 250 nm x 250 nm is reported. While low motion range is a limitation, this design

is composed of stacked up axes, which makes it a serial kinematic design. With this

design, the axis that drives the moving mass (of the actuator and other axes stacked

on it) remains slow. Further, it precludes obtaining scan rotations, i.e. imaging along

X and Y axes, or along any set of axes obtained by rotating them about Z.

Since scan rotation is a preferred feature of most atomic force microscope users, a

parallel kinematic design of a flexure-based nanopositioner was developed by Fantner

et al in [41]. This design uses piezoelectric stack actuators along all the motion axes

and flexures as motion bearings. The fundamental resonance frequencies in X and Y

axes are as high as 15 kHz. The fundamental resonance in Z direction of this design

was measured as 27 kHz, with a dominant 40 kHz resonance reported in the step

response of the mechanism. However, the scan range is limited to 15 JIm x 15 pm,

which, in turn, limits the resultant field of view.

On the other hand, a nanopositioner with a large range 5 mm x 5 mm has

been developed by Awtar et al [43]. As we discussed in Chapter 2, typical flexure-

based mechanism designs are based on deflections that are smaller in an order of

magnitude than the thickness of the flexure beam. Using a compliant design, Awtar

et al explored the kinematic and elastomechanic behavior of flexures subjected to
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deflections on the order of their length. However, the large range is achieved at the

expense of limitations in dynamic behavior. The out-of-plane dynamic behavior of

this design is not reported, and is likely to be limited by a trampoline-like vibration

mode.

A class of designs have been developed around resonant mechanisms that consume

less power in their operation. A range of 50 pm has been obtained by resonating a

flexure nanopositioner at 1024 Hz by MacKenzie et al [68]. Similar approaches have

been followed by Prof. Mervin Miles, University of Bristol, UK and a company he

founded [72]. The limitation to this approach is that in resonant scanning, the scan

velocities are sinusoidal functions, making them nonlinear and approach zero at the

sinusoidal peaks and troughs. This results in a non-uniform sampling along the scan

path and further, "reduces the overall scan efficiency." [74]

Yong et al [66] reported a nanopositioner with a range of 25 pm x 25 pm and

coupling as lows as -35 dB between the X, Y axes. A mechanical lever with an

amplification ratio of 2 used in the design allows for the large range. However, this

mechanism is not designed for adequate modal separation between the in-plane and

out-of-plane vibration modes. The out-of-plane dynamics are likely to be slowed down

by a trampoline-like vibration mode of the flexures.

While the above-mentioned nanopositioners have advanced the state-of-the-art

in AFM flexure designs, they have provided us ample avenues for innovating and

approaching the problem from a design for control perspective. A summary of the

comparisons between exisiting art and our nanopositioner based on demonstrated

results is presented in Table 6.1.
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Table 6.1: Comparison of our AFM nanopositioner with existing art. Data unreported
in the references is left blank.

Researcher Lateral Lateral Vertical Coupling Comments
Range Resonance Resonance in X-Y
([tm x ym) (kHz) (kHz) (dB)

Yong (2009) 25 x 25 2.7 - -35 Trampoline
[66] mode in Z

MacKenzie (2008) 50x - 1 5 Non-linear
[68] scan speed

Awtar (2004) 5000 x 5000 0.5 - - Trampoline
[43] mode in Z

Fantner (2004) 15 x 15 15 26 - Short range
[41]

Ando (2001) 0.25 x 0.25 > 1.5 8.5 - Trampoline
[69] mode in Z
Our nano- 50 x 50 0.72 33.1 -30
positioner

6.2 Selection of Design Topology

A set of design topologies suitable for the flexure nanopositioner for AFMs is presented

in Fig. 6-2. In what follows, we examine how these topologies follow from principles

listed in Chapter 3. Given our interest in flexure nanopositioners that can facilitate

scan rotations, we limit our attention to parallel kinematic topologies.

The topology shown in Fig. 6-2(a) represents a simple flexural constraint arrange-

ment that provides a symmetric design. Further, it also provides isolation between

inputs along X from inputs from Y and vice versa. This has been referred to as actua-

tor isolation in [43]. For the case of piezoelectric actuation along X and Y directions,

actuator isolation would mean piezoelectric actuator driving the X axis cannot cause

a shear load the piezoelectric actuator in Y.

With a parallel replication (p = 2) of the vertical beams in the building block,

shown in red, of Fig. 6-2(a) we obtain a new building block and a resultant topology
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shown in Fig. 6-2(b). For wider spacing between the vertical beams in the building

block, the modal separation between X, Y and Oy, Ox increases.

To improve on the modal separation index between X, Y and Oz, a building block

with a pair of tangential beam constraints is shown in Fig. 6-2(c). In this topology,

the modal separation between modes in X, Y and Ez can be tuned as a function

of the angle at, which the beam constraints are arranged. A topology using flexural

constraints in Z direction is shown in Fig. 6-2(d). This design improves on the modal

separation index between X, Y and Z.

Note here that piezoelectric stack actuators are limited in their maximum de-

flection by the maximum percentage strain the ceramic material can sustain. As

discussed in Chapter 2, typical materials such as lead zirconate can sustain up to

about 0.1% of strain. While the topologies above are suitable for direct actuation

with piezoelectric stacks, they can not achieve large range of motion. A large range

of motion would allow for a large field of view with the AFM. A two-fold increase in

scan range results in a four-fold increase in field of view. The increase in range can

help to integrate the benefits of high resolution, large range, and high measurement

speeds, which pushes the envelope on metrology instrument capabilities known in the

literature to this date [70].

To reflect this design requirement of motion amplification, a set of topologies with

amplifiers is presented in Fig. 6-3. The simplest amplifier is a lever mechanism shown

interfacing between the input and the XY mechanism in Fig. 6-3(a). This amplifier

has been used by Yong et al [66]. The limitation with this amplifier is the arcuate

motion of the beam and the asymmetry inherent in the design. Instead, a symmetric

closed amplifier can allow for a compact design.

A rhombus, or chevron, amplifier consisting of rigid links connected by flexural

joints is shown as the amplifier in Fig. 6-3(b). While the chevrons are ideal motion

elements along the axes of motion (i.e. diagonals of the rhombus), they form com-
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pliant twisting members between the fixed end and the end connected to the rest of

the mechanism. To avoid twisting modes along Ex, E1y directions, constraints are

placed at the end of the chevron amplifiers in Fig. 6-3(c). Better modal decoupling

between the 8 x, Ey of the chevron amplifiers and Z mode of the central stage are

achieved with redundant constraints placed directly in Z direction in Fig. 6-3(d). The

redundant constraints in this topology are placed at the end of the chevron amplifiers

and at the central stage itself, because it is at the central stage that the highest Z

stiffness needs to be allotted.

Of all the above topologies, we have opted for Fig. 6-3(d). Further improvements

on this topology could be achieved with a momentum-balanced actuation in Z direc-

tion, which have been originally presented by Prof. Ando's group in [69].

6.3 Shape and size Optimization

In topology selection, our aim is to use a design configuration (layout of flexural

constraints) that is appropriate for achieving the desired control performance. The

goal for shape and size optimization is to fine-tune the design topology so we can

achieve a feasible solution for a set of chosen constraints and cost functions. In this

section, we first develop lumped parameter models to derive parametric relations

relevant to the key performance aspects of the nanopositioner, such as lateral range

and dynamic performance in the Z direction. We use these relations in formulating

a constrained optimization problem, the solution of which is used for building the

hardware prototype in Section 6.4.

6.3.1 Lumped Parameter Modeling

In this section, we develop lumped parameter models that will be used to generate

parametric relations, that will be used in a shape and size optimization in Section 6.3.
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Table 6.2: Chevron amplifier parameter definitions used in the lumped parameter
model presented in Fig. 6-5.

Parameter Definition

finj Force input to jh, chevron amplifier

feetjy Force output from jt' chevron amplifier
k1,k2,Ik3 Elements of stiffness matrix
a Angle of the chevron amplifier

Table 6.3: Piezoelectric actuator parameter definitions used in the lumped parameter
model presented in Fig. 6-5.

Parameter Definition

fpiezo,j Force generated by series of N piezoelectric stacks in j"t chevron amplifier
6 piezo~j Deflection of piezoelectric stack placed in j"h chevron amplifier

V Voltage input to each member of the series of piezoelectric stack actuators
placed in jth chevron amplifier

Nj Number of piezoelectric actuators placed in series in jth chevron amplifier
d33  Piezoelectric coefficient dependent on the ceramic material
FB Blocking force of each piezoelectric actuator
k, Stiffness of each piezoelectric actuator

Table 6.4: Central stage parameter definitions used in the lumped parameter model
presented in Fig. 6-5.

Parameter Definition
kb Bending stiffness of beam flexure connected to the chevron amplifer
kub Bending stiffness of flexure between chevron amplifier and central stage
kwa Axial stiffness of flexure between chevron amplifier and central stage
mns Lumped mass of central stage
my Lumped mass at the interconnection between the jth chevron amplifier

and stiffness kwa
6S Deflection of lumped mass m
61 Deflection of lumped mass mi,
62 Deflection of lumped mass m2

fz Natural frequency of the out-of-plane (Z) mode
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Table 6.5: Z rod flexure forest parameter definitions used in the lumped parameter
model presented in Fig. 6-5.

Parameter Definition
nf Number of rod flexures
kfx Lateral stiffness of Z-rod flexures
Kfz Vertical stiffness of Z-rod flexures
df Diameter of Z-rod flexures
if Vertical stiffness of Z-rod flexures

If= Area moment of inertia of Z-rod flexures64
Ef Young's Modulus of material of the Z-rod flexures

A lumped parameter model of the flexure nanopositioner driven by piezoelectric

actuators is shown in Fig. 6-5. The parameter definitions are presented in Tables 6.2-

6.5. In this model, we assume the chevron amplifier as being a two-port element, as

shown on the left schematic diagram in Fig. 6-4. We assume that the amplifier has

no energy losses [75], and with constitutive equations given as follows:

foutj

fin,3

8 outj

6inj-
where the index j = {1, 2} for the chevron amplifier placed in the {-X, X} directions,

and K= ki k3 is a positive definite matrix [75] whose elements are a function
k3 k2

of the geometry (such as the angle of the chevron amplifier, shape and size of the

notch joints between the links, length of links) and material properties.

The force at the input of the chevron amplifier is from the piezoelectric stack actu-

ators, whose force output is in turn governed by the constitutive force-displacement

relationship of the actuator. The force and deflection at the input of the chevron
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amplifies are given as follows:

fpiezo,j __ kPiezo (Nd3V V peoj 61
f 2 - N ds2 - opiezogj) (6.1)

6inj = oiezo.j/2 (6.2)

where, the lateral stiffness of the Z-rod flexures is kf5 = 12Tnf EI.
f

From static analysis of the lumped spring mass system model for the flexure

part connected to the central stage between the chevron amplifiers, the following

relationships can be derived:

kb
fl + f2 = [4 kb + (kwb+ kfx)(1 + 2 kw )]6s (6.3)

61 +62 = [2 + kub akfx] 6, (6.4)
k wa

The constitutive relations at the interconnections between the chevron amplifiers and

the lumped masses mi and m 2 are given by:

fi = 2foi (6.5)

f2 = -2f02 (6.6)

oi0 = -61 (6.7)

602 = 62 (6.8)

Using the above constitutive relations for the chevron amplifier and piezoelectric

actuator Eqs. (6.1)-(6.2), flexures connected to the central stage Eqs. (6.4)-(6.4),

and the interconnection relations Eqs. (6.9)-(6.8), we can show that the range of the

central stage ms is given by:

[3 F 1
6= 2(k 2+p/N)B (V 2 - V1 ) (6.9)

S(kwb+ kf) + [kb _ k 1 k 2 -k +k 1 kp/N (4 + 2_(kwb + kfx
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Now let us consider the dynamics along the Z direction. the natural frequency

for the fundamental Z mode is given by

1 k2 (6.10)

isfZ = 21 s e t

where, the vertical stiffness of the Z-rod flexures is k1 = , is assumed to

be the predominant stiffness. The in-plane flexures are relatively compliant when

compared to the forest of rod flexures, and hence their contribution to the Z stiffness

is neglected.

Further, in terms of imaging functionality of the nanopositioner, the central stage

should move laterally with minimal parasitic upward motion. When subject to lateral

translation at the free end, the Z rod flexures act like cantilever beams that arc

upwards to keep their length constant. This results in a vertical lift of the central

stage which is undesirable for imaging. An estimate for the vertical displacement of

the ends of the Z-rod flexures at their maximum lateral displacement is given by:

62
l2 = 8 (6.11)

6.3.2 Optimization Problem Formulation and Solution

Given the parametric relations derived in Section 6.3.1, we can now pose a shape and

size optimization problem as follows:

Problem Statement

In order to achieve the goals of (i) a X- Y static range of at least 50 pm, and (ii) the

fundamental natural frequency along Z axes on the order of 30 - 50 kHz or more,

determine the following:

(i) the number nf of Z-rod flexures attached to the central stage,

(ii) the length of the Z-rod flexures I5, and
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(iii) the angle of the chevron amplifier a.

For a parameter vector U = [nf; If; a], a possible choice for the cost function and

constraints for the shape and size optimization are:

min l2 (6.12)
(nf ,j a)

under the constraints:

6S > 50 pm (6.13)

fz > 35 kHz (6.14)

A constrained minimization problem was set up in MATLAB using fmincon with

bounds Umin = [1; 0.25 in; 50] and Umax = [64; 1 in; 10'], the cost function given in

Eq. (6.12), initial guess Uo = (Umin + Unax)/2 and constraint condition given in

Eq. (6.14) as follows':

[U] = fmincon(@costU_0,[],[],[],[],U-max,U-min,@constraint,[]);

The optimization converged to a local optimal solution U* = [61; 0.3465 in; 8.27]

for a mass of 5 x 10-3 kg for the central stage and Z-rod flexures made from spring

steel musicwires of diameter 0.5 mm.. The prototype was manufactured using close

values of ff = 64, if = 0.35 in, and a = 8'. With these values for the parameters, a

static range 6, of 50 pum and a vertical natural frequency fz of about 37 kHz, and a

minimal value for lift Iz of about 35 nm was predicted by the model. This completes

our selection of the design, which has been subsequently fabricated and tested. The

details of the fabrication and assembly are presented next.

'The full MATLAB script files for this problem are given in Appendix C.2.1.
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6.4 Fabrication and Assembly

In this section, we present details of the fabrication and assembly of the flexure

nanopositioner design that we converged to in the previous section. An exploded

view of a CAD model for the overall assembly is shown in Figure 6-6. The base plate

is intended to be bolted to an optical table during the testing phase. The flexure

nanopositioner is bolted on top on the base plate. In this model, the Z rod flexures

are anchored between the flexure piece and a recessed face on the base plate. In the

remainder of this section, we examine how this hardware prototype was fabricated and

assembled so that the nanopositioner is suitable for assembling piezoelectric actuators,

and for testing for vibration modes with a laser interferometric vibrometer.

6.4.1 Flexure Nanopositioner and Base Plate Subassembly

The flexure piece shown in Fig. 6-7(b) is made in a two-step process, the first involving

milling and the second involving abrasive waterjet machining at water pressures of

500MPa. The notched joints used in the chevron amplifier have radius of 2mm

and a thickness of 0.2 mm at the thinnest portion. This dimension is too small to be

machined directly with a waterjet. Instead, two holes of diameter 2 mm are milled on

a CNC at a distance 0.2 mm between their centers. The milled part containing many

such closely spaced holes is shown in Fig. 6-7(a). Subsequently, a waterjet toolpath

is overlaid on the pattern of holes. To maintain registration between the different

instruments, first, an auxiliary plate with holes for three dowell pins was machined

under the waterjet cutter. Without changing the XY setting of the waterjet cutter,

the milled part was then registered with respect to dowell pins and lowered on to the

auxiliary plate. A recess provided in the auxiliary plate allows for machined parts of

the waterjet cut to drop down without obstructing the path of the waterjet nozzle.

To achieve a topology in which the out-of-plane twisting modes of the chevron
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amplifiers (see Fig. 6-7(b)) are curbed, Z rod flexures are inserted in 500 Pm holes

machined into the flexure nanopositioner at each end of every chevron amplifier,

as shown in Fig. 6-7(c). In all, there are 8 such Z rod flexures for curbing the

chevron twisting modes. Z rod flexures for curbing the trampoline mode of the flexure

nanopositioner are added later, in a subsequent assembly step.

Top and bottom views of the machined base plate are shown in Fig. 6-8 and 6-9,

respectively. The flexure piece is bolted on the face shown in the top view. Recesses

are provided beneath the footprint of the chevron amplifier and other moving parts

of the flexure. A set of 500 pm holes are machined into the base plate to allow for

forming a press fit for rod flexures anchored between the base plate and the ends of

the chevron amplifier in the flexure piece. These holes were machined with a high

density chromium-plate steel drill bit of diameter 0.02 in at speeds of 3300 rpm, after

allowing for sufficient warmup time (~ 0.5 hour) for the CNC. Care should be taken

not to break the drill bit in the base plate. Once a 500 pm drill bit breaks, it is hard

to pry out the broken bit from the base plate. An alternative approach would be to

turn a cylindrical pin that can be machined for the 500 pnm hole and used to anchor

the chevrons. The pin would then be press fit into the base plate.

At eight locations of the base plate, Z rod flexures from the flexure are anchored

to curb twisting modes of the chevron amplifiers. Two of those eight locations are

shown in either figure. The rest are arranged symmetrically around the central axis

of the base plate.

The assembly of the base plate and flexure piece is shown in Fig. 6-10. Regis-

tration using dowell pins allows for bonding Z rod flexures between the ends of the

chevron amplifiers and the base plate such that they remain in pure bending for lat-

eral motions of the nanopositioner. Without the registration, the Z rod flexures may

not be perpendicular to the XY plane, hence loading them in both bending and axial

directions. Locations marked 1, 2, 3, 4 on base plate and flexure are marked for dowell
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pins registration. Only three of the dowell pins are used in a press fit. To avoid

over-constraint, the fourth dowell pin fits in to a slip fit.
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777 Y

Figure 6-2: An XY positioner is shown in (a). For the purpose of exposition, we
highlight one of the flexural building blocks in the color red. The highlighted building
block in topology of (a) is replaced by a building block with double beams in (b). The
use of widely spaced double beams in the building block of (b) not only improves the
strength performance, but also improves the modal separation index between X, Y
and Oy, Ex. (c) shows a design with a building block chosen to improve the modal
separation between X, Y and Ez (d) shows a design with improved modal separation
between X, Y and Z.
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Figure 6-3: (a) shows a simple lever as the mechanical amplifier. A compact and
symmetric topology using a chevron amplifier is shown in (b). A topology with
constraints placed on the ends of the chevron amplifier is shown in (c) for curbing
the Ox, ey modes of the chevron. A topology with improves further on the modal
decoupling between the Ox, Ey modes of the chevron amplifier and the Z mode of
the central stage is shown in (d), which we have chosen as the ideal topology for our
nanopositioner.
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Figure 6-4: Schematic diagram showing chevron amplifier acting on a piezoelectric
actuator as a two port element. A free body diagram showing force f,1 from the
mechanical series of N-number of piezoelectric stack actuators placed back-to-back in
the chevron amplifier, which is shown as split in two halves. An equal opposite force

f,1 acts on the actuator interface of the chevron amplifier, with fa = L acting on
each half of the chevron.
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Figure 6-5: Lumped parameter model of the piezo-driven nanopositioner. This model
is used to establish parametric relations in the design for shape and size optimization.
(a)Model showing the chevron amplifier as a two port lumped element interfacing
between N piezoelectric stacks arranged in series and the flexure mechanism. Two
such chevron amplifiers are provided on X and -X, and the piezoelectric stacks
are actuated in a push-pull mode of operation. This model shows the forces and
displacements along the X axis for the components.
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XY Flexure Top Anchor plate for
Z rFZ flexures

Z rod Flexures

Bottom Anchor plate for
Z flexures

Figure 6-6: Exploded view showing the components of the nanopositioner assembly.
The flexure piece is bolted to the base plate. Sixty four Z rod flexures are bonded
with high-strength epoxy to a top anchor plate. A bottom plate that is fastened
to the base plate anchors the other ends of the Z rod flexures. The forest of Z rod
flexures allows for achieving high Z resonance frequency while still meeting the static
range requirement. This picture does not show the Z rod flexures bonded between
the ends of the chevron amplifiers and the base plate.
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Chevron Amplifier
A

(a) (b)

Figure 6-7: (a) Initial template on which the flexure is subsequently waterjetted to
obtain the part shown in (b). The flexure piece has four chevron amplifiers, one of
which is highlighted in the figure for illustration. (c) Rod flexures inserted at the end
of chevron amplifiers in the flexure piece to curb twisting modes of the chevron.
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Figure 6-8: Hardware photograph of top view of base plate, which has a footprint of
4.5 in x 4.5 in. The flexure is mounted on this face of the base plate.

Figure 6-9: Hardware photograph of bottom view view of base plate. The sixty four
Z rod flexures curbing the trampoline mode of the flexure are bonded to an anchor
plate that is bolted to a central recessed portion on this face.
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Dowell
Pins..

Figure 6-10: Hardware photograph of the flexure nanopositioner mounted on the base
plate with registration achieved using dowell pins of .25 in diameter.

After the assembly is completed, the rod flexures are bonded in place with a high

vacuum epoxy2. The whole assembly is baked in an oven at 800C for three hours

to allow for curing and subsequent hardening. The cured and hardened assembly is

shown in Fig. 6-11.

6.4.2 Central Z rod flexures subassembly

As explained in Section 6.3.1, a forest of rod flexures are needed to curb the trampoline

mode of the flexure piece and ensure the z natural frequency is as high as possible.

Hardware photograph of the bottom plate anchoring the Z rod flexures to the

base plate is shown in Fig. 6-12. Sixty four Z rod flexures were assembled into an

area of about 18 mm x 18 mm. Each Z rod flexure is a spring steel cylinder of

diameter 500 pum and length 9.2 mm. The rods are anchored in place using two

plates, called the 'top anchor plate' and the 'bottom anchor plate' in Fig. 6-12. Note

that machining the rods to a precise length is a tedious procedure. Instead our design
2High vacuum epoxy from Ideal Vacuum Products, LLC., refer to Appendix E.
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Epoxy bond
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at 8(PC for 2 hours

Figure 6-11: Hardware photograph after Z rod flexures anchoring the chevron ends
are bonded by high-strength epoxy. The whole hardware assembly is baked in an
oven at 80'C for three hours to allow for curing and subsequent hardening.

is based on sandwiching the rods between the anchor plates that are separated by a

precise distance.

The assembly steps are follows. First, the Z rod flexures are inserted through both

the anchor plates. Sixty four Z rod flexures were assembled into an area of about

18 mm x 18 mm. The ends closer to the top anchor plate are bonded in place with

high-strength epoxy and stripped down to be flush with the rest of the face of the

anchor plate. (This anchor plate is subsequently bonded to the bottom of the central

stage of the AFM nanopositioner, and hence any rods must not protrude out.)

A few (3-4) rod flexures are left at each corner while the rest are stripped down

to be flush with the top face of the anchor plate, as shown in Fig. 6-12(b). The rods
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at the corners are used to manipulate the anchor plate when aligning it to the central

stage under an optical microscope. The precise registration under a microscope is

necessary to ensure that the Z rod flexures are positioned symmetrically at the center

of the XY central stage.

Bottom Anchor Plate Music wires as Z rod flexures

Top Anchor Plate

8mm
(a) (b)

Top Anchor PlateBottom Anchor Plate

(c) (d)

Figure 6-12: Hardware photograph of bottom plate anchoring the Z rod flexures to
the base plate.(a) Z rod flexures inserted into bottom anchor plate. (b) Top anchor
plate. (c) Z rod flexures inserted into the top anchor plate and bonded with epoxy.
(d) A side view of the Z rod flexure assembly.
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Figure 6-13: Optical registration against crosswires of a microscope allows for XY
alignment of the Z rod flexures before they are bonded to the central stage.

6.4.3 Mounting Piezoelectric Stack Actuators

Piezoelectric stack actuators3 with a maximum range of 18 pm (at no-load) and

blocking force of 850 N were selected for driving the nanopositioner.

The piezoelectric stack actuators were mounted into the nanopositioner as follows.

Two piezoelectric stack actuators were bonded back-to-back with a high-strength

epoxy 4 are lowered in the angular recess of the chevron amplifier. Once the piezo-

electric stack actuators are lowered in place, as shown in Fig. 6-14, a screw on the

distal end of chevron amplifier is tightened to cause a press fit and preload the me-

chanical contact between the expanding piezoelectric stack and the chevron amplifier.

To avoid flat on flat contact that can cause shear loads on the piezoelectric actuator,

the chevron amplifier is provided with a circular cut. Thus, the actuator and chevron

amplifier interface simulates a cylinder (which can be easily made with abrasive water-

jetting) on flat configuration. An alternative to this approach is to use piezoelectric

3Product number AE0505D16 from NEC Tokin, refer to Appendix E
4High vacuum epoxy from Ideal Vacuum Products, LLC., refer to Appendix E.
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actuators with a hemi-spherical tip5 . In our case, we found the cylindrical design

acceptable, since moment or vertical shear loads at the interface will be likely to pro-

duce less effect on the piezoelectric actuators. Most of the vertical shear load would

be taken by the music wire rod flexures on the ends of the chevron amplifiers.

Clamping with 10-32
screw to provide preload

" Two piezoelectric stack
actuators bonded
back-to-back

Figure 6-14: Four sets each containing two piezoelectric stack actuators bonded back-
to-back are mounted into the nanopositioner and preloaded by tightening a #10-32
screw on an end of the chevron amplifier.

A photograph of the final assembled hardware is shown in Fig. 6-15. The overall

dimensions of the nanopositioner assembly are 4.5 in x 4.5 in x 1 in.

6.5 Instrumentation and Testing Setup

The voltage rating of the actuators is 0 - 150 V. The capacitance value for the

actuators are rated at 1.5 p F. Driving the capacitance load of these actuators

to high frequencies necessitated the use of custom-built high-speed power amplifiers

from our collaborators [76]. These amplifers are rated to supply 200 V at maximum

5 Physik Instrumente http://pi.com provide piezoelectric stack actuators with a spherical tip.
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Figure 6-15: Hardware photograph of nanopositioner built as a case study for design
for control approach developed in the thesis. The footprint of the device is about
4.5 in x 4.5 in.

currents of 8 A, up to frequencies of > 100 kHz for a 1.5[tF load. These specifications

meet our needs for driving the piezoelectric actuator.

A point to note here is that piezoelectric actuators cannot contract. The displace-

ment of the central stage of the flexure nanopositioner in, say, the horizontal (i.e. X

direction) can hence be achieved as follows. A DC offset voltage V of 75 V is chosen

at half of the maximum value Vmax(= 150V), which corresponds to the maximum ex-

tension of the piezoelectric actuators housed in the chevron mechanisms. The voltage

on the X set of piezoelectric actuators is gradually increased from V to V,2a,, while

the voltage on the -X set of actuators is simultaneously reduced from V down to 0.

The displacement of the central stage achieved as described above in the X direction,

can also be simultaneously achieved in the Y direction.

A DC offset voltage of 75 V is the default the output of the power amplifier. This

voltage is chosen as the baseline V discussed above. The amplifier is specifically tuned

for the capacitive load of the piezoelectric actuators. The amplifier has a constant
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gain of 7.5 over the frequencies of interest (0 - 100 kHz). So a maximum of 10 V

can be input to the amplifier. If the input voltage exceeds this limit, the piezoelectric

actuator will be subject to a voltage overloading, which could over time potentially

result in the loss of its piezoelectric properties, and irreversible damage.

A laser interferometric vibrometer with a factory-calibrated resolution of 1 nm

is used as a sensor for our testing. The instrument comes with capabilities for both

an interferometer (which can be used as a feedback sensor) with update rates of up

to 500 kHz. The interferometer is provided with temperature and humidity sensors

that interface with the measurement unit and allow for correcting for the drift in

the measurements. The laser interferometer needs a direct line of vision and smooth

reflective surface on the target, hence, a 4 mm x 4 mm x 2mm metallic post was fixed

to a recess in the central stage. To avoid significant changes in natural frequencies

of the scanner measured using the post, the height of the post was kept at the bare

minimum needed for grazing incidence of the laser beam.

A typical hardware setup used for measuring the nanopositioner performance is

shown in Fig. 6-16.

Figure 6-16: Nanopositioner assembled on an optical vibration isolation table and
sensed by a laser interferometric vibrometer for both static and dynamic measure-
ments. A temperature and humidity sensor provided with the laser interferometeric
vibrometer enables driftless measurement.

For characterizing frequency response between piezoelectric actuator voltage in-

puts and displacement measurements of the laser vibrometer, we used an Agilent
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Dynamic Signal Analyzer 35670A that could provide sine-sweep, chirp, random noise

and various other sources of excitation over the frequency range 50 Hz to 50 kHz.

Another method for the same included using a LABVIEW-based 6 stochastic pseudo-

random binary system identification code. With this method the LABVIEW VI's

generated PRBS signals that were fed through a National Instruments hardware mul-

tifunction data-acquisition board (m-DAQ) 6048 to the power amplifiers driving the

piezoelectric stack actuators. Analog voltage outputs of the laser interferometric vi-

brometer were fed back to the input channels of the m-DAQ 6048. Since the m-DAQ

6048 has an update rate of 200 kHz, the measurements were limited to upto the

Nyquist sampling rate of 100 kHz. The post-processing of the LABVIEW data using

FFT-based methods was performed both in Labview and the system identification

toolkit of MATLAB.

The control design was performed on a dSPACE DS1103 platform, a rapid con-

troller prototyping platform that interfaces with MATLAB/Simulink to create C-code

that runs a real-time DSP provided with the dSPACE controller board. The input

channels of DS1103 have an ADC resolution of 16bit and were run at update rates of

upto 40 kHz.

6.6 Static and Dynamic Performance: Experimen-

tal Characterization

A number of static and dynamic tests were performed on the flexure nanopositioner

assembly. The instrumentation described in Section 6.5 were used to measure the

lateral range of motion, frequency response functions between voltage applied by the

piezoelectric stack actuator and output displacements measured by the laser interfer-

6The LABVIEW VI's for the system identification were written by Daniel J. Burns, a colleague
in the Mechatronics Research Laboratory, Department of Mechanical Engineering, MIT.
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ometric vibrometer, and also the cross-coupling.

6.6.1 Static Range Measurements

The results of testing performed for static range of the nanopositioner are shown in

Fig. 6-17. The data were recorded for a driving voltage V2 - V in the range 0 - 90V.

The measured maximum displacement o, for V2 - V = 90V is about 30 pim. The

maximum deviation of the data from the fit, as indicated by the error bars, is 0.39 ym,.

As predicted from the least squares fit, the maximum range at full driving voltage

V2 - V = 150V is 49.95 ± 0.39 pm, which is a value close to our target requirement

of 50 pm.

The sources of error in the data include inherent nonlinearities such as cross-

coupling error motions due to axial shortening of the flexural beams used in the design,

piezoelectric actuator hysteresis and creep, and thermal errors in the measurement

path arising from mismatched coefficients of thermal expansion. The performance

loss in terms of actual imaging will be an intersting aspect to study after an optical

subsystem is integrated to the current nanopositioner prototype.

6.6.2 Frequency Response Measurements: Out-of-plane

An important point to be noted here is that mere fine-tuning of this topology, i.e. the

XY planar flexure without the Z rod flexures, can not generate a design that can be

suitable for controlling Z to high servo bandwidths on the order of 10 - 50 kHz. To

re-emphasize the argument, from an optimization view point, inputting this design

to an optimization routine will be a futile exercise unless the optimization routine

revises not just the values of beam thicknesses or heights, but also the topology.

The hardware setup showing the nanopositioner fixture assembled with its Z axis

aligned to laser beam of the interferometer is presented in Fig 6-18. The frequency

response measured for a the topology with the Z rod flexures bonded to the central
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Figure 6-17: Measured data for the lateral range of motion 6, of the nanopositioner for
a driving voltage V2- V in volts. A least-squares fit of the data points is also shown.
The measured maximum displacement 6, for V2 - V = 90V is about 30 Am. The
maximum deviation of the data from the fit, as indicated by the error bars, is 0.39 pm.
As predicted from the least squares fit, the maximum range at full driving voltage
V2- V = 150V is 49.95 + 0.39 pm.
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stage is shown in Fig. 6-18. To record this measurement a 3 mm x 3 mm mm

piezoelectric actuator with a fundamental resonance frequency of > 300 kHz was

bonded on top of a 4 mm x 4 mm x 2 mm post fixed on to the central stage.

The measured resonance frequency in the Z frequency response function shows a

fundamental mode at 33.1 kHz and a second mode at 56 kHz. The fundamental Z

mode of the scanner is hence increased 22 fold by bonding the Z rod flexures. This

data is promising, and to the best of our knowledge, this makes our nanopositioner

the largest in static range with a high fundamental Z mode. The comparison of our

scanner in terms of different measured static and dynamic properties is summarized

in Table 6.1.

6.6.3 Frequency Response Measurements: In-plane

The in-plane frequency response measured for the flexure nanopositioner with the

Z rod flexures bonded to the central stage is shown in Fig. 6-18. To record this

measurement a 4 mm x 4 mm x 2 mm aluminium post was fixed on to the central stage

to provide a reflecting target for the laser beam. The measured resonance frequency

in the Z frequency response function shows a fundamental mode at 750 Hz and a

second mode at about 2.33 kHz. An antiresonance mode (or complex zero pair)

is seen at about 800 Hz. Physically, this zero pair corresponds to the frequency

where the central stage remains almost stationary and all the energy input by the

piezoelectric actuators is absorbed in the chevron amplifier and other locations of the

flexure.

To test for the uncertainty in the measurement data, the response was captured

for repeated trials. As seen in the multiple data sets, the uncertainty in the data is

limited to a bounding envelope about 5 dB in the magnitude plot, and about 25' in

phase. The uncertainty in the model that concerns us most is centered about the first

resonance mode (complex pole pair) and the antiresonance (complex zero pair). This
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Figure 6-18: Nanopositioner assembled with its normal aligned to laser interferometer
for measuring out of plane vibration mode. A 3 mm x 3 mm x 2 mm piezoelectric
actuator with a fundamental resonance mode of > 300 kHz is bonded to a post fixed
to the center stage. The frequency response characterization is limited to sampling
rates of 200 kHz with a NI m-DAQ card 6048. The resonance from the piezoelectric
actuator does not show up in the data collected up to the Nyquist frequency of
100 kHz.
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Figure 6-19: Measured frequency response of the transfer function between voltage
applied to the z-direction piezoelectric stack actuator and the z-deflection of the
flexure nanopositioner. The fundamental Z mode appears at a frequency of 33.1 kHz,
while a second dominant mode appears at 56 kHz. The 180O" phase seen in the
raw data at DC is an artifact that comes from the laser interferometer output and
piezoelectric stack actuator input being completely out-of-phase, i.e. when the Z-
direction piezoelectric actuator expands, the gap between the target and the laser
interferometer reduces.
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uncertainty at the complex zero pair is expected due to the low signal to noise ratio

at that frequency.

Note that this frequency response plot is dependent on the preload applied to the

flexures using the bolted split clamp in our design. In our experiments, the preload

of the flexure was not changed from the set initial value, which is a function of the

opening of the split clamp and the number of turns of the clamping screw. Given

the repeatability of the resonance frequencies in the measured data, the preload on

the chevron amplifiers did not seem to vary appreciably with time over about a week

during which the data in Fig. 6-20 was recorded.
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20 2 3 4
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Figure 6-20: Measured in-plane frequency response function of the flexure nanoposi-
tioner after Z rod flexure subassembly is bonded to the central stage.

6.6.4 Cross-axis Coupling

Cross-axis coupling motions refer to the error motions that occur along any one axis,

when another axis of the system is actuated. The question of coupling between motion

axes is critical, since it affects the behavior of most multi-DOF fiexure systems.

To characterize the coupling in the AFM nanopositioner, we captured the fre-
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Table 6.6: DC Gains of the transfer matrix P(jw).

Magnitude dB
= 20loglo(Magnitude)

|Pxx(0)| 0.1281 -17.85
|Pxy(O)| 8.44 x 10-4 -61.47
|PyX(O)| 0.0018 -55.06
|Pyy(0)| 0.053 -17.85

quency responses of the transfer functions between the voltage applied to the X and

Y piezos, and the measured displacements along X and Y. There are four possible

combinations, as follows: Pxx(jw) is the frequency response obtained for actuation

and sensing along X. Similarly, Pyy(jw) is the frequency response obtained for actu-

ation and sensing along Y. Pxy(jw) is the frequency response obtained for actuation

along Y and sensing along X. Finally, Pyx(jw) is the frequency response obtained

for actuation along X and sensing along Y. A 2 x 2 matrix of these responses is

referred to as the transfer matrix, which is given as follows:

P (jW) [ PXX(jw) PXy(jw)
PyX(jW) Pyy(jW)

The experimentally measured coupling data for the frequency response of the above

four transfer functions are as shown in the graphs of Fig. 6-21. The DC gain7 values

measured from the frequency response plots are presented in Table 6.6.

The static decoupling from X to Y defined as Ixy(o)is 0.033, which corresponds to
IIPyx(O)I

-29.55 dB. Similarly, the static decoupling from X to Y, defined as IPxxois 0.0066,

which corresponds to -46.3 dB. These values indicate that the design topology

is incorporated with redundancies that, in spite of inevitable manufacturing errors,

make the system appear decoupled to a large extent. This was possible because of

7 DC gain of a transfer function is defined as its magnitude at DC, i.e. at the frequency w = 0.
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the inherent modal separation between X and Y achieved with a judicious choice of

flexure constraints in the design topology. The static decoupling makes the design

suitable at low frequencies for nearly control of the multi-axis system as two decoupled

single-input single-output (SISO) systems. However, at higher frequencies, such as

around 2 - 3 kHz, the coupling becomes relatively significant, the peak responses in

the off-diagonal frequency response functions almost reaching with a couple of dB of

the DC gains of their diagonal counterparts.

Pxx

103
frequency (Hz)

104

Pyx

103

frequency (Hz)

Pxy

100
frequency (Hz)

Figure 6-21: Experimentally measured frequency response functions depicting the
plant transfer matrix. The off-diagonal frequency response plots indicate the level of
cross-coupling in the system. As can be inferred from the DC gains of this figure,
by virtue of our design, the plant has static decoupling of 30 dB from X to Y, and
decoupling of about 44 dB from Y to X. However, dynamic coupling at resonance
frequencies of the structure are evident and need to be addressed in the control
formulation.

Given the above frequency responses, a performance metric that quantifies the

coupling is desired. One such metric could be the relative gain array, introduced
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by Bristol [67] in 1966. This metric is a function of frequency w and is defined as

P(jW) * (P- 1)T(jw), where (*) denotes the Schur product, i.e. an element-by-element

product8 of the two matrices P(jw) and (P-)T(jW), where P(jw) is the transfer

matrix of the plant.
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Figure 6-22: Relative Gain Array matrix calculated for the system from experimental
frequency response data of the XY transfer matrix P(jw). At frequencies higher than
about 5 kHz the poor signal to noise ratio makes the measurements unreliable, and
hence the effect of these data are ignored.

The relative gain array matrix as a function of frequency for the measured plant

frequency response data for our nanopositioner is plotted in Fig. 6-22. This matrix

should ideally look like a diagonal matrix with unity gain in the frequencies of interest

in the diagonal terms. The frequency content of the off-diagonal terms indicates the

extent of coupling. In our case, the diagonal terms are close to a magnitude of 1,

i.e. 0 dB. The dynamic coupling between the axes shows up at frequencies around

700 Hz and 2.3 kHz. This means energy input into any axis is leaking into the

other. Note the symmetry in the data, the off-diagonal frequency response functions

Pxy(jw) and Pyx(jw) look almost identical to each other. The coupling from X to

8The Schur product of two matrices A= all a12 [and B bu, b12  is given by A.* B=I a21 a22 b21 b22
an bu, al2 b12 . n MATLAB, we use .* to implement a Schur product.
a211b21 a22b22
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Y is almost identical as that from Y to X. This inherent symmetry in the data may

be resulting from the symmetry achieved in the design.

Currently used methods in the field of precision engineering incorporate the cou-

pling between motion axes in the design error budgets. However, the methods used

to characterize the coupling are primarily static. The relative gain array provides a

snapshot of the dynamic coupling and could be incorporated into the dynamic error

budgets in the design of flexure systems.

As indicated by the low DC gain of the off-diagonal transfer functions Pxy(jw)

and Pyx(jw) in Fig. 6-21, static decoupling has been addressed with using symme-

try in the design of the nanopositioner. However, the dynamic coupling that shows

up at higher frequencies cannot be addressed by design. There are many ways to

minimize the cross-coupling using control approaches. One approach is using decen-

tralized feedback control with high disturbance rejection, as the coupling effects can

be regarded as a form of disturbance. This approach is essentially one of sensitivity

tuning, which is addressed in Section 6.7.

Prefiltering is another approach to handle the cross-coupling problem. In this

approach, the cross-coupling motions are minimized by placing a filter on the in-

puts driving the undesirable motion axis. Prefiltering is one of the different ways of

performing feedforward control, and offers the advantage that it can be performed

open-loop without the use of a feedback sensor.

A simple prefilter can be constructed from a low pass filter. When the inputs to

the X axis are passed through after prefiltering by a low pass filter, the frequency

content of the filtered inputs beyond the cut-off frequency of the low-pass filter are

attenuated by an amount dictated by the slope of the frequency roll-off of the filter.

The decoupling performance shown in the frequency response of Fig. 6-23 was ob-

tained using a prefiltering approach with a first-order low pass filter with a cut-off

frequency of 200 Hz. The data in the figure was collected with actuation along Y
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and measurement made along X direction. The data obtained using the prefilter is

indicated as P*xy(jw). With the prefiltering, the attenuation in the magnitude gain

around 2 - 3 kHz in the P*xy(jw) relative to that of Pxy(jw) is given by:

20logio (6.15)

{1

where r = and w, is the frequency at which the attenuation is desired. For

values w, = 27r(2000) rad/s, and filter cut-off frequency fc = 200 Hz, attenuation

calculated from Eq. (6.15) is 20 dB, which matches closely with the difference in the

peaks of Pxy(jw) and P*xy(jw) in Fig. 6-23.

--- Frequency response Pxy(jw)

Frequency reponse Pxy(jw) obtained with prefiltering
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Figure 6-23: Attenuation of the cross-coupling peak in the frequency response of the
transfer function Pxy(jw) by about 20 dB is achieved with a prefilter acting on inputs
driving the Y axis.

The limitation of a prefiltering approach is that the plant model should be reliably

known. To impart robustness to modeling uncertainty, the order of the prefilter can

be increased. However, increasing the order of the prefilter results in increasing the

phase lag between the input and the response of the system [58]. As alternative

to prefiltering, feedback control can be applied with tuning of the sensitivity for
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disturbance rejection, as we will be discussing in the following section.

6.7 Closed-loop Sensitivity Tuning: Simulations

and Experiments

Our goal here is to illustrate for the AFM nanopositioner a controller generation

method based on sensitivity tuning. As described in Chapter 4, tuning of the sensi-

tivity transfer function is ciritcal in achieving robustness and disturbance rejection.

For tuning the sensitivity transfer function, we use the result Eq. (4.17) of Chapter 4,

which is reproduced here:

S(s) = So(s)Q(s) (6.16)

Recall that the above relation holds because of the novel controller parameter-

ization that we developed in Section 4.3.1. The simple multiplicative relationship

between nominal sensitivity and the Q(s) parameter transfer function allows us to

use model-matching and filter-design techniques for tuning S(s).

In other words, we will be searching for the Q(s) parameter transfer function over

the class of stable transfer functions R'HooJ so that a chosen norm of the error between

the frequency response of the sensitivity transfer function and that of a reference or

desired transfer function gets minimized. A formulation using a 76norm for the error

is as given below:

Q(s) = arg min ||Sd(s) - So(s)Q(s)||2 (6.17)
Q(s)eR'oo

where Sd(s) is a desired sensitivity transfer function.

9 We define R'Hoo as the set of rational transfer functions that are stable (i.e. they have all poles
in Re(s) < 0) and proper, i.e. they are bounded-input-bounded-output (BIBO) stable.
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The rest of this chapter is on formulating, solving, and testing a model-matching

problem for tuning a given sensitivity transfer function. By tuning, we would like to

make the closed-loop sensitivity transfer function match well with a sensitivity trans-

fer function that, for example, has an increased robustness to modeling uncertainties.

First, we develop a plant model that best fits (in a K 2-norm sense) the experimentally

captured dynamic behavior. Then, we select a nominal controller which when used

to implement a closed-loop control system ensures internal stability, i.e. all inter-

nal signals are bound and there are no RHP pole-zero cancellations". The nominal

sensitivity may not have the desired features such as a desired level of robustness.

Hence, we tune it to match it with a desired sensitivity transfer function that meets

the robustness requirement, and we will examine the effects on the resultant control

performance. Experimental results performed on the AFM nanopositioner hardware

will be discussed and compared with the simulations.

6.7.1 Plant Model

In this section, we derive a plant model from a 7 2-optimal fit of the measured dynamic

frequency response behavior of the nanopositioner. An example set of frequency re-

sponse data for the lateral motion of the AFM nanopositioner are shown as discrete

dots in Fig. 6-24. This set of data, along with similar frequency response charac-

terizations we discussed earlier in Section 6.6, represent the frequency response of

the transfer function between the voltage applied to the X set of piezoelectric stack

actuators and the corresponding central stage displacement along the X axis.

The displacement was measured by the laser interferometer whose measurement

bandwidth is on the order of 500 kHz. Since this frequency lies well beyond the

frequency range of 20 Hz - 20 kHz, we will be ignoring here the dynamics of the

laser interferometer. Similarly, the power amplifier used for driving the piezoelectric

1oRefer to an explanation on internal stability given in Section 4.3.1 and Appendix A.
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actuator has a bandwidth on the order of 100 kHz and hence its dynamics will also

be ignored.

Measured Data

0 - Predicted (initial Guess)
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Figure 6-24: Frequency response plot of transfer function between voltage applied to
piezoelectric stack actuator and lateral (X) displacement of the central stage mea-
sured with a laser interferometer. Measured data are shown with dot markers. An
initial guess of a model obtained by trial and error is shown as a dotted line.

Based on the frequency response data, we consider two dominant modes, one

at about 750 Hz and another at about 2330 Hz, as capturing the behavior of the

nanopositioner. Using the sum of modal dynamics, as depicted in Chapter 2, the

dynamic model for the plant can be expressed as the following superposition of the

two modes:

S X(S) W2 o 2
P(S)A X(s)+ #3 2 + 21 ,22 + (6.18)

V2(s) - Vi(s) S2 + 2jws + 2 2w2s +

where (1 and (2 denote the damping factors, wi and w2 denote the undamped natural

frequencies associated with the two modes, # denotes a relative modal participation

factor that denotes the dominance of one mode over the other in the overall plant

response, and a is a scalar constant that affects the DC gain.

For an initial guess of values ( = 0.04, w? = 27(750) rad/s, (i = 0.008,

o = 27r(2330) rad/s, a0 = 0.0138, and 30 = 9, a nominal plant Po(s) was de-

rived from Eq. ((6.18). The frequency response predicted using Po(s) is shown as
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a solid line in Fig. 6-24. With this initial guess, the plant model matches closely

with the measured frequency response data. However, it is not an optimal fit for the

given data. An optimal fit is desired so as to accurately capture the plant model for

subsequent controller design.

102 103 10
Frequency (Hz)

Figure 6-25: Measured data and predicted models for the frequency response plot of
transfer function between voltage applied to piezoelectric stack actuator and lateral
(X) displacement of the central stage measured with a laser interferometer. Measured
data are shown with dot markers. The response predicted by the initial guess of Fig. 6-
24 is shown as a dotted line. This initial guess was fed to a nonlinear optimization
routine that minimized a norm of the error between the responses of the measured
and the predicted model. The frequency response of the optimal plant model is shown
as a solid line.

To achieve an optimal fit of the model to the experimental data, we define a cost

function that represents a ' 2 norm of a weighted error transfer function between the

measured and the predicted frequency response as follows:

Cost : {exP(jW) - P(jo)} W(jW)12dw
JO

(6.19)

where Pep(jw) is the experimentally measured frequency response data, P(jw) is

frequency response generated from the model (which is a function of the optimization
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parameters), W(jw) is a weighting filter that is designed to reduce the effect of poor

data coherence at high frequencies, and wf represents the maximum frequency for

which the experimental frequency response data were collected.

For a vector of optimization parameters U = [(1; wI; (2; w2; a; #3] who values

are bound between the limits Umin and Umax, we also impose an equality constraint

that fixes the DC gain of the optimal response to be the experimentally measured

value. This equality constraint is given below:

Constraint : |PexP(0)| - |P(0)| = 0 (6.20)

Using an initial guess Uo = [($ w? (2 wo a0 /30], the optimization problem assumes

the form:

fWf

= arg min |{Pexp(jo) - P(jw)} W(jw)||dw (6.21)
Usin<U<Unax fo (j)

subject to the constraint:

|Pexp(0)| = P(0)| (6.22)

A constrained minimization problem was set up in MATLAB using frmincon with

the initial guess Uo = [( ; wo; (g; wo; a0 ; /30], Umin = [.01; 2r(745); 0.005; 27(2300); 0.013; 8]

and Umax = [.05; 27r(755); 0.01; 27r(2335); 0.015; 10], the cost function given in

Eq. (6.20), and constraint condition given in Eq. (6.22) as follows":

[U] = fmincon(@costU_0 [1,[],[],[],U-maxU_min,@constraint,[]);

The optimizer uses a sequential quadratic programming method to solve for the local

optima in the vicinity of the initial guess.

"The full MATLAB script files for this problem are given in Appendix C.2.2.
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For an initial guess used in Fig. 6-24, and the weight W(jw) selected as unity until

5 kHz and zero thereafter, the optimization converged in about 30 iterations for an

active set method chosen for the sequential quadratic programming with all constraint

conditions met and the final value of the optimum cost function reduced by 51.35%

compared to that of the initial guess. The optimization parameter vector was found

to be U* = [0.0148; 27r(745); 0.01; 27r(2335); 0.015; 8.2565] and the corresponding

optimal plant model is as given below:

2.699 x 107s 2 + 3.784 x 109s + 6.549 x 1014
s4 + 431.8s3 + 2.372 x 108 , 2 + 3.62 x 1010s + 4.716 x 1015

The frequency response of this 7 2-optimal model is shown as the solid line in Fig. 6-

25.

6.7.2 Nominal Sensitivity and Desired Sensitivity

In this section, we obtain first a nominal sensitivity and then tune or shape it so that

it matches in performance with a desired sensitivity. How well the two responses of

the nominal and desired sensitivity transfer functions match is defined in a R2 sense.

To obtain the nominal sensitivity given the plant described by Eq. (6.23), we need

a nominal controller. As in the example of Chapter 5 a simple integral controller was

chosen as a nominal controller for the system1 2 . This controller is given as:

Co(s) = k (6.24)
S

where k is a constant gain. For a value k = 1000, the closed-loop system is stable

with a phase margin of 90' and a phase crossover frequency of 138 rad/s.

12There are many possible choices for the nominal controller. For example, a PID, lead, lag,
lead-lag, or notch in combination with an integral controller can also be used for this system. The
procedure illustrated here is applicable to any such nominal controller that satisfies the condition
that the resulting closed-loop system is internally stable.
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Let us now examine the magnitude of the frequency response of the nominal

sensitivity transfer function of the closed-loop system, which is shown in Fig. 6-26.

4

2 -

-4 -

-6

-8 1 10 4
10 2 10 10

Frequency (Hz)

Figure 6-26: Magnitude frequency response plot of nominal sensitivity obtained with
an integral controller. The sharp peak around about 2330 kHz results from the
sharp peak in the plant frequency response. This peak indicates poor robustness and
amplification of disturbance by a gain of 4.7 dB, which is undesirable.

The nominal sensitivity transfer function has a low gain at low frequencies, which

results in good command following and disturbance rejection. The low-frequency

roll-on or ramp is at a 20 dB/dec, indicating the presence of a free integrator, which

comes from the nominal controller Co(s).

Notice also the sharp peaks in the magnitude response as shown in the figure.

The 4.7 dB tall peak around about 2330 kHz results from a corresponding peak in

the plant frequency response. This peak is undesirable because of two reasons: (i) a

tall peak indicates poor robustness, i.e. any parametric variations can affect stability

of the closed-loop system, and (ii) any disturbances at this frequency gets amplified

by the magnitude of this peak.

Let us now consider tuning this nominal sensitivity to one that is more robust.
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Consider the problem of reducing the peak in the nominal sensitivity by at least a

factor of 3 dB, which corresponds to a magnitude reduction by a factor13 of v/Z. A

desired sensitivity transfer function meeting this requirement is shown as constrcuted

by a frequency-gridding approach in Fig. 6-27, i.e. from a sample set of magnitude

values selected at each frequency and marked by circles. A close-up view of the

2330 Hz peak is shown in Fig. 6-28. As seen in the figure, this desired sensitivity

transfer function has its tallest peak reduced in height to a value about 1.5 times, i.e.

by 3.5 dB.

Desired Sensitivity
Nominal Senisitivity

2--

_ Q , .. ....., , i - i l , , , s i

Frequency (Hz)

Figure 6-27: Magnitude plot of frequency response of nominal sensitivity transfer
function is shown as a solid line. A discrete set of sensitivity values are selected for
the desired sensitivity transfer function. Note that the peak of the desired sensitivity
transfer function is much lower than the nominal sensitivity transfer function. A
zoomed view around the peak is shown in Fig. 6-28. The goal here is to solve a
model-matching problem, i.e. solve for the parameter transfer function Q(s) that will
minimize the error between the desired and nominal sensitivity transfer function.

Given the nominal and the desired sensitivity transfer functions, the problem of

tuning is one of model-matching or filter design of the parameter transfer function

Q(s). This is posed as an optimal synthesis problem in the next section.

13A V'2 reduction in amplitude for a sinusoidal disturbance signal at this frequency corresponds
to 50% reduction in power of the signal
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Figure 6-28: Zoomed view of peak of Fig. 6-27.

6.7.3 Optimal Synthesis of Q(s) Parameter Transfer Func-

tion

Since the plant is stable and minimum-phase, and using the nominal controller re-

sulted in a stable control system, the relation of Eq. (6.16) is applicable to this

problem. The optimal synthesis of the parameter transfer function Q(s) is one of

model-matching, i.e. we are searching for Q(s) in the entire class of stable transfer

functions 7Z'Ho so that an error norm, such as the following gets minimized:

Q(s) = arg min ISd(s) - So(s)Q(s)| 12
Q(s)e'.o

(6.25)

To formulate the optimization problem, we have two options for assembling the

parameter transfer function Q(s). They are reproduced from Chapter 4 as follows:

Q(s) = ao + a
s - pi
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bos" + b1s" 1 + b2 sn- 2 + ... bn- 1 s + br1

(s + P1)(s + p2)(s + P3) .... (S + pn_ 1) (S + P.)
Q(s) = (6.27)

The first option shown in Eq. (6.26) uses a summation of basis filters, and the second

option in Eq. (6.27) uses a similar approach, with a finite set of poles. In both cases,

how to select the basis filters needs to be addressed.

The multiplicative nature of Eq. (6.16) allows us to use insights from filter design

for lightly damped systems. A simple choice for Q(s) is a notch filter for the 4.7 dB

peak seen in the nominal sensitivity transfer function data of Fig. 6-26.

The form of the filter Q(s) following this choice is given as:

s2 + 2(1w1s + W
Q(s) = 2 + W2S + 2 2W2 s +2

(6.28)

The above expression for Q(s) can equivalently expressed as:

as + ja 2

8-(-6 2 +±jW2 V' 1- u) (- - ja 2 V1 - (2)

which is a special case of Eq. (6.26) with three terms chosen in the summation,

with ao = 1, ai = ai + jC 2 , a2 a= a - ja 2 and pi = - 2W2 + jW 2 1 -, and

p2 = - 2 2 - j 2  1 -( .

Similarly, we can also rewrite the transfer function in Eq. (6.28) as:

2 + 2(ws + W2

{s- (-622 + jW2 1 - I)}{s - (-2W2 - jW2 1 - Q)}

which is a special case of Eq. 6.27 with three terms chosen for the numerator poly-

nomial in the summation, bo = 1, n = 2, and pi - - 2W 2 + jw 2 /1 - 22, and

p 2 =-2 2 - jw 2  1 - 2-2

An optimization problem was formulated with a parameter vector U = [I1; wi; 2; W2]

whose values are bounded between the limits Umin and Umax, such that the error
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norm given below is minimized:

N

Cost : j ISd(jwi) - So(jLO)Q(jwL)| 2  (6.31)
i=1

where wi (i = 1.. .N) are discrete frequencies at each of which a data point is available

for the magnitude response of the desired sensitivity transfer function. To guide the

optimization, a constraint that the peak reduces by at least 3 dB was imposed. This

constraint assumes the form shown below:

Constraint: 20logio max _Snomina (jW)K > 3 dB (6.32)
max Sot (jw)| J

A constrained minimization problem was set up in MATLAB using frmincon with

the initial guess Uo = [0.006; 27r(2320); 0.008; 27r(2340)],

Umin = [0.005; 27(2300); 0.005; 27r(2330)], Umax = [0.01; 27r(2350); 0.01; 27r(2350)],

the cost function given in Eq. (6.31), and constraint condition given in Eq. (6.32) as

follows":

[U] = fmincon(@cost,UO,[],[],[],[],Umax,U-min,@constraint,[]);

The optimizer uses a sequential quadratic programming method to solve for the local

optima in the vicinity of the initial guess.

For an initial guess of Uo, the optimization converged in about 24 iterations

for an active set method chosen for the sequential quadratic programming with all

constraint conditions met and the final value of the optimum cost function reduced

88-fold compared to that of the initial guess. The optimization parameter vector

was found to be U* = [0.005; 27r(2339.6); 0.007; 27r(2341.1)] and the corresponding

optimal Q(s) synthesized by this approach, is given below:

s2 + 147s + 2.161 x 108
Q(S) - s2 + 206.8s + 2.164 x 108

14The full MATLAB script files for this problem are given in Appendix C.2.3.
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The magnitude frequency response of the '1 2-optimal sensitivity S0op(jw) is shown

as the solid line in Fig. 6-31. The dashed line shows the magnitude of the nominal

sensitivity. The square markers are the outcomes of the optimization. At each fre-

quency where the desired sensitivity function has a data point, the square marker

represents the optimal solution that minimizes Notice that the peak of |So (jW)j has

not fully reduced by the desired factor of 1.5, but nonetheless, has a reduced peak

and hence better than the nominal sensitivity.

4
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Figure 6-29: Zoomed view of the peak in the optimal sensitivity transfer function
obtained from model-matching. The dashed line shows the magnitude frequency
response of the nominal sensitivity transfer function. The circle markers denote the
discrete points representing the desired or reference sensitivity transfer function for
the optimization problem. The outcomes of the otpimization procedure are shown
by square markers at the discrete frequencies of the desired sensitivity. The solid line
shows the magnitude frequency response of the optimal sensitivity transfer function
that corresponds to the square markers.
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6.7.4 Controller Generation

Now that we have a value for Q(s) we can use the expression given for the controller

in Eq.(4.19), to find the resulting controller C(s) as given below:

C(s) = Cnum(S) (6.34)
Cden(s)

where the numerator polynomial Cnum(s) is given as:

Cnum(s) = 58si + 3.437 x 105 s9 + 5.477 x 10108s + 1.756 x 1014S7

+1.679 x 1019s6 + 2.726 x 1022S5 + 1.946 x 1027 S4 + 1.235 x 1030S3

+6.566 x 1034S2 + 1.606 x 103 7s + 6.681e41 (6.35)

and the denominator polynomial Cden (s) is given as:

Cden(s) = 2.699 x 107s9 + 1.861 x 1010s8 + 1.289 x 1016S7

+6.322e x 1011s6 + 1.808 x 1024S5 + 5.409 x 1026S4 + 6.418 x 1031S3

+9.34 x 1033S2 + 6.672 x 103 8 S (6.36)

The order of this controller can be explained from the consideration of the involved

polynomial orders, using the steps detailed in Section 4.4.2. Using the notation from

Section 4.4.2 we have the controller order as Cden = Pnum + Pden + Coden + qnum, where

Pnun, Pden are orders of the numerator and denominator polynomials, respectively of

the plant transfer function, Coden is the order of the controller and qum is the order

of the numerator of Q(s). In our case, we have Pnum = 2 , Pden = 4, coden = 1, and

qnum = 2, which results in an order of Cde = 9 for the controller. This is indeed what

we see from Eq. (6.36).

Note the free integrator in the controller C(s) (the denominator polynomial does
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not have a so term). The free integrator comes from the nominal controller. In

essence, we have a controller that has a fixed desired part and a variable order part

that we obtained to account for improving the robustness of the sensitivity transfer

function.

Note also that this controller is not proper. To make it strictly proper, the con-

troller C(s) was multiplied with a low pass filter with double poles on the real axis at

s = -27r(5000) rad/s. With this filter included in the controller, the resulting con-

troller Cp(s) has an order of 11. In order to ease the implementation of the controller

on a rapid prototyping controller, a lower order controller is desired. For this purpose,

the controller was reduced using a balanced truncation in MATLAB as follows: to

result in a

Cpr=reduce(Cp, 'algorithm' , 'balance' , 'MaxError', [0.21);

The reduced-order controller Cp,(s) was multipled with a filter that has a first-order

pole at s = -27r(5000) rad/s to further reduce the slope of the roll-off at higher

frequencies. The final controller choice Cf (s) is a 3rd order strictly proper controller

with a relative degree of 2

1 1.983 x 107s + 1.716 x 1011
Of(S) = s s2 + 3.687 x 104 + 1.714 x 108

We next address the question: do the modifications of low pass filtering and

model-order reduction of the raw controller C(s) to genrate the final controller C(s)

come with a loss of performance? The comparison of performance between the final

controller Cf(s) and the full-order C(s) obtained from the optimal synthesis of Q(s)

is shown in Fig. 6-31. The sensitivity resulting from Cf(s) has about 0.25 dB taller

peak, which accounts for a slight loss of robustness. The value of 0.25 dB corresponds

to about 1.029 in magnitude, i.e. a 3% increase in the height of the peak. 15

"The loss of performance coming from multiplication of low pass filters can be predicted ahead.
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Figure 6-30: Controllers generated with the optimal Q(s) synthesis procedure. C(s)
is a 9 th order controller which is improper, Cp(s) is a 11" order controller obtained
by multiplying C(s) with a double pole filter at s = -27r(5000) Hz, Cpr(s) is a
reduced order version of Cp(s) obtained from a balanced reduction process, and the

final controller choice is Cf(s) which has an additional pole at s = -27r(5000) rad/s

to further reduce the slope of the roll-off at higher frequencies. The final controller

choice Cf(s) is a 3 d order strictly proper controller with a relative degree of 2.
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Figure 6-31: Magnitude frequency response of the optimal sensitivity transfer function
S*((jw)) and the sub-optimal sensitivity transfer function S*b(iw) obtained after a
low pass filter is added to the controller to make it strictly proper, and reduced with
a balanced truncation method.
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6.7.5 Experimental Results

In this section we present results of control experiments performed on the prototype

hardware of our AFM nanopositioner to test for the sensitivity tuning performance.

First, the controller Cf(s) was implemented for the AFM nanopositioner for con-

trolling the motion along the X axis. The instrumentation used include piezoelec-

tric stack actuators and their power amplifiers, a laser interferometric sensor, and a

dSPACE DS1103 rapid prototyping controller platform. The details of the instru-

mentation were discussed in Section 6.5.

The frequency response of the experimental closed-loop system transfer function

T(jw) obtained between voltage V2 (s) - V (s) applied to the piezoelectric stack actua-

tor and displacement X(s) measured by the laser interferometer is shown for the case

of the controller choice of Cf(s) in Fig. 6-32. The predicted model closely matches

with the locations of peaks in the data in both the magnitude and phase plots. The

slope of the data at frequencies beyond the 2330Hz resonance matches with the

80 dB/dec roll-off.

To gauge the robustness of the system, the estimated values of sensitivity (derived

from the condition S(jw) + T(jw) = 1) from the experimental data of Fig. 6-32 were

calculated. These values are indicated as circle markers in Fig. 6-33. A dotted line

representing the magnitude of the predicted sensitivity transfer function is overlaid

on this data in the figure. The frequency location of peaks observed in the estimated

sensitivity match well with those of the predicited sensitivity. The magnitude of

the peak in the estimated sensitivity exceeds that of the predicted sensitivity by

about 1 dB, but is still smaller than that of the nominal sensitivity. To improve on

the performance, we studied the effect on robustness when an extra low pass filter

For a given a choice of plant, nominal controller and the parameter transfer function Q(s), the
relative degree of C(s) can be predicted using the relations we derived in Chapter 4 in Section 4.4.2.
After the relative degree is determined, the order of the low pass filter needed to make the controller
proper is known.
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Figure 6-32: Experimental closed-loop control system transfer function between volt-
age applied to the piezoelectric stack actuator and displacement measured by the
laser interferometer. The controller was generated by a sensitivity tuning method
described in Chapter 4.

pole at s = -27r(5000) rad/s was included in the controller Cf(s) to form a new

controller Cf2 (s). The transfer function representing this controller is as follows:

6.231 x 101s + 5.392 x 10(3
s4 + 6.829 x 104s3 + 1.33 x 109 s2 + 5.385 x 1012S

This controller can also be achieved by using additional basis filters in Q(s) in

our optimal synthesis formulation. The parameter transfer function Q2(s) that gener-

ated16 C 2 is shown as the red solid line in Fig. 6-36. Its frequency response matches

closely with a filter Q'(s) that has two additional basis filters than Q(s). The fre-

quency response of Q'(s) is plotted in black, and is given by:

s4 + 549s 3 + 4.309 x 108s2 + 1.185e11s + 4.641e16
s 4 + 631.6s 3 + 4.3 x 108s 2 + 1.361 x 101ls + 4.62 x 1016 (6.39)

16Given the controller, nominal controller and plant, Eq. (4.19) can be solved for the parameter
transfer function Q(s). In this case, given Cf2(s), P(s), and Co(s), we found Q2(s) as a 13th order
stable transfer function.
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Figure 6-33: Estimates of the frequency response of the closed-loop sensitivity transfer
function obtained from the closed-loop system transfer function data of Fig. 6-32
are shown by circle markers. The predicted frequency response of the sub-optimal
sensitivity transfer function is shown as a dashed line.

which is a special case of Eq. (6.27) with five terms in the numerator and denominator

polynomials.

An equivalent representation for Q'(s) obtained from a partial fraction expansion

-(11.38 + 43.97j)
s + (212.4 - 1.461e x 104j)
-(11.38 - 43.97j)

s + (212.4 + 1.461 x 104j)
- (29.9 - 9.987j)

s + (103.4 - 1.471 x 104 j)
- (29.9 + 9.987j)

s + (103.4 + 1.471 x 104j)

(6.40)

(6.41)

(6.42)

(6.43)

(6.44)

which is a special case of Eq. (6.26) with five terms in the summation and basis filters

as shown.
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In essence, we have obtained a higher order Q(s) parameter transfer function,

resulting in an increase in controller order as expected. The closed-loop system fre-

quency response resulting from using Cf2 (s) as the controller is shown in Fig. 6-34.

The magnitude response in this figure has a lower peak at the 2330 Hz resonance. The

estimated and predicted sensitivity responses shown in Fig. 6-35 depict an improved

robustness for the system. This was possible because the additional pole reduced

the sharp peak in the loop transmission, hence adding more gain margin to the sys-

tem. The experimental data support the fact that an increased controller order will

facilitate accounting for robustness.

a Measured
--- Predicted
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-1 50 -
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Frequency (Hz)

-200-

-40
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Figure 6-34: An additional pole in the controller results in a reduced magnitude for
the peak in the roll-off part of the response located at 2.3 kHz. The higher order
controller adds more robustness of the system, resulting in an increase in gain margin
at the phase crossover frequency.

6.8 Summary

In this chapter, we worked out the case study of a flexure-based nanopositioner involv-

ing integrated design and control. The case study was motivated for the practical

application of nanopositioner for probe (or sample) in scanning probe microscopy.

Design topologies that allow for the desired control performance generated using the
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Figure 6-35: Estimates of the frequency response of the closed-loop sensitivity transfer
function obtained from the closed-loop system transfer function data of Fig. 6-34
are shown by circle markers. The predicted frequency response of the sub-optimal
sensitivity transfer function is shown as a dashed line. This set of data was recorded
for the case of the controller r,,e,(s), which is obtained from C,(s) after another
low pass filter pole is placed at 5 kHz. In comparison with the response of Fig. 6-33,
the peak magnitude of the sensitivity transfer function is further reduced. This is
expected as the extra pole of the controller adds to the gain margin at the resonance
peak located around 2.3 kHz. Increasing controller order here has increased the
robustness of the system.

principles of Chapter 3 were examined. A topology with the XY flexures without

the Z-rod flexures pinning the center down to the base plate is likely to have a low

Z-resonance. This design topology cannot achieve the desired control performance

and still meet the static range requirement. Any iterations in an optimization rou-

tine that takes this design as an input and fine-tunes the beam shape or size cannot

converge to a feasible solution. On the other hand, a topology with the sixty four

rod flexures bonded to the central stage showed a Z fundamental resonance as high

as 33.1 kHz.

We also examined the shape and size optimization that followed after the topology

selection. Static and dynamic frequency response characterization of the nanoposi-
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Figure 6-36: Overlaid frequency response plots of Q(s) obtained for controller of
Eq. (6.37), Q2(s) corresponding to controller of Eq. (6.38). The frequency response
of the latter can be closely approximated with Q'(s) obtained by having a constant
and four basis filters in the formulation we used for Q(s). Note that the notch filter
obtained for a higher order transfer functions (Q2 (s) and Q' (s)) is broader than that
of Q(s).

tioner were presented. Further, sensitivity tuning was achieved with the controller

parameterization that allows for direct model matching to obtain the desired robust-

ness. While the current results obtained with the nanopositioner are promising, we

would like to extend the current design to include optical or other sensing subsystem

that will allow for measuring the deflection of a cantilever probe on the central stage

for measuring nanoscale topography.
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Chapter 7

Conclusions and Recommendations

7.1 Summary of Contributions

The key contribution of this thesis is in the area of integrated design and control, with

design topologies and controller order varied in order to achieve optimal performance.

A novel methodology was tailored and tested for flexure-based nanopositioning sys-

tems. As case studies, a simple 1-DOF positioning system was worked out showing

the steps involved in applying the methodology in Chapter 5. An experimental case

study of a nanopositioner for Atomic Force Microscopy was discussed in Chapter 6.

Specifically, the contributions made by the thesis are as follows:

* Formulation of Performance Specifications

Developed a state-space formulation of nanopositioning specs for flexure-based

systems: resolution, range, load-capacity, bandwidth. This formulation can be

an useful component in setting up an optimization problem, as part of design

(structural, thermal, dynamic etc) and closed-loop control (time or frequency

domain specifications) objectives.

" Generation of Design Library

Developed and implemented a systematic procedure that starts with design
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primitives, which when subject to performance requirements, get modified by

a set of operations to generate the optimal building blocks that can be used

in multi-DOF arrangements for achieving the desired motions and constraints.

While existing methods target kinematic and elasto-mechanics for selection of

flexures, we focus on a broad set of performance requirements such as (i) modal

separation (including stiffness allotment for minimizing parasitic and cross-axis

error motions) and structural strength (including high-load capacity and better

fatigue performance) [39]. We introduced parameters such as parallel and serial

stacking indices for flexure redundancies, and also a modal separation metric,

which can facilitate quick design decisions in deriving possible design topolo-

gies. We invoked the principle of reciprocity in deriving design concepts that

exhibit relatively larger (or reciprocally, smaller) modal separation based on the

directions in which flexure constraints are implemented.

* Controller Parameterization for Sensitivity Tuning

Proposed a controller parameterization that has a generic formulation accom-

modating existing parameterizations, such as the Youla, or Q parameterization.

One of the cases in our parameterization allows for a novel way to directly tune

the system sensitivity transfer function. In control design, this parameteriza-

tion can be used to build a robustifying controller that multiples in series with

an optional nominal (baseline) controller and allows to account for uncertain-

ties. Since flexure-based mechanisms are usually made from monolithic metallic

structures that have low inherent damping, their dynamic behavior is limited

by lightly damped resonances. Tuning the sensitivity transfer function allows

us to narrow down our controller search in the stabilizing class of controllers, for

example, to those that can achieve a prescribed level of damping and prescribed

relative stability.
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" Integrated Design and Control Methodology

Developed a novel integrated design and control methodology in which both

design structure and controller order are varied. Candidate design topologies

and controllers are screened for primary criteria, such as a specified requirement

for a desired level of modal separation, or a zero steady-state tracking error.

The screened design topology and controller are pass through an optimization

procedure that fine tunes the design parameters (geometry, material choice etc.),

and uses a

" Novel Atomic Force Microscope nanopositioner

Proposed, developed, and tested a novel flexure-based probe scanner that out-

performs existing flexure-based probe-scanners in terms of range (field of view

in the XY plane) and dynamic performance in vertical (cantilever deflection)

direction. This scanner is designed for use as part of a functional atomic force

microscope.

" Novel high-strength designs for heavy-duty flexure stages

Presented a systematic procedure for selection of flexure-based mechanism de-

signs that are marked by enhanced strength performance (better load-capacity,

fatigue performance). Novel designs critical for tool-sample alignment in high-

load processes such as micro-hot-embossing were presented.

7.2 Future Work

Over the course of the thesis, we have benefited from insights from practising engineers

and academics alike. While the current work focused on molding the idea of design

for control in the context of flexure-based nanopositioners, many interesting topics of

research arise. Here are listed a few possible directions for future study:
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" Plant-Controller tradeoffs

While this thesis allows for a framework for iterating between a suitable de-

sign topology and controller structure for achieving an end closed-loop control

performance, it paves the framework for exploring interesting questions. For

example, if a certain design (plant) with the control system implemented as

suggested in the thesis, or by other suitable means, does not meet the desired

closed-loop performance, is the fundamental performance limitation from the

plant or the controller?

" Formulation of Manufacturability in Topology Generation

The inherent assumption of the topology generation developed in this thesis

was that the building blocks were planar structures that could be formed by

traditional machining (e.g. waterjet or wire-EDM) or as MEMS structures in

small-scale implementations. The units could be assembled in three-dimensional

space to satisfy the kinematics. While this approach simplifies our generation,

it would be of critical technical value to explore topology generation with a

manufacturability metric that checks if a generated topology can be fabricated

with conventional or other advanced manufacturing techniques. Related work

in this area has been initiated by Trease [47] and could be a starting point for

researchers interested in this topic.

* Material Choice for Flexures

Our current nanopositioner prototypes are machined in Al 7071 alloy, which

has high yield strength and hence allows for more deflection before failure.

Use of other materials, such as composite fibers could be an alternative option

that alleviates design requirements such as damping or stiffness. For instance,
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composite fibers allow for more internal energy dissipation and hence make them

good damping elements.

Imaging for Scanning Probe Microscopy

The use of the current nanopositioner with a coarse Z-positioning stage allows

for lowering an AFM cantilever probe tip on to a sample positioned on a coarse

XY-positioning stage. Imaging at relatively higher speeds than conventional

piezotube scanners is possible due to the high Z-resonance frequency achieved

with our nanopositioner.

An adjustable optical sensing system based on a laser photodiode and position

sensing detector (PSD) is being developed as another thesis project in our lab

as an add-on accessory to the flexure-based scanner. Once the development

and testing of the optical sensing subsystem is completed, the optical system

can be integrated into the current design. An alternative to external sensing

with optical sensing is embedded sensing in the AFM cantilever itself. Active

cantilevers made with strain sensing and piezoelectric films for actuation are

an exciting area of research in this context. The use of dual actuation and

embedded sensing for closed-loop control of the Z-axis constitutes a topic of

further research.

7.3 Closing Remarks

Designing machines for achieving a desired closed-loop control performance has gen-

erated active interest in the precision engineering community. This thesis leveraged

our interest in basic flexure design concepts and linear control theory to formulate

desired performance requirements, such as range, bandwidth, load-capacity for posi-

tioning and alignment applications using flexure-based mechanisms.

The generation of design topologies that are well-suited for closed-loop control is of
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great interest not only in the nanopositioning community but also those of compliant

mechanisms and motion control on a large scale. Physical insights into the dynamic

behavior of the system need to be put to use in designing the control system. The

use of controller parameterization within this context has been explored with the

intent of tuning the sensitivity transfer functions. Many interesting topics of research

branch out from the thesis and have been highlighted. We hope this thesis serves as a

spring board for new design topologies and controller designs that can facilitate more

advances in precision engineering and instrumentation.
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Appendix A

Internal Stability

Internal stability is a critical requirement of any control design. By internal stability,

we mean that the transfer function from any exogenous input to any internal signal

in the feedback system remains stable all the time. Right half plane pole-zero can-

cellations result in violating the internal stability conditions and must be avoided as

much as possible.

The internal stability of the feedback system show in Fig. B-1 can be inferred from

the following matrix relation given in [811 between the internal signals x1, X2, and z3

to the exogenous inputs r, d, n below. The feedback system is said to be internally

stable iff each of the nine transfer functions in this matrix are stable.

x1 1 -P -1II
X2 =1+ PC C 1 -C d

X3 PC P 1 n
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Figure A-1: Internal stability of a feedback system illustrated with a one-DOF control
architecture. Figure reproduced from [81].
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Appendix B

Design Drawing
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Figure B-1: CAD Drawing of AFM Flexure Nanopositioner.
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Appendix C

MATLAB Code

In the following pages, we present the MATLAB mfiles and function files used for

implementing the design and control optimizations of the thesis.

C.1 One-DOF Positioning System Example

The following .m-files implementing the integrated design and control methodology

for simple 1-DOF positioning system detailed in Chapter 5:

XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX

%main file calling MATLAB non-linear optimization routine fmincon

XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX

clear all;

close all;

global P Nz N;

global rho E Es sigma-max sigma-rod-max;

global La Ls B W Wl F rO DO m J

global wbs xmax fmax ymin piezoymax;
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P=4; % P=1,2,3,4 parallel stacking index

Nz=1; %Nz=1 when rod flexure is added, otherwise 0

Xmaterial constants of Al 70705

rho=2800; %density of A17075

E=70e9;%Young's Modulus of Al 7075

sigma-yield=550e6; %Yield stress limit of Al 7075

sigma-endurance=100e6;%Endurance stress limit of Al 7075

sf=4; %Factor of Safety

sigma-max=min(sigma-yield,sigma-endurance)/sf;

ymin=50e-6; %Minimum output displacement

piezoymax=18e-6; %Maximum piezo deflection

%material constants of steel for rod flexure (music wired)

Es=200e9;XYoung's Modulus of steel

sigma-yield-steel=500e6; %Yield stress limit of steel

sigma-endurance-steel=200e6;%Endurance stress limit of steel

sigma-rod-max=min(sigma-yield-steel,sigma-endurancesteel)/sf;

%assumption

La=0.5*25.4e-3; %actuator placement %half length of central disk

B=0.25*25.4e-3; % thickness of central mass

W=0.25*25.4e-3; % width of central mass

Ls=2*25.4e-3; % sensor placement
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md=rho*2*La*B*W; Xmass of central disk

Wl=.2*25.4e-3; %width of lever arm

ml=rho*(Ls+La)*B*Wl; %mass of lever arm

m=ml+md; %total lumped mass

Jd=md/12*(4*La^2+W^2);

Jl=1/12*ml*(Wl2+Ls^2)+ml*(W/2+Wl/2)^2+ml*(Ls-La)^2/4;

J=Jd+Jl;

rO=0.02*25.4e-3; %radius of rod flexure

DO=4*25.4e-3; Xmaximum footprint

wbs=1.5e3*2*pi; %desired bandwidth

fmax=850; Xpiezo blocking force

xmax=le-6; Xmaximum lateral displacement error

%bounds

lmin=0.25*25.4e-3;

hmin=0.05*25.4e-3;

10min=.25*25.4e-3;

lmax=(DO-2*La)/2;

hmax=lmax/12;

10max=1*25.4e-3;
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lb= [lmin;

hmin;

10min;

];

ub= [max;

hmax;

10max;];

%calling fmincon in a for loop for a grid of initial guesses.

Npoints=10;

max=0;

numberoptimal=0;

exitflagnegative=0;

options = optimset('Display','iter','MaxFunEvals', 1e8,...

'MaxIter',200, 'TolCon',le-7,'Tolfun',le-8,'TolX',1e-8);

%linear constraints: inequality

Aineq=[-0.1,1,0;

];

Bineq=[01;

figure(1);

for i=1:Npoints+1

for j=1:Npoints+1

for k=1:Npoints+1
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1=lmin+(i-1)*(lmax-lmin)/Npoints;

h=hmin+(j-1)*(hmax-hmin)/Npoints;

10=10min+(k-1)*(10max-10min)/Npoints;

initial-guess=[l;h;10;];

[optvar,fval,exitflag,output,lambda] = fmincon...

(@costfnew2,initial-guess,Aineq,Bineq,[],[],1b,ub,...

@nonlinearcnew2,options);

1optimal=optvar(1);

h-optimal=optvar(2);

10_optimal=optvar(3);

% scatter3(1/25.4e-3,h/25.4e-3,10/25.4e-3,50,'bo');

% hold on;

if exitflag>0 optimal-sol(:,i,j,k)=[l-optimal;h-optimal;l0_optimal];

initial-guess-for-optimal(:,i,j,k)=[l;h;10];

outputdetail(:,i,j,k)=output;

yout-optimal(i,j,k)=-fval;

number-optimal=number-optimal+1;

exitflag-vector(i,j,k)=exitflag;

scatter3(1optimal/25.4e-3,hoptimal/25.4e-3,10_optimal...

/25.4e-3,50,'bo');

hold on;

if max<-fval

max=-fval;

max-optimalsol=[l-optimal;h-optimal;10_optimal];

max-optimal solindices=[i;j;k];
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end;

if max==-fval scatter3(loptimal/25.4e-3,h-optimal/25.4e-3,...

10_optimal/25.4e-3,50,'r*'); hold on;

end;

end;

if exitflag<0 exitflagnegative=exitflagnegative+1;

end;

end;

end;

end;

XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX

%%%%%070/%%%%%%%%%%

XOutputs for optimal solution case

l=maxoptimal-sol(1);

h=max-optimal-sol(2);

10=maxoptimal-sol(3);

%geometry for side flexure

I=1/12*B*h^3;

%geometry of y flexure

A0=pi*r0^2;

IO=pi*r0^4/4;

XXStiffness
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%side flexures

ky=P*24*E*I/13;

kt=P*(8*E*I/13)*(l^2+3*La^2+3*l*La);

%y flexure

k0y=Es*AO/10;

kOt=Es*IO/10;

%total stiffness

kyl=ky+Nz*kOy;

ktl=kt+Nz*k0t;

%damping

by=le-2;

bt=le-6;

byl=Nz*2e-2;

btl=Nz*2e-6;

f=fmax/(1+(fmax/piezoymax)*(1/ky1+La^2/kt1));

yO=(Ls*La/ktl-1/kyl)*f;

yi=(1/ky1+La^2/kt1)*f;

Xyield stress in side flexures

sigma=f*La*h/4/I/P;

Xyield in y flexures

theta=f*La/(ktl);

sigma-y=2*(k0t*theta)*rO/IO;

%buckling critical load in y flexure

Fb=pi^2*Es*I0/(0.7*10)^2;
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Fverticalmax=Fb/4; %safety factor =4;

%nonlinear constraints: inequality

C1=sigma-sigma-max;

C2=sigma-y-sigma-rodmax;

C3=f-Fverticalmax;

C4=ymin-yO;

C5=yi-piezoymax;

kx=P*2*E*B*h/l+Nz*12*E*IO/l^3;

C6=-xmax+f*asin(5*pi/180)/kx+Ls*theta^2/2;

c=[C1;C2;C3;C4;C5;C6];

ceq=[];

[c,ceq]=nonlinearcnew2(max-optimal-sol);

XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX

%Controller design: sensitivity tuning

A1=[O 1 0 0;

-kyl/m -byl/m 0 0;

0 0 0 1;

0 0 -ktl/J -btl/J];
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B= [0;

1/m;

0;

La/J];

C=[-1 0 Ls 0;];

D= [0];

s=tf('s');

144=eye(4,4);

G=minreal(C*inv(s*144-A1)*B);

[pG,yG]=pzmap(G);

f=10; M=1.5; A=le-1;

Ws=(s+M*wbs)*(s+f*M*wbs)/(s)/(s+f*M^2*wbs);

CO=1e3/s;

SO=1/(1+G*CO);

Sd=1/Ws;

Q=minreal(Sd/SO);

tau=1e3*2*pi*100;

Sf=SO*Q;

C=minreal((1/Sf-1)/G)*1/(s/tau+1)^2;

Marg=allmargin(G*C)

[Gm,Pm,Wcg,Wcpl]=margin(G*C);

Ws=(s+M*wbs)*(s+f*M*wbs)/(s+A)/(s+f*M^2*wbs);

Wt=1000^2*(s+wbs)*(s+f*wbs)/(s+1000*f*wbs)/(s+1000*wbs);
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[khinf,cl,gam]=mixsyn(G,Ws, [] ,Wt);

khinf=minreal(khinf);

Marg=allmargin(G*khinf)

[Gm,Pm,Wcg,Wcp2l=margin(G*khinf);

figure(2);

bode(SO, 'b');

hold on;

Sf2=minreal(1/(1+G*C));

bode(1/Ws, 'm');

hold on;

bode (Sf, 'g');

hold on;

bode(Sf2, 'r');

hold on;

L=G*khinf;

S=1/(1+L);

bode (S, 'k');

figure (3);

bode (khinf);

hold on;

bode(C, 'r');

figure (4);

pzmap(khinf);

hold on;
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pzmap(C,'r');

%%XXXXXXXXXXXXXX

%function nonlinearcnew2

function [c,ceq]=nonlinearcnew2(optvar);;

global P Nz N;

global rho E Es sigma-max sigma-rod-max;

global La Ls B W Wl F rO DO m J

global wbs xmax fmax ymin piezoymax;

1=optvar(1);

h=optvar(2);

10=optvar (3);

%geometry for side flexure

I=1/12*B*h^3;

%geometry of y flexure

AO=pi*rO^2;

IO=pi*rO^4/4;

XXStiffness

%side flexures

ky=P*24*E*I/l^3;

kt=P*(8*E*I/l^3)*(l^2+3*La^2+3*l*La);

%y flexure

kOy=Es*AO/10;
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kOt=Es*IO/10;

%total stiffness

kyl=ky+Nz*kOy;

ktl=kt+Nz*k0t;

%damping

by=le-2;

bt=le-6;

byl=Nz*2e-2;

btl=Nz*2e-6;

f=fmax/(1+(fmax/piezoymax)*(1/ky1+La^2/kt1));

yO=(Ls*La/ktl-1/kyl)*f;

yi=(1/ky1+La^2/kt1)*f;

%yield stress in side flexures

sigma=f*La*h/4/I/P;

%yield in y flexures

theta=f*La/(kt1);

sigma-y=2*(k0t*theta)*rO/IO;

%buckling critical load in y flexure

Fb=pi^2*Es*IO/(0.7*10)^2;

Fverticalmax=Fb/4; %safety factor =4;

%nonlinear constraints: inequality

C1=sigma-sigma-max;

C2=sigma-y-sigma-rodmax;

C3=f-Fverticalmax;
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C4=ymin-yO;

C5=yi-piezoymax;

kx=P*2*E*B*h/l+Nz*12*E*IO/13;

C6=-xmax+f*asin(5*pi/180)/kx+Ls*theta^2/2;

c=[C1;C2;C3;C4;C5;C6];

ceq=[];

%function costfnew

function [yO]=costfnew2(optvar);

global P Nz N;

global rho E Es sigma-max sigma-rod-max;

global La Ls B W Wl F rO DO m J

global wbs xmax fmax ymin piezoymax;

1=optvar(1);

h=optvar (2) ;

10=optvar (3);

Xgeometry for side flexure

I=1/12*B*h^3;

%geometry of y flexure

AO=pi*rO^2;

IO=pi*rO^4/4;
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XXStiffness

%side flexures

ky=P*24*E*I/l^3;

kt=P*(8*E*I/13)*(12+3*La^2+3*1*La);

%y flexure

kOy=Es*AO/10;

kOt=Es*IO/10;

%total stiffness

kyl=ky+Nz*kOy;

ktl=kt+Nz*kOt;

%damping

by=le-2;

bt=le-6;

byl=Nz*2e-2;

btl=Nz*2e-6;

Xcost

f=fmax/(1+(fmax/piezoymax)*(1/kyl+La^2/ktl));

yO=-(Ls*La/ktl-1/kyl)*f;

C.2 AFM Nanopositioner Example

C.2.1 Shape and Size Optimization of AFM Nanopositioner

The following are the .m files used for the shape and size optimization of the AFM

nanopositioner described in Chapter 6.
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%main file calling fmincon function

close all;

clear all;

global Ef N A B C kb df kwa kwb kp dO fb;

global fzdesired xrangedesired;

global m;

Xobjective

fzdesired=35e3;

xrangedesired=50e-6;

%material properties

Ef=2.lell;

Ea=72e9;

Sa=550e6;

fb=850;

N=2;

kp=50e6;

m=5e-3;

%assumed geometry parameters

df=0.5e-3;

bw=1.35e-3;

hw=0.6e-3;
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lwl=sqrt(6*Ea*xrangedesired*hw/Sa)+2e-3

lw=8.5e-3;

%wire flexurs between chevron and central stage

kwb=2*Ea*bw*hw^3/lw^3;

kwa=Ea*bw*hw/lw;

%box flexures in x

%notch stiffness

b_notch=.25*25.4e-3;

r_notch=5/128*25.4e-3;

t_notch=.4e-3;

1_b=8.98e-3;

s=rnotch./t-notch;

%geometry factor that appears in notch stiffness

f21=2*s.^3.*(6*s.^2+4*s+1)./((2.*s+1).*(4*s+1).^2);

f22=(12*s.^4.*(2*s+1)./(4*s+1).^2.5).*atan(sqrt(4*s+1));

f2=f21+f22;

knotchb=(Ea*b-notch.*rnotch.^2/12).*(1./f2);

kb=(4*knotchb./(l-b.^2));

%Calculation of stiffness matrix of chevron

%Deflections based on FEA of chevron with...

%varying angle alpha
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%k2=fin/din, with dout=O;

XA= [alpha, din]

A=[0.1 2.22E-08

2 2.19E-08

4 2.17E-08

6 2.16E-08

8 2.15E-08

10 2.15E-08

12 2.16E-08

14 2.17E-08

16 2.19E-08

18 2.22E-08

20 2.26E-08

22 2.30E-08

24 2.36E-08

26 2.43E-08

28 2.51E-08

30 2.61E-08

32 2.73E-08

34 2.87E-08

36 3.04E-08

38 3.25E-08

40 3.48E-08

];

Xk1=fout/dout with din=0;
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%B=[alpha, dout]

B=[0.1 6.99E-06

2 4.43E-06

4 2.15E-06

6 1.17E-06

8 7.17E-07

10 4.82E-07

12 3.46E-07

14 2.62E-07

16 2.04E-07

18 1.65E-07

20 1.38E-07

22 1.16E-07

24 9.99E-08

26 8.73E-08

28 7.79E-08

30 6.99E-08

32 6.45E-08

34 6.11E-08

36 5.67E-08

38 5.18E-08

40 4.97E-08

] ;

%Kout calculated from Fin=0;Fout=1N

%C= [alpha, dout]

C=[0.1 1.42E-05
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2 1.44E-05

4 1.41E-05

6 1.40E-05

8 1.41E-05

10 1.43E-05

12 1.41E-05

14 1.45E-05

16 1.45E-05

18 1.47E-05

20 1.50E-05

22 1.54E-05

24 1.61E-05

26 1.65E-05

28 1.70E-05

30 1.80E-05

32 1.88E-05

34 1.95E-05

36 2.07E-05

38 2.28E-05

40 2.41E-05

];

%Calculation of k1, k2, k3 as a function of

%chevron angle

phi=0:0.01:40*pi/180;

k2poly=polyfit(A(:,1),1./A(:,2),4);

k2=polyval(k2poly,phi*180/pi);
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klpoly=polyfit(B(:,1),1./B(:,2),4);

kl=polyval(klpoly,phi*180/pi);

koutpoly=polyfit(C(:,1),1./C(:,2),2);

kout=polyval(koutpoly,phi*180/pi);

k3=-sqrt(k1.*k2-k2.*kout);

%initial guess

LB=[1;.25;51;

UB=[64;1;10];

XO=(LB+UB)/2;

options = optimset('Display','iter','TolFun',le-9);

[x,fval,exitflag,output,lambda] = FMINCON(@costfunction,...

XO,[],[],[],[],LB,UB,@nonlinearconstraints-scanner,options)

n=ceil(x(1));

lf =x (2) *25.4e-3;

phi=x(3)*pi/180;

Af=pi/4*df^2;

kfz=n*Ef*Af/lf;

fz=(1/(2*pi))*sqrt(kfz/m);
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kl=polyval(klpoly,phi*180/pi);

k2=polyval(k2poly,phi*180/pi);

kout=polyval (koutpoly,phi*180/pi);

k3=-sqrt(k1.*k2-k2.*kout);

%x stiffness

If=pi/64*df^4;

kfx=n*12*Ef*If/lf^3;

kL=(kwb)*(1+2*kb/kwa)+4*kb+kfx*(1+2*kb/kwa);

s=(kwb+kfx)/kwa+2;

ks=(k1*k2-k3^2+k1*kp/N)/(k2+kp/N);

xrange=((-2*k3*fb./(k2+kp/N))/(kL+2*s.*ks))*1e6

XXXXXXXXX%%XXXXXXXXXX

%Function file specifying cost function

function f=costfunction(x);

global Ef N A B C kb df kwa kwb kp dO fb;

global fzdesired xrangedesired;

global m;

%assign

n=x(1);

lf=x(2)*25.4e-3;

phi=x(3)*pi/180;
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k2poly=polyfit(A(:,1),1./A(:,2),4);

k2=polyval(k2poly,phi*180/pi);

klpoly=polyfit(B(:,1),1./B(:,2),4);

kl=polyval(klpoly,phi*180/pi);

koutpoly=polyfit(C(:,1),1./C(:,2),4);

kout=polyval(koutpoly,phi*180/pi);

k3=-sqrt(ki.*k2-k2.*kout);

%x stiffness

If=pi/64*df^4;

kfx=n*12*Ef*If/lf^3;

kL=(kwb)*(1+2*kb/kwa)+4*kb+kfx*(1+2*kb/kwa);

s=(kwb+kfx)/kwa+2;

ks=(k1*k2-k3^2+k1*kp/N)/(k2+kp/N);

m=5e-3;

If=pi/64*df^4;

kfx=n*12*Ef*If/lf^3;

kL=(kwb)*(1+2*kb/kwa)+4*kb+kfx*(1+2*kb/kwa);

s=(kwb+kfx)/kwa+2;
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ks=(k1*k2-k3^2+k1*kp/N)/(k2+kp/N);

xrange=((-2*k3*fb)/(k2+kp/N))./(kL+2*s*ks);

thetaarc=asin(xrange/2/lf);

lift=lf*(1-cos(thetaarc));

fx=(1/(2*pi))*sqrt((kL+2*s*ks)/m);

Af=pi/4*df^2;

kfz=n*Ef*Af/lf;

f=lift;

XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX

%%%%%%%%%%%%%% %%%%%//O7y/7

XFunction file specifying nonlinear constraints

function [c,ceql=nonlinearconstraints-scanner(x);

global Ef N A B C kb df kwa kwb kp dO fb;

global fzdesired xrangedesired;

global m;

n=x(1);

lf=x(2)*25.4e-3;

phi=x (3)*pi/180;

k2poly=polyfit(A(:,1),1./A(:,2),4);

k2=polyval(k2poly , phi*180/pi);
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klpoly=polyfit(B(:,1),1./B(:,2),4);

kl=polyval(klpoly,phi*180/pi);

koutpoly=polyfit(C(:,1),1./C(:,2),4);

kout=polyval(koutpoly,phi*180/pi);

k3=-sqrt(k1.*k2-k2.*kout);

Xx range

If=pi/64*df^4;

kfx=n*12*Ef*If/lf^3;

kL=(kwb)*(1+2*kb/kwa)+4*kb+kfx*(1+2*kb/kwa);

s=(kwb+kfx)/kwa+2;

ks=(k1*k2-k3^2+k1*kp/N)/(k2+kp/N);

xrange=((-2*k3*fb)/(k2+kp/N))./(kL+2*s*ks);

c(1)=xrangedesired-xrange;

% fz

m=5e-3;

Af=pi/4*df^2;

kfz=n*Ef*Af/lf;

fz=(1/(2*pi))*sqrt(kfz/m);

c(2)=fzdesired-fz;
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ceq=U ;

C.2.2 AFM H 2-optimal Model-Matching

close all;

clear all;

global magGxx G fs sizefs;

A=[

%Data collected for AFM lateral frequency response

%Not included here because of space constraints

sizeA=size (A);

s=tf('s');

fs=A(: ,2);

magGxx=20*loglO(A(:,3));

phaseGxx=A(: ,4);

figure(1);

subplot(2, 1,1)

semilogx(fs,magGxx,'r.');

grid on;

hold on;

subplot(2,1,2)

semilogx(fs,phaseGxx,'r.');

grid on;
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[mO,pO]=bode(PO,2*pi*fs);

mO=squeeze(mO);

pO=squeeze(pO);

subplot (2, 1, 1) ;

semilogx(fs,20*loglO(mO),'k-.','linewidth',2);

grid on;

hold on;

axis tight;

subplot(2,1,2);

semilogx(fs,pO,'k-.','linewidth',2);

grid on;

hold on;

axis tight;

costO=costmatch3(initial-guess)

XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX%%XXXXXXXXXXXX5

options = optimset('Display','iter','MaxFunEvals', 1e8,...

'MaxIter',200, 'TolCon',le-7,'Tolfun',le-13,'TolX',le-8);

[optvar,fval,exitflag,output,lambda] = fmincon(@costmatch3,...

initialguess,[],[],[],[],1b,ub,@nonlinearmatch3,options);

el=optvar(1);

wi=optvar(2);

e2=optvar (3) ;

w2=optvar (4);
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a=optvar(5);

b=optvar(6);

P1=tf([w1^2],[1 2*e1*w1 w1^2]);

P2=tf([w2^2],[1 2*e2*w2 w2^21);

P=a*(P1+b*P2);

[m,p]=bode(P,2*pi*fs);

m=squeeze(m);

p=squeeze(p);

subplot(2,1,1);

semilogx(fs,20*loglO(m),'b','linewidth',2);

grid on;

hold on;

legend('Measured Data','Initial Guess','H2-optimal Model');

axis tight;

subplot(2,1,2);

semilogx(fs,p,'b','linewidth',2);

grid on;

hold on;

axis tight;

axis([19.53 20e3 -360 0]);

for j=1:sizefs(1)

realP(j)=m(j)*cos(p(j)*pi/180);

imagP(j)=m(j)*sin(p(j)*pi/180);
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Pc(j)=complex(realP(j),imagP(j));

end;

cost=O;

deltaf=sizefs/20000;

for j=1:sizefs(1)

if fs(j)>5e3 weight(j)=O;

else weight(j)=1;

end;

cost=cost+(G(j)-Pc(j)).*conj(G(j)-Pc(j))*weight(j)*delta_f;

end;

XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX5

%Function file specifying cost function

function [costl=costmatch3(optvar);

global magGxx G fs sizefs;

el=optvar(1);

wl=optvar (2);

e2=optvar(3) ;

w2=optvar (4);

a=optvar (5) ;

b=optvar(6);

s=tf('s');
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P1=tf ([w1^2] ,[1 2*e1*w1 w1^2]) ;

P2=tf([w2^21,[1 2*e2*w2 w2^21);

P=a*(1*P1+b*P2);

[m,p]=bode(P,2*pi*fs);

m=squeeze(m);

p=squeeze(p);

for j=1:sizefs(1)

realPc(j)=m(j)*cos(p(j)*pi/180);

imagPc(j)=m(j)*sin(p(j)*pi/180);

Pc(j)=complex(realPc(j),imagPc(j));

end;

%minimization of H2norm defined as integral of (G-Pc).*conj(G-Pc) over frequency

fs

cost=O;

deltaf=sizefs(1)/20000;

for j=1:sizefs(1)

if fs(j)>5e3 weight(j)=O;

else weight(j)=1;

end;

cost=cost+(G(j)-Pc(j)).*conj(G(j)-Pc(j))*weight(j)*delta-f;

end;

XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX%%XXXXXXXXXXXXXXX

%Function file specifying constraint function
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function [c,ceq]=nonlinearmatch(optvar);

%global A magGxx fs a b;

global magGxx G fs sizefs;

el=optvar(1);

wl=optvar(2);

e2=optvar (3);

w2=optvar (4);

a=optvar(5);

b=optvar (6);

s=tf('s');

P1=tf([w1^2],[1 2*e1*w1 w1^2]);

P2=tf([w2^21,[1 2*e2*w2 w2^2]);

P=a*(1*P1+b*P2);

[m,pl=bode(P,2*pi*fs);

m=squeeze (m) ;

p=squeeze(p);

ceq=20*log1O(m(1))-magGxx(1);

C.2.3 AFM Sensitivity Tuning

close all;

clear all;
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global SO fs ms0 fsd fsdsize Sdesired;

s=tf('s');

%plant from H2-optimal model based on experimental

Xlateral frequency response data

P=(2.699e07*s^2+3.784e09*s+6.549e14)...

/(s^4+431.8*s^3+2.372e08*s^2+3.62e10*s+4.716e15);

XNominal Sensitivity

CO=1000/s;

SO=(1/(1+P*CO));

fs=10.^(1:0.0001:4);

[ms0,psOl=bode(SO,2*pi*fs);

msO=squeeze(msO);

psO=squeeze(ps0);

PCO-performance=allmargin(P*CO);

%Desired Sensitivity obtained by gridding

fsdl=10.^(1:0.005:3.357);
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fsd2=10.^3.3685;

fsd3=10.^(3.38:0.005:4);

[msdl,psdl]=bode(SO,2*pi*fsdl);

msdl=squeeze(msd1);

psdl=squeeze(psdl);

[msd2,psd2l=bode(SO,2*pi*fsd2);

msd2=max(ms0)/1.5;

msd2=squeeze(msd2);

psd2=squeeze(psd2);

[msd3,psd3l=bode(SO,2*pi*fsd3);

msd3=squeeze(msd3);

psd3=squeeze(psd3);

msd=[msdl; msd2; msd3l;

phsd=[psdl; psd2; psd3l;

fsd=[fsdl'; fsd2; fsd3'1;

fsdlsize=size(fsdl);

peakfrequency=fsdlsize(1)+1;

fsdsize=size(fsd);

for j=1:fsdsize(1);

realSd(j)=msd(j).*cos(phsd(j)*pi/180);

imagSd(j)=msd(j).*sin(phsd(j)*pi/180);

Sdesired(j)=complex(realSd(j),imagSd(j));

end;
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figure(1);

semilogx(fsd,20*loglO(msd),'bo');

grid on;

hold on;

semilogx(fs,20*loglO(msO),'r');

hold on;

figure (2);

plot(fsd,20*loglO(msd),'bo','linewidth',2);

hold on;

plot(fs,20*loglO(msO),'r','linewidth',2);

hold on;

axis([2100 2700 -0.2 4.71);

Xcalling optimization routine

elO=0.006;

wlO=2.32e3*2*pi;

e20=0.008;

w20=2.34e3*2*pi;

initialguess=[elO;wlO;e20;w20];

lb=[0.005; 2.30e3*2*pi; 0.005; 2.33e3*2*pil;
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ub=[0.01; 2.35e3*2*pi; 0.01; 2.35e3*2*pi];

options = optimset('Display','iter','MaxFunEvals', 1e8,...

'MaxIter',200, 'TolCon',le-7,'Tolfun',le-13,'TolX',le-8);

[optvar,fval,exitflag,output,lambda] = fmincon...

(@cost-sensitivity,initial-guess,[],[],[],[],...

lb,ub,@nonlinear-constraintsensitivity,options);

%optvar=initial-guess;

el=optvar(1);

wl=optvar(2);

e2=optvar(3);

w2=optvar (4);

Q=(s^2+2*e1*w1*s+w1^2)/(s^2+2*e2*w2*s+w2^2);

S=SO*Q;

[ms,ps]=bode(S,2*pi*fsd);

ms=squeeze(ms);

ps=squeeze(ps);

[mss,ps]=bode(S,2*pi*fs);

mss=squeeze(mss);

figure(3);

semilogx(fsd,20*loglO(msd),'bo','linewidth',2);
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grid on;

hold on;

semilogx(fs,20*loglO(msO),'r','linewidth',2);

hold on;

semilogx(fs,20*loglO(mss),'k','linewidth',2);

hold on;

figure(4);

plot(fs,20*loglO(msO),'r','linewidth',2);

hold on;

plot(fsd,20*loglO(msd),'bo','linewidth',2);

hold on;

plot(fs,20*loglO(mss),'k','linewidth',2);

hold on;

legend('Nominal Sensitivity S_0(j\omega)','Desired..

Sensitivity S-d (j\omega)','H_2 Optimal...

Sensitivity S_{opt}(j\omega)');

axis([2100 2700 -0.2 4.7]);

optvar=initial-guess;

el=optvar(1);
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wl=optvar(2);

e2=optvar (3) ;

w2=optvar (4);

Q0=(s^2+2*e1*w1*s+w1^2)/(s^2+2*e2*w2*s+w2^2);

SQO=SO*QO;

[msqO,psq0l=bode(SQO,2*pi*fsd);

msqo=squeeze(msqO);

psqO=squeeze(psqO);

maxwithQO=20*loglO(max(msqO))

figure(5);

plot(fsd,20*loglO(msd)-20*loglO(ms),'linewidth',2);

hold on;

XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX

%Cost function for minimzing H2-norm of error between sensitivity

$and desired sensitivity:

function [costl=cost-sensitivity(optvar);

global SO fs msO fsd fsdsize Sdesired;

el=optvar(1);

wl=optvar (2) ;

e2=optvar (3) ;

w2=optvar (4);
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s=tf('s');

Q=(s^2+2*e1*w1*s+w1^2)/(s^2+2*e2*w2*s+w2^2);

S=minreal(SO*Q);

Ems,ps]=bode(S,2*pi*fsd);

ms=squeeze(ms);

ps=squeeze(ps);

for j=1:fsdsize(1);

realSf(j)=ms(j).*cos(ps(j)*pi/180);

imagSf(j)=ms(j).*sin(ps(j)*pi/180);

Sf(j)=complex(realSf(j),imagSf(j));

end;

cost=O;

deltaf=10^.005;

for j=1:fsdsize(1)

cost=cost+(Sdesired(j)-Sf(j)).*conj(Sdesired(j)-Sf(j))*delta-f;

end;

XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX%000%%%XXX

%Non-linear constraint function for AFM nanopositioner sensitivity tuning

function [c, ceq]=nonlinearconstraintsensitivity(optvar);

global SO fs ms0 fsd fsdsize Sdesired;
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s=tf ('s');

el=optvar(1);

wl=optvar(2);

e2=optvar(3);

w2=optvar (4);

Q=(s^2+2*e1*w1*s+w1^2)/(s^2+2*e2*w2*s+w2^2);

S=SO*Q;

[ms,ps]=bode(S,2*pi*fsd);

ms=squeeze(ms);

ps=squeeze(ps);

c=3-(20*loglO(max(msO))-20*log10(max(ms)));

ceq=[];
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Appendix D

Piezoelectric Actuators: Guidelines

In this section, we present a practical overview of piezoelectric actuators. We highlight

some of the practical guidelines (do's and don'ts) when handling them.

D.1 Working Principle

Piezoelectric actuators are known for their high-resolution (on the nano-scale) mo-

tion capabilities. They are based on the principle of piezoelectricity, a property of

materials such as Lead Zirconate Titanate (PZT). Piezoelectricity is the ability of

generating electric field from a stored mechanical energy, such as strain energy stored

in the material under an applied mechanical load. The reverse effect of generating a

mechanical strain under an applied electrical field, or voltage, is also possible, and is

the underlying principle of piezoelectric actuators.

From an energy viewpoint, neglecting losses, the piezoelectric material is a trans-

former that converts a mechanical energy input into an electrical energy output. In

the mechanical domain the energy gets stored in the linear stiffness of the stack

elements

Example configurations of piezoelectric actuators are stack actuators and tube

actuators. In piezoelectric stack actuators, multiple layers of the material are added
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mechanically in series so that their displacements add up, and electrically in parallel

so that they are driven under the same applied voltage. They typically are used for

linear actuation.

In piezoelectric tube actuators, a thin walled tube is provided with discrete elec-

trodes on the inner and outer surfaces of the tube. Longitudinal actuation is achieved

by applying a voltage to the inner electrodes. Lateral actuation is achieved by a dif-

ferential voltage applied to opposing outer electrodes.

D.2 Force Displacement Characteristic Curves

Similar to torque-speed characteristic curves of motors, piezoelectric actuators have a

force-displacement characteristic curve. An example force-displacement characteristic

graph for piezoelectric stack actuators is schematically shown in Fig. D-1. A few

terms need to be explained here. When no force is applied to the free end of the

piezoelectric stack actuator, it expands to a maximum of ymax, which is called the

free deflection and noted as the y-intercept of the line in Fig. D-1. On the other hand,

if the piezoelectric actuator is blocked completely from expanding by imposing rigid

boundary conditions, it generates a maximum force, known as the blocking force.

This is indicated as Fma in the figure. This is equivalent to the stall torque of a

motor.

For any operating point chosen (6, f) on this characteristic, the stiffness of the

structure is set at kload = f. Note that both fma, and 6 max scale linearly with the

applied voltage. The area under the force displacement characteristic is a maximum

when the voltage applied to the piezoelectric actuator is its rated maximum value.
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Force

Figure D-1: Typical static force-deflection characteristic graph of a piezoelectric stack
actuator. The piezoelectric stack actuator represented in this characteristic graph has
a maximum force capacity (blocking force) Fma, and free deflection Ymax.

D.3 Sizing of Piezoelectric Actuators

Selecting a piezoelectric stack actuator suitable for a particular application involves

multiple decisions. They are listed below:

e Deflection: Typical piezoelectric crystals like PZT are marked by strains of

about 0.1%. To get large extensions of the piezoelectric actuator, higher strain

materials, such as presented in [13], are available. However, such materials are

still subjects of research with limited commercial suppliers. To get large deflec-

tions, a series combination of stacks be used to can sum up their displacements,

at the same blocking force. Further. amplification mechanisms can be designed

for improving on the available deflection. But this comes at the cost of reduced

output force.

* Preload: Most commercial piezoelectric actuators come with a casing in which

the stack is preloaded against a metal casing with flexure or spring elements.

If a raw stack is used, sufficient preload must be provided to prevent loss of

interface contact between the actuator and the load. Preload is also needed

for protecting the piezoelectric actuator from tension loads. A typical value
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suggested for preload is 20 - 50% of the blocking force.

" Natural frequency: The shorter the stack the higher the natural frequency.

Ideally the stack should be chosen such that its natural frequency is higher

than the bandwidth of interest.

* Configuration selection: One design choice for using piezoelectric actuators in

flexure-based mechanisms is selecting a stack versus tube. Piezoelectric tubes,

found in most commercial AFMs, have a bending mode in addition to the

longitudinal mode. Piezoelectric stacks are preferred since they tend to be more

compact and are often used when motion along a single axis is desired. Since

flexure design topologies can be chosen to parallel-kinematic with decoupled

motion axes, single-axis piezoelectric stack actuators along each motion axis is

one preferred approach for driving the mechanism.

" Capacitance: The piezoelectric actuator has an electrical capacitance that stores

the electrical energy of system. Power amplifiers have a bandwidth that is

limited by the capacitance of the piezoelectric stack actuator. Typically, a roll-

off such as 20 dB/dec is observed after cut-off frequencies, which depend on the

capacitance of the actuator. The larger the capacitance to be driven, the earlier

the cut-off frequency occurs. Hence, it is increasingly hard to drive piezoelectric

actuators that have high capacitances.

D.4 Practical Aspects

The following is a list of practical do's and don'ts that are helpful when using piezo-

electric actuators in a hardware implementation.

9 Piezoelectric actuators cannot withstand shear and moment loads. Hence, a

rounded tip or a flexure piece should be used to guide the piezoelectric actuator
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without being affected by the parasitic loads.

" The capacitance between the leads of the piezoelectric actuator must be checked

with a voltmeter, before connecting them across the channel of a power ampli-

fier. This is necessary to ensure that short-circuiting is avoided when driving

with a power amplifier. If short-circuiting protection is not available on the

amplifier, it is likely the amplifier fuse will blow up.

" Soldering leads to piezoelectric stacks should be done carefully, since any heat

applied to the stacks can irreversibly affect the piezoelectricity property.

" Commercial ceramic piezoelectric stacks are sometimes available with a resin

coating that protects the delicate surfaces of the stack. The stacks that come

without the resin coating should be handled carefully since the material tends

to brittle and powdery. A stack with a broken surface, or chipped surface, can

have short-circuiting of the inner layers and is hence unsuitable for connecting

to power amplifiers.

* Exceeding the prescribed voltage range of piezoelectric actuators is likely to

cause excessive heating, and irreversibly damage the material.
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Appendix E

Vendors

dSPACE Inc.
28700 Cabot Drive - Suite 1100
Novi, MI 48377
Telephone - (248) 567-1300
Web address - http://www.dspaceinc.com/index.htm
Product used: DS1103 Controller Board

The MathWorks, Inc.
3 Apple Hill Dr.
Natick, MA 01760-2098
Telephone - (508)647-7000
Web address - http://www.mathworks.coni
Products used: MATLAB, Simulink

NEC Tokin
1600 Golf Road, Corporate Center-Suite 1228, Rolling Meadows, IL 60008 Telephone

(847)981-5047
Web address - http://www.nec-tokin.com
Product used: Piezoelectric Actuator AE0505D16
Distributor in USA: Thorlabs, Inc.

Physik Instrumente
16 Albert Street, Auburn, MA 01501
Telephone - (508)832-3456
Web address - http://www.pi-usa.com
Product used: Piezoelectric Actuator PL022.21, PL033.31, PL885.51
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National Instruments Corporation
11500 N Mopac Expressway, Austin, TX 78759-3504
Telephone - (512) 683-0100
Web address -http://www.ni.com
Products used:
Hardware: PXI Chassis 1042, PXI Embedded Controller 8183, Multi-function DAQ
6048
Software: LabVIEW 2009

ADE Tech
80 Wilson Way, Westwood, MA 02090
Telephone - (781)467-3515
Web address - http://www.adetech.com
Product used: Capacitance Probe AD2805

SIOS
SISO Mechtecnik GmbH, Am Vogelherd 46, D98693, Limenau Germany
Telephone - 49(0)3677-64470
Web address - http://www.siso.com
Product used: Single-Axis Laser Interferometeric Vibrometer

TechProject Inc.
Elisenstrasse 23, A-1230 Wien, Osteerreich
Telephone - (0043) 676 427 7064
Web address - http://www.techproject.at
Product used: Six-channel power amplifier tuned for NEC Tokin piezos

Agilent Technologies.
5301 Stevens Creek Blvd, Santa Clara CA 95051
Telephone - (877)424-4536
Web address - http://www.agilent.com
Product used: Dynamic Signal Analyzer 35670A

Ideal Vacuum Products, LLC.
2401B Phoenix Ave NE Albuquerque, NM 87107
Telephone - (505) 872-0037
Web address - http://www.pchemlabs.com/contact.asp
Ideal Vacuum Products, LLC, formerly, PChemLabs Product used: High Vacuum
Expoy
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